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Summary 

In many areas of atom opties the coherent (relative phase retaining) manip
ulation of atoms and atomie beams is necessary to prevent the loss of the 
quanturn information contained in these atoms. The splitting and refiecting 
of a beam of coherent atoms is one of the techniques necessary for the con
struction of various atom-optical setups including an atomie interferometer. 
The "working horse" -technique for the splitting and refiecting of these atoms 
is a technique called Bragg scattering, which uses a laser to either partially 
or totally refiect the atomie beam. We propose an alternate technique for 
coherently splitting atomie beams, quasi-Bragg scattering, that offers greater 
fiexibility and greatly reduces the amount of work necessary when changing 
the splitting angle the atomie beam splitter. 

Changing the splitting angle of a classical Bragg beam splitter requires 
realigning the opties used toa high accuracy. The quasi-Bragg technique uti
lizes the interactions of an atomie beam, not only with a laser, but also with 
a magnetic field. The magnetic field allows us to create a beamsplitter with a 
splitting angle that is controlled by the applied magnetic field. Since only the 
magnetic field controls the splitting angle, there is no realignment necessary. 
As a bonus, the quasi-Bragg beamsplitter can function as an intrinsic 50/ 50 
beamsplitter making it ideal for application in atomie interferometry. Aside 
from the splitting of an atomie beam, the quasi-Bragg setup also has other 
possibilities such as the coherent bending of a beam and creating new types 
of beam splitters. 

In this Report we will first describe the theory underlying both classical 
Bragg scattering and the new quasi-Bragg scat tering. We will then describe 
how the working of the quasi-Bragg setup can be numerically simulated using 
a Quanturn Monte Carlo approach. 

The results of the simulations show that although the various schemes do 
work, they operate at different settings of the magnetic field than predicted. 

I 



We will explain these shifts using a qualitative analysis of the eigenfundions 
and eigenenergies of the system. 

II 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

1.1 Interferometry 

Today the most precise physical measurements in the fields of gravitation [1] , 
electromagnetism [2] and inertial sensing [3] are done using one and the 
same technique: interferometry. Classica! interferometers use highly colli
mated beams of light of a single frequency to measure the disturbances too 
small to be noticed by other technique currently available. This precision 
allows physicists to test existing fundamental theories such as the existence 
of gravitational waves [1] and the quantization of the electromagnetic field [4] 

lnterferometry uses the phase difference between two initially coherent 
(in phase) ob jects ( usually beams of light) caused by the perturbation of 
one of the beams by the experiment. Through comparison of the phase of 
the interacting object with that of the undisturbed object , this phase differ
ence can then be related to the strength of the disturbance and thus to the 
strength of the quantity you want to measure. 

There are several different types of interferometers based on the type of 
object used as a medium (light, atoms, neutrons) and the way the coherent 
parts are separated (in space or in state) . Traditional interferometers use 
beams of light as interfering objects. These light beams can easily be cre
ated using lasers. Since the wavelength/frequency of a laser can be precisely 
tuned, measurements done with these devices are very accurate. For many 
applications however, the sensitivity of the measurements is inversely propor
tional to the wavelength of the object used. Quanturn mechanics states that 
particles exhibit wave-like behavior as well; they can be seen as very short 
waves with a wavelength known as the DeBroglie wavelength [5]. These De-

1 
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Broglie wavelengths are typically many orders of magnitude smaller than the 
wavelengths of lasers and are inversely proportional to the mass of the ob
ject. Therefore interferometers basedon particles are much more sensitive to 
many effects than the traditional optical interferometers. Examples of par
ticles used to build an interferometer include neutrons [6, 7], atoms [8] and 
even C60-molecules [9]. 

The type of interferometer we will be discussing is an atomie Mach
Zehnder interferometer, more specifically the atomie Mach-Zehnder interfer
ometer currently being constructed at the AQT-group at the TU/e ( [10- 12]) . 
A simplified scheme of this interferometer is presented in Fig. 1.1. 

50/50 BS Mirror 50/50 BS 

Figure 1.1: Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This is the same 
type of interferometer used at the AQT-group. 

The interferometer works by first splitting an atomie beam into two co
herent parts by using a beamsplitter. Both parts are then allowed to split 
and evolve separately until halfway into the interferometer were they are 
refiected back again towards each other. A final beamsplitter will mix the 
two beams again at the end and depending on the relative phase of the two 
beams, part of the atoms may go to the other detector. We are planning 
on using one of the arms of this interferometer as a sensitive probe in future 
experiments. 

1.1.1 The QND-interferometer 

One of the current goals of the atomie interferometer experiment is to per
farm a "Quantum Non Demolition" measurement to prove the quantization 
of the electromagnetic field in the near infrared regime. The experiment is 
based on theory by A.M. Herkommer [13] and more recent experiments by 
M. Brune [14] proving the quantization of the electromagnetic field in the 
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"micro-wave" regime. The experiment combines a high finesse cavity with 
anatomie interferometer and is described by G.T. Jansen [4]. 

Before we can build an atomie interferometer, we first need a suitable 
souree of atoms to supply the interferometer. In order to get a good interfer
ometer weneedanatomie beam which is bright, monochromatic, collimated 
and slow enough to have an optimal interaction time. In order to provide 
the interferometer with such a souree an advanced beamline setup was first 
constructed which is shown schematically in Fig. 1.2. 

Collimator 

He* 
souree 

Zeeman 
slower 

B B 

MOL MOC 

Figure 1.2: The QND-beamline setup. 

I I 

Apertures 

The beamline setup starts with a souree of the metastable heliumatoms 
(He*). First the atoms emerging from the souree are collimated by laser 
cooling into a parallel beam heading towards the interferometer. The atoms 
are then slowed to a velocity that is optimal for the interaction by a Zeeman 
slower. A combination of a iagneto Op ti cal Lens and a Magneto Op ti cal 
Compressor reduce the dimensions of the beam to create a smaller beam and 
increase the brightness. Afterwards two slits act as a passive filter, resulting 
in a bright, monochromatic, sub-recoil collimated beam with the right veloc
ity. Further details about the beamline can be found in [10]. 

Now that we have an atomie beam which meets the demands for our 
interferometer, we still need to construct the interferometer itself. The in
terferometer has five basic components as shown in Fig. 1.1: Two atomie 
50/50 beamsplitters, an atomie mirror and two detectors. Sirree we use a 
metastable atom, we can use Multi Channel Plates (MCP's) for the detec-
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tion of the atoms giving us a detection efficiency of almost 100%. For the 
beam splitters we will have to look for a way to construct a coherent atomie 
wave-splitter, i.e., a device which "splits" the incoming DeBroglie wave in 
two while retaining the coherent phase of the wave. The mirrors have to be 
able to refiect the samewave without causing the wave to loose its coherence. 

Both coherent processes, splitting and refiecting, can be dorre using the 
same technique called Bragg scattering from a standing light wave [4, 15]. 
However when using this technique, the splitter and mirror are not easily 
adjustable sirree changing the refiection angle requires precise mechanical 
adjustments of the angle between the atomie beam and the standing light 
wave. Therefore an alternative technique that does not require these me
chanica! manipulations would be experimentally interesting. 

This report describes new methods that can be used in the interferometer 
as both a beamsplitter and a mirror. The methods use interactions with 
lasers as well as a magnetic field to allow for more and easier control over 
the splitting and refiecting of the atomie beams. Instead of mechanically 
adjusting the alignment of the laser system, one only needs to change the 
strength of the magnetic field used in the interaction to obtain a different 
splitting angle. A bonus provided by the new system is that because of 
symmetry it intrinsically operates as a balanced (50/ 50) beamsplitter. The 
method itself also has other possible implementations in the field of atom 
opties which will be discussed as well. 



Chapter 2 

Bragg Scattering 

2.1 Coherent Atomie Beam Splitting 

In order to build an atomie Mach-Zehnder interferometer, we need mirrors 
and beamsplitters that operate on atoms. As mentioned in the introduction, 
both of these processes can be achieved using the same method: Bragg scat
tering. In this chapter we will first give a description of the Bragg scattering 
process. Next we will describe a new alternative version to the classica! 
Bragg scattering process dubbed quasi-Bragg scattering. This new process 
offers greater experimental fiexibility. We will discuss the quasi-Bragg pro
cess and several of its applications in comparison with to the classica! Bragg 
scattering process. 

2.2 Bragg Scattering 

Bragg Scattering was first observed by W.H. Bragg and W.L. Bragg while 
observing the refiection by X-rays of a cleaved crystal [16]. When the crystal 
was rotated they observed that refiection only occurred at specific angles rel
ative to the face of the crystal. They explained these angles ( 0) by assuming 
refiection was caused by constructive interference of X-ray waves refiected by 
the different planes in the crystal as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

Using simple geometry they were able to predict the angles at which 
constructive interference takes place: 

2 * d * sin(B) = n *À (2.1) 

This relates the angles e for each order of refiection n to the distance 
between the different crystal planes d and the wavelength of the X-rays À. 

5 
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Figure 2.1: Constructive interf erenee at the Bragg angle. 

The angles found by this so called 'Bragg law' predicted the angles found 
in their experiment. This, together with their experiments, earned them a 
Nobel prize in 1915 [17]. 

Bragg scattering is however not limited to the case of X-rays/light re
fiected by a crystal. In 1946 Bragg scattering was also observed with a beam 
of neutrons impinging on a crystal. This process was key in the develop
ment of neutron interferometry [6, 7]. In 1987 Bragg scattering was first 
achieved by Martin et al. on a beam of atoms diffracted by an standing 
wave laser beam [15]. This technique is the opposite of the original experi
ment: diffracting matter on light instead of light on matter, demonstrating 
the wave/partiele duality of quanturn mechanics and coming full circle in the 
evolution of Bragg scattering. 

2.3 Diffracting Atoms from a Standing Light
field 

vVhen trying to diffract an atomie beam with a standing wave laser field 
there are, depending on the contiguration of both the atomie beam and the 
lasers, two different regimes: The diabatic or Raman-Nath regime and the 
adiabatic or Bragg regime. 

In the following discussions of the different regimes it is useful to con
sider an alternative picture of the diffraction process of a DeBroglie wave 
by a standing light wave. In this picture, the atoms are diffracted by the 
standing light wave through absorption and stimulated emission of photons 
from the standing wave. During these processes the atoms gain or lose not 
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only the energy, but also the momenturn of the photons. Note that if the 
light field is sufficiently detuned from resonance with the atomie transition, 
as we will assume is the case, the atoms never actually end up in the excited 
state (having absorbed a photon without emitting it). The absorption and 
stimulated emission of the photon then only occur pairwise. As a result the 
momenturn of the atoms can only change by an even multiple of the photon 
momentum; Each absorption/ stimulated emission pair will change the total 
momenturn of the atom witheither Ofïk or 2fïk where fïk is the momenturn of 
a single photon. The direction of the momenturn change depends on which 
running wave component composing the standing wave the absorbed photon 
was part of, and in which component it is emitted. 

2.3.1 Diabatic/Raman-Nath Diffraction 

The Raman-N ath regime for atomie diffraction is characterized by a short 
interaction time between the atomie beam and the laser field. The short 
interaction time induces a large uncertainty in the energy of the final state 
as is shown by the well known energy-time Heisenberg uncertainty principle: 

fï 
!:::,.E!:::,.t > 

- 2 
(2.2) 

This large uncertainty means that the possible output states of the diffrac
tion process can have a large spread in momenturn as determined from the 
spread in possible kinetic energies. This diffraction to many different diffrac
tion orders has been experimentally shown [18, 19]. A graphical illustra
t ion of the different orders resulting from diffraction in the Raman- ath 
regime is shown in Fig. 2.2. Several different schemes have been proposed 
over the years to reduce the spread in the diffraction orders of the scat
tered states [20- 24], but while suppressing the transition to unwanted diffrac
tion orders, none of these techniques can break the fundamental quantum
mechanical boundaries as set by Eq. 2.2. The advantages of the Raman-Nath 
regime are mainly practical in nature; The lasers do not require large waists 
and can even be pulsed, resulting in high intensities during the interaction 
without having to purchase large and powerfullasers. The atomie beam itself 
only needs to be collimated and does not need to be slowed to allow for a 
longer interaction time. 
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Figure 2.2: Possible final momenturn state P f resulting from initial momen
turn state Pi in the Raman-Nath regime. The circles represent surfaces of 
constant kinetic energy. Each of the horizontal arrows corresponds to the 

momenturn of a single photon ( nk). 

2.3.2 Adiabatic/Bragg Diffraction 

Scattering is usually said to take place in the Bragg regime when the in
teraction time is large enough to ensure that the minimum uncertainty in 
the energy of the final state is less than the energy difference separating two 
neighboring allowed momenturn states. This means that generally (kinetic) 
energy is conserved in the process and there are only two possible momenturn 
states: the initial state the atom had before it interacted with the laser beam, 
and the momenturn state with an opposed but equal momenturn component 
along the direction of the laser. More about the mechanism and theory 
behind atomie Bragg scattering can be found in Sec. 2.4, a graphical illus
tration of the result of diffracting in the Bragg regime can beseen in Fig. 2.3 . 

2.3.3 Collimation 

Besides the interaction time between the atomie beam and the lasers , there 
are other factors that can influence both the available orders and efficiency of 
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----·· ~·~-• 

Figure 2.3: Possible .final momenturn state P f resulting from initial momen
turn state Pi in the Bragg regime. The picture represents lst order Bragg 
scattering. The circle represent the surface of the conserved kinetic energy. 
The horizontal arrows represent a single photon momentum. 

the atomie beamsplitter. One of these is the collimation of the atomie beam 
and of the standing wave. 

When the incoming atomie beam is not well collimated, it consist of 
many distinct momenturn states relative to the laser beam, each with a dif
ferent angle and thus a different preferred diffraction angle. The resulting 
diffracted beam will be a superposition of the different diffraction beams from 
the various incoming beam components. If the interaction takes place in the 
Raman-N ath regime or if the laser has a curved wave front ( see following sec
tion) this will result in a myriad of different momenturn states. In the Bragg 
regime two outgoing momenturn states are allowed; the incoming state (i.e., 
nothing happens) and the state with an equally large but opposite transverse 
momentum, but the latter is only allowed if the states are separated by an 
even number of photon recoils ( see Sec. 2.4). 

An uncollimated laser beam can also result in a spread in the final states 
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of the diffraction process. Since the atom can now absorb and emit photons 
along different axis, it can gain momentum in other directions than the op
tical axis of the lasers. Since the total momentum of the photons remains 
the same, the momentum component of the atom along the laser axis is no 
longer an integer multitude of the photon momentum. This allows for the 
emergence of ( unwanted) states that are normally not reachable in both the 
Raman-Nath and the Bragg regime. 
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2.4 Bragg Scattering 

Atomie Bragg scattering can be seen as the diffraction of an atomie wave, 
characterized by the atomie DeBroglie wavelength ( ÀdB), at the equipotential 
planes generated by the dipale interaction between the atoms and a standing 
light wave. These planes are separated by the distance between two potential 

maxima ( >.litt). Thus using the following substitutions: 

fi 
ÀdB = -

p 

2dlight = Àtight 

we find the scattering angles through 

2dlight sin e = nÀdB 

which is the Bragg law (Eq. 2.1) for atomie Bragg Scat tering. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

In a different way of looking at the process, already mentioned in Sec. 2.3.2, 
we use both the fact that in quanturn mechanics an atom can only gain or 
lose momenturn from or to a light field in quantified steps of fik and the 
energy conservation demands of the adiabatic regime. Combining these two 
facts and assuming that both the initial and final states of the atom are 
ground states ( to prevent spontaneous emission and loss of co herenee), this 
leads to the following constraint on the transverse component of both the 
initial momenturn state and the final momenturn states ( and thus the angle 
between both): 

Pinit = nfik Pfinal = ±nfik (2.6) 

Here fik is the momenturn associated with a single photon. The angle 
between the two momenturn states in Eq. 2.6 is: 

(
nfik) 2B = 2 arcsin p (2.7) 

Using Eq. 2.3 we can substitute p and get 

(
nfik ) e = arcsin n 
À dB 

(2.8) 
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Taking the sine and simplifying we get: 

sin ( B) = nkÀdB (2.9) 

By definition k = , 27!" • Combining this with Eq. 2.4 yields: 
"' ligh t 

2dtight sin ( B) = nÀdB (2.10) 

which is exactly the same as Eq. 2.5, demonstrating that the two descriptions 
of the Bragg scattering process are indeed equivalent . 

2.4.1 Pendellösung 

One of the more interesting aspectsof atomie Bragg scattering is the so called 
Pendellösung effect . This effect allows one to effectively change the distri
bution of atoms between the two allowed momenturn states during Bragg 
scattering by tuning the power of the laser(s) creating the standing wave 
used to diffract the atomie beam. The percentage of atoms in the diffracted 
beam and thus the refiection of the standing wave can oscillate between 0% 
and 100% as a function of the laser power. This has been both theoretically 
predicted [4, 25] and measured at the AQT-group [11] and by others [26] . In 
Fig. 2.4 calculations clone by G.T. Jansen [4] on the scattered fraction in fifth 
order Bragg Scattering are shown. The Pendellösung-effect that allows the 
creation of both the 50/ 50 beamsplitters and the mirrors necessary to create 
an atomie Mach-Zehnder interferometer using different fractions of the light 
from the same laser. 

2.4.2 Spontaneous Emission and Bragg Scattering 

One of the main advantages of Bragg scattering is its ability to coherently 
split an atomie beam in two. The coherence of the final states is a "conditio 
sine qua non" for the creation of an atomie interferometer because once the 
coherence of the atomie beams is lost , there can be no more interference 
and thus no interferometer. One of the processes which can destroy the 
coherence of the atomie beam is spontaneous emission of a photon during 
the interaction between an atom and the standing light wave. The easiest 
way to prevent spontaneous emission is to limit the t ime the atoms spends 
in the excited state. This can be realized by either decreasing the interaction 
time with the light wave or by increasing the detuning of the standing wave. 
Decreasing the interaction time will result in diffraction in the Raman-Nath 
regime ( see Sec. 2.3.1), which in turn leads to unwanted final momenturn 
states and is thus not the preferred option. Increasing the detuning of the 
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Figure 2.4: Calculations of Pendellösung oscillations in fifth order Bragg 
scattering using bath phase m ethad ( drawn line) and numerical integration of 
the Schrödinger equation (dashed line), from (4]. 

lasers reduces the population of the excited state and therefore limits the 
time the atom spends in the excited state. An increased detuning will not 
result in unwanted final momenturn states. It will however increase the laser 
power necessary to diffract the atomie beam and is thus limited by the total 
available laser power. 

2.4.3 Disadvantages of Bragg Scattering 

While the process of Bragg scattering seems to meet al the demands for both 
an atomie beam splitter and an atomie mirror there are two disadvantages: 
difficulty of alignment and infiexibility. 

Experiment al alignment: One of the advantages of Bragg scattering is 
the fact that the process has such a well defined momenturn state as output. 
However there is a downside to that advantage: the process also requires a 
very well defined input in the form of a highly collimated beam of atoms 
interacting with a laser beam of certain width and intensity under a specific 
angle. If the width or intensity of the laser beam is wrong, the Pendellösung 
effect will result in only a partially defiected beam, although experimentally 
it is relatively easy to adjust the power of laser beam to get either total re
fiection or a 50/50 beamsplitter. The only way to adjust the splitting angle 
of the atomie beam is to physically move the opties and thus change the 
path of the laser beam. The sensitivity of the process however requires that 

6 
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the angle between the lasers and the atomie beam, which is in the order of 
magnitude of several mrad is stable to within a few percent. This leads to 
a required accuracy and stability of the angle of tens of wad. While experi
mentally well feasible (as proven by the numerous experiments using Bragg 
scattering) , it does require much experimental attention. 

Inflexibility: If we want to change the order of Bragg scattering in the 
setup to obtain a different separation angle between the two beams and so 
increase or decrease the sensitivity of the interferometer (proportional to the 
surface between the two beams, see [12]) , we will have to change the inten
sity of the laser (simply turninga knob on the laser) but we will also need to 
change the angle between the laser beams and atomie beam which will again 
take time and care. 

The scheme introduced in the next section, dubbed quasi-Bragg scattering 
offers an alternative to the process of Bragg scattering as a means to create 
an atomie beamsplitter and/or atomie mirror. The main advantage of this 
setup is that it takes away the task of rearranging opties when changing the 
separation of the atomie beams and introducing several new options for beam 
mani pulation. 

2.5 Quasi-Bragg Scattering 

2.5.1 Description 

The quasi-Bragg scattering setup introduces a new element to the normal 
Bragg scattering setup: a tunable magnetic field as shown in Fig. 2.5. By 
using the magnetic field we will be able to both use Bragg scattering in a 
alternative way and design new ways of splitting and deflecting atomie beams. 

Laser 
Coldatomie 

beam \ 

___ __ , __ __ . 
e 

Mirror 

Coldatomie 

beam \ 

Mirror 

Figure 2.5: (a) Classica[ Bragg scattering setup. (b) quasi-Bragg scattering 
setup including magnetic field. 
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2.5.2 Bragg Scattering Revisited 

To study the differences between classica! Bragg scattering and quasi-Bragg 
scattering we will first look into the mechanics of Bragg scattering so that 
we may better understand the different processes. 

In Bragg scattering an atom has to absorb a photon from a laser beam 
and then emit a photon through stimulated emission into the beam coming 
from the other si de to gain momenturn ( stimulated emission into the origi
nal beam will conserve the original momenturn and spontaneous emission is 
assumed to be suppressed). Most of the setups use a spin-polarized beam 
of atoms which is scattered using either a a+ a+ or a-a- laser configuration 
(i.e., a combination of both LHC and RHC polarized light) depending on the 
initial polarization. The process is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

ld> Ie> lf> lg> 

la> lb> Ie> 

Figure 2.6: Atomie level transitionsin He* using classica[ a+a+ Bragg scat
tering. 

The atoms are initially prepared in the ground state Ie> (m9 = +1). By 
absorbing a a+ photon for the laser beam in the + z-direction they gain a 
momenturn of +1/ïk and getto the excited state lh > (me= +2). From this 
state they can only emit a a+ photon in the laser beam going in either the +z 
or - z direction giving it a final momenturn of respectively Olïk or 2/ïk. This 
process can be repeated as long as there is sufficient light available making 
the transitions possible to all momenturn states that are separated from the 
initial state by an even number of recoils as discussed in Sec. 2.4. 

However, if we replace one of the a+ laser beams with a a- laser beam1 

we get the situation depicted in Fig. 2. 7. 

1 Replacing one of the a+ laser beams with a a- laser beam also changes the nature of 
the laser field: Instead of a standing wave, we now have a "quasi-standing wave" without 
a spatial modulation in light intensity, but with a spatial modulation in polarization 
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ld> lh> 

la> lb> Ie> 

Figure 2.7: Atomie level transitions in He* using CJ+CJ- Bragg seattering. 

In this situation we have introduced a correlation between the polariza
tion of the laser beam and the direction of the beam. This results in serious 
limitations to the achievable momenturn as shown in Fig. 2.7: Assuming the 
CJ+ beam propagates in the +z-direction, the atoms have to absorb a CJ+ pho
ton to gain momentum. If the atoms are to gain more momentum, they next 
have to emit a CJ- photon in the opposite beam. Starting in la) this takes 
them to IJ) and finally to Ie), gaining a total of 2fïk momentum. To gain 
any further momenturn would require the absorption of another CJ+ photon 
taking the atoms to lh). Following this it is no longer possible to emit a 
CJ - photon sirree this would take the atoms to a non-existing ground state. 
The only existing alternative is to emit a CJ+ photon, but this causes the 
atoms to lose momentum, resulting in a total momenturn change of 0. The 
same situation applies the other way around resulting again in a maximum 
momenturn loss of - 2fïk. It it not possible to gain or lose more than 2fïk of 
momenturn while remairring in the ground state and using only absorption 
of a photon followed by stimulated emission. 

The quasi-Bragg setup has a way around this problem by using a well 
known process known as Zeeman precession: A perpendicular magnetic field 
will result in a precession of the atoms from ie) to ia) without changing the 
momenturn of the atoms as shown in Fig. 2.8. Starting from ia) it is now 
possible to absorb a CJ+ photon to get to IJ) followed by theemission of a CJ

photon ending in ie) with a momenturn gain of 2fïk. Next we allow the Zee
man precession to take us from ie) back to ia), by absorbing and emitting a 
photon we will again come to ie), but now we have gainedatotal momenturn 
of 4fïk2

. We can repeat this process until we have the required moment urn. 

2In reality both processes are continually changing the populations of the relevant 
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ld> lh> 

la> lb> Ie> 

B 

Figure 2.8: Atomie level transitionsin He * using O" + O" - quasi-Bragg scatter
mg. 

The process as described here accomplishes just the same as the classical 
Bragg scattering setup, but requires an additional component in the form of 
a magnetic field which has to conform to the demands set by the scheme. 
The introduetion of an extra component without gaining further control or 
usability does seem superfiuous and only interesting as a curiosity. However, 
we will see that the setup does offer other interesting possibilities. 

2.5.3 N ew Applications using the quasi-Bragg Setup 

The quasi-Bragg setup does not only allow a way of emulating classical Bragg 
scattering, but also allows for new ways of manipulating atomie beams. The 
key to these new applications is to use the magnetic field in the setup not 
only for the precession-induced resetting of the magnetic substates, but also 
to manipulate the energy degeneracy of the incoming and outgoing states. 

B alancing Energies 

The adiabatic regime of Bragg scattering requires the conservation of the 
total energy of the atoms. In the case of classical Bragg scattering this is 
limited to the kinetic energy of the atomie beam. By introducing a magnetic 
field we can add a new form of energy: the Zeeman shift of the atoms due to 
the interaction between the magnetic moment of the atoms and the magnetic 
field. Sirree we now have two forms of energy and the adiabatic condition only 
requires the conservation of the sum of those energies, we are free to change 

states, resulting in a much more complicated situation, however , the sequentia[ form pre
sented here is more insightful and easier to comprehend and thus used. 
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one of those energies and as long as we change the other one to compensate 
for this change. We will now present several ways to use this freedom to 
convert the magnetic potential energy of an atomie beam into kinetic energy 
or use the reverse process to convert kinetic energy to potential energy. 
In the following descriptions we adopt a shorthand notation for the atomie 
states: lP= P) lm9 = m) . This is a ground state with momenturn Pfïk and 
magnetic quanturn number m. 

m 9 = + 1 --+ m9 = -1 Transitions 

To use this scheme we will have toprepare the atomie beam inthelP = 0) lm9 = +1) 
state. If we now set the magnetic field to compensate for the kinetic energy of 
the atoms when inthelP = P) lm9 = -1), thus satisfying Eq. 2.11 , we create 
a resonance between the incoming state with zero _:nomentum and m9 = + 1 
and the two states with a momenturn of p = ±Pfïk and m 9 = -1. 

(Pfïk )2 

2M 
(Pfïk )2 

4M /-lB9j9 

(2.11) 

Here M is the atomie mass, B z is the magnetic component along the 
quantization axis of the magnetic moment, I-la is the Bohr magneton and 
9)

9 
the Landé factor. The magnetic potential energy corresponds to twice 

the normal Zeeman shift sirree the magnetic quanturn numbers of the states 
differ by two. 

It should now be possible to vary the populations of these resonant states 
via a process analogous to the Pendellösung effect in classica! Bragg scatter
ing. The process is graphically depicted in Fig. 2.9. Of course the resonant 
states should be reachable by the existing momenturn transfer mechanisms: 
absorption and stimulated emission of photons. This means that P has to 
be an even integer , as only the states with a momenturn of 2nfïk with n an 
integer are reachable from the initial state of Ofïk. 

Because of the symmetry of the process, there will be no preferenee for 
either the + P fïk or - P fïk momenturn state. We expect that this willlead to 
Pendellösung oscillations between the lP= 0) lm9 = +1) state and the sym
metrie )2 [lP = P) + lP = - P) Jlm9 = -1 ) superposition of both state with a 
total momenturn of Pfïk , i.e. , a perfectly symmetrical "50/50" beamsplitter. 
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Q9s 
•• • - • 

Q9s 

Figure 2.9: Possible final momenturn states P f resulting from initial zero
momenturn state Pi and a magnetic fi eld B using the quasi-Bragg schem e. 
The small horizontal arrows once again represent the momenturn of a S'ingle 
photon while the curved vertical arrow represent the magnetic potential energy 
that has been converted to kinetic energy. The circle is the associated surface 
of constant kinetic energy. 

There is one other big advantage in this setup when compared to the 
classica! Bragg scattering when creating a 50/ 50 beamsplitter: If one wants 
to change the separation of the scattered beams (higher order diffraction), all 
that is required is to increase the magnetic field to the new desired level and 
adjust the laser power to increase the diffracted fraction to its maximum; no 
cumbersome adjustment of the opties to obtain the specific angles necessary 
for classica! Bragg scattering. All the alignment that is necessary is the 
initial alignment to put the lasers perpendicular to the atomie beam and 
the main magnetic axis. After that only minor adjustments are required to 
compensate for drifts in the alignment. Adjusting the magnetic field can be 
dorre by simply changing the current through a magnetic coil. Furthermore 
in the case of classica! Bragg scattering an exact value of the laser power 
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is required to construct a "50/ 50" beamsplitter; if the power is either too 
high or too low, the Pendellösung effect ( see Sec. 2.4.1) will result in two 
beams that are not equal in intensity. The quasi-Bragg set up however will, 
as discussed before, result in two beams of equal intensity independent of 
the laser power as long as the laser is properly aligned. If the laser power 
is either too high or too low in the quasi-Bragg setup, this will result in 
lower intensities in both the beams with a total momenturn of Pnk, and an 
incomplete suppression of the original beam. However this beam can easily 
be eliminated by geometrical filtering of the beam. 

m 9 = + 1 --+ m9 = 0 Transitions 

Experimentally it is often more desirable to have atoms with m9 = 0 in the 
interferometer sirree these atoms are not perturbed by small magnetic field 
in the set up ( assuming these field are undesired). U sing the same technique 
as in Sec. 2.5.3 but using a magnetic field that is twice as high, we will cre
ate a resonance with the lP= P) lm9 = 0) state that has both the desired 
momenturn and magnetic moment for interferometry. Having to create a 
magnetic field which is twice as powerful seems to be a small price to pay 
for a drastic reduction in noise due to magnetic fields , certainly consiclering 
that the desired magnetic fields can easily be obtained experimentally. This 
mode seems like the most promising candidate for future implementation in 
the QND-setup (Sec. 1.1.1 on page 2). 

Bending of the Beam 

While the splitting of an atomie beam does show the most promise for im
plementation in the atomie interferometer, the quasi-Bragg setup does offer 
other options than just splitting an atomie beam. One of the other possibil
ities is to bend the atomie beam. This process is similar to those discussed 
in Sec. 2.5.3 and Sec. 2.5.3, but instead of starting with atoms without any 
initial momenturn in the direction of the lasers, we will start with atoms that 
already have a certain momentum. By applying a magnetic field that creates 
an energy resonance between these atoms and an atomie state with a different 
momentum, an adiabatic transition to this other state is allowed, provided 
it can be reached by absorbing and emitting photons in the laser beams. By 
choosing the magnetic field we can also select the desired magnetic moment of 
the resonant state. Adopting the same notation as in the previous sections, 
this translates to a resonance between the initial state lP= P0 ) lm9 = +1) 
and either the lP= Po+ P) lm9 = -1) or lP= P0 + P) lm9 = 0) state. The 
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ability to freely control momenturn and magnetic moment of a atomie beam 
while retaining coherence is a very useful tool in the field of atom opties. 

Reflecting the Beam 

It is possible to create a quasi-Bragg reflector by using the scheme described 
in 2.5.2. We start in the lP = P0 ) lm9 = 0) state and by tuning the laser 
power, we can obtain total transfer to the lP= - P0 ) lm9 = 0) state, creating 
an atomie mirror. This is an emulation of the way atomie refl.ection works 
in classical Bragg scattering. The interaction retains the magnetic quanturn 
number of the atomie beam and can therefore be used in an interferometer 
without introducing an increased sensitivity to stray magnetic fields. 

Ho wever, for practical use in an interferometer, classical Bragg refiection 
poses no problem. When the light field is perpendicular to the original di
rection of the atomie beam (lP= 0) ), the Bragg condition is, thanks to the 
geometry of the set up, automatically fulfilled without the need for mechanica! 
adjustments when changing the initial splitting angle. Sirree the quasi-Bragg 
setup doesn't offer any extra advantages for the defiection when compared 
with classical Bragg scattering, this process can, just like the emulation of 
classical Bragg scattering in Sec. 2.5.2, be best handled using the more sim
ple classical Bragg scattering. 

The previously discussed applications of the quasi-Bragg set up as a sym
metrie splitter or a defiector, are by far not the only potential uses of the 
quasi-Bragg schemes. It is important to note that most of the devices dis
cussed are intrinsically three of even four way beam splitters. In general, the 
fiexibility offered by this class of devices with betweenone and four coherent 
output states, with control over both the magnetic quanturn number and the 
atomie momentum, can be invaluable for a large number of applications in 
atom opties in general and specifically in atomie interferometry. 

2.5.4 Evaluating the various quasi-Bragg setups 

Before implementing any of the setups proposed in the previous sections, 
we should first test whether they are viable, not only in theory but also in 
practice. Before proceeding to future experimental implementation we will 
first test the theoretica! feasibility through numerical simulation of diffrac
tion process. 
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The approach we will use is described in Chapter 3 and the results are 
presented in Chapter 4. 



Chapter 3 

Simulating quasi-Bragg 
Scattering 

3.1 Mathematica! Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the usefulness of the quasi-Bragg scheme we will need 
to calculate the effectiveness of the setup in both splitting and reflecting 
an atomie beam. This can be realized by finding a suitable Hamiltonian 
describing the system and using the time dependent Schrödinger equation to 
calculate the final state of the beam after interaction. 

3.1.1 Finding the Hamiltonian 

Construction of the Hamiltonian is accomplished step by step starting with 
the atoms and then adding additional parts of the system as well as the 
interactions these parts have with the existing parts of the system already in 
the Hamiltonian. 

Atoms 

The Hamiltonian of the atoms in the beam has two components which are rel
evant to the problem: the kinetic energy and the electronic, internal energy. 
Sirree the transition used for diffraction is the closed 3 S1 +=2 3 P2 transition in 
metastable helium (He*), only these two states are important . We will refer 
to the 3S1 state as the ground state lg) and the 3P2 state as the excited state 
Ie). Sirree the absolute eigenenergy of the ground state doesnotmatter but 
only the difference between the ground and excited state, we set the eigenen
ergy of the ground state to zero. This yields the following Hamiltonian for 
the atomie wave: 

23 
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(3.1) 

Here p is the atomie momenturn operator, M the mass of an atom, a 
and at are the well known atomie lowering and raising operators ( see for 
instanee [5]) and fïweg is the energy difference between the ground state and 
the excited state. 

Light Field 

To describe the effects of the laser beams it is sufReient to look at the effects 
of the electric field of the laser. The effects of the magnetic component of 
the light beams can safely be neglected as long as the total power of the laser 
beams stays within normal lab conditions. To describe the laser fiel~ and 

its interactions we use the quanturn mechanica! electric-field operator ËR ( f) 
associated with the laser field which can be split into a positive- (~ (f)) 

and negative- (~t (f)) frequency part: 

(3.2) 

These components can be expressed using Quanturn Electra Dynamics to 
quantize the electric field as: 

ï'·I:.~üdf)~ 
k 

Ük (f) = !if!j;êkeik~· f' (3.3) 

with bk the annihilation operator for an photon in mode k with frequency 
wk and polarization vector êk . Using these definitions the Hamiltonian for 
the laser field becomes: 

ih = L nwk,;k tb~ (3.4) 
k 

For the interaction between atomie wave and laser field we use a pure 
dipale interaction, higher order interactions are assumed to be negligible 
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(the dipole approximation). Under this assumption and using the rotating 
wave approximation, the atom-laser interaction can by described by: 

(3.5) 

Here J.-Î is the atomie dipole momentum operator, a is the atomie lowering 
operator and a;; is introduced as a momentum lowering operator. Applying 

~ to a momentum state results in the loss of !ïk of momentum for the atom, 
c~nsequently the momentum raising operator á/ results in the atom gaining 

!ïk of momentum. With this Hamiltonian, the absorption of a photon is de
scribed as the annihilation of a photon in mode k with polarization ek and 
frequency wk, the raising of the atom to the excited state and an increase of 
the atomie momentum by !ïk. 

For calculations it is more effective to use a classical electric field instead of 
the quantized mode expansion that was just described. Doing so, however, 
would normally make it impossible to include the process of spontaneous 
emission, a process that plays an important role as one of the sourees of loss 
of coherence in atomie interferometers. In Sec. 3.1.2 we will show that under 
certain conditions it is possible to use a classical electric field approach and 
still fully take spontaneous emission into account. If using a monochromatic 

classical electric field (i), we can still use roughly the same formulas as 

in the QED-case as we will show. We can express this classical field as an 
expansion of plane waves 

E (i, t) = L Ek4 cos ( w kt - k . i) 
k 

(3.6) 

The field consists of waves with electric field strength Ek, polarization 4 
and frequency wk traveling in direction k. We can then split the classical 
field into a positive and negative frequency part as well: 

E(i) L 4(i)+4*(i) 
k 

4 (i) = ~EkË";ei(wkt-k-r) (3.7) 

The energy of a classical electric field can be found by calculating the 
energy density T/E and integrating that over volume in which the field is 
present (see for instanee [27]): 
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U Ek = J T/EkdV = J ~EoE2dV (3.8) 

V V 

The calculation of the electrical energy can becorne cornplicated when 
confronted with changing fields and open systerns. Fortunately in the setup 
which is used for quasi-Bragg scattering the transfer of energy between the 
lasers and the atomie bearn should be zero or very srnall. The energy of the 
electric field is thus alrnost constant. The corresponding term in the Harnil
tonian then only introduces a global phase and can thus be ornitted frorn the 
equation. 

The interaction between the classica! field and the atorns can be described 
by substituting the field in Eq. 3.5 by a classica! field and ignoring the energy 
exchange of the photon which is negligible to the total energy of the electric 
field: 

HAL= -P. "'""'~Ek4:ei(wkt-k· r)a,ta,;_t +e.c. 
~ 2 k 

(3.9) 
k 

Here we have used the sarne atomie raising an lowering operators as well 
as the momenturn raising and lowering operators as in Eq. 3.5. 

With either a classica! electric field or a QED field, the coherent laser 
interactions couple the initial state only to those momenturn states that can 
be reached in steps of nk. When applying a basis to this Harniltonian, the 
different orientations of the electric field will result in different interactions. 
The relative strength of these interactions is governed by the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients (see [28] or for a more thorough approach [29]). 

Magnetic field 

As with the electric field we will also treat the rnagnetic field classically, sirree 
there is no process requiring the QED treatrnent of the rnagnetic field. Sirree 
there is no net transfer of energy between the rnagnetic field and the atorns 
we can ornit the self-energy of the rnagnetic field frorn the calculations as was 
dorre with the light field. 

The interaction between atorn and rnagnetic field is described the 'Zeeman 
Harniltonian' representing the Zeeman-effect [30]. This Harniltonian is most 
conviently expressed in the basis of the rnagnetic substates: 
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l=e ,g m1 

+ p,~gj (B2
- iB3

) J(jt- mt)(jl + mt + 1)lmt + 1)(mtl 

+ p,~gj (B2 + iB3
) JUt+ mt)(jt- mt + 1)lmt- 1)(mtl 
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(3.10) 

Here (El, B 2 , B 3 ) are the Cartesian componentsof the magnetic field with 
the B 1 component parallel to the quantization axis of the magnetic moment 
of the ground (m9 ) and excited (me) state. gJ and gJ are the Landé factors 
of the ground and excited state. The Zeeman Hamiltonian can result in an 
energy shift of the magnetic substates (B1 term) or a rotation of the spin of 
the atomie wave to another superposition of substates (B 2 and B3 terms). 

3.1.2 Spontaneous Emission 

Spontaneous emission is the process representing the chance that an atom in 
the excited state will, independent of outside infl.uences, decay to the ground 
state and emit a photon into a random mode of the electromagnetic field. 
As mentioned in Sec. 2.4.2 on page 12 this process causes loss of coherence 
in an interferometer. Therefore it is important to calculate the chance of 
spontaneous emission during the quasi-Bragg scattering. To account for this 
phenomenon in our simulations we adopt a Quanturn Monte-Carlo (QMC) 
approach. 

QMC is based on the quanturn mechanica! description of resonant light 
scattering first described by Mollow [31]. Assuming that in the limit t---+ -oo 
the atomie and laser system were decoupled and that the initial light field 
was in a coherent state, Mollow showed it is possible, by using a canonical 
transformation, to describe the laser light field classically. U sing this de
scription it is possible to express the final atomie wave function w(x, t) as 
an expansion of partial wave functions wn(x, t) , each having spontaneously 
emitted a different number of photons (n): 

00 

w(x, t) = w0 (x, t) + 2:: wn(:r, t) (3.11) 
n=l 

The probability that no spontaneous emission has taken place at time 
00 

t = T can now be expressed as I J W0 (x, T)bx l2 or lll1°(T)I 2
. When using 

-()() 
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the statistica! interpretation of quanturn mechanics, I W0 ( T) 1
2 can be seen as 

the chance that the atom has undergone no spontaneons emission at time 
t = T. Sirree we know the ra te at which spontaneons emission occurs from 
an excited state to the ground state for a given ensemble of atoms, we can 
formally calculate I w0 ( T) 1

2 using the excited state decay rate r: 

(3.12) 

We can combine Eq. 3.12 with Eq. 3.11 to create a Schrödinger equation 
using a pseudo-Hamiltonian for the Hilbert subspace spanned by w0 (i:', t). 
This pseudo-Hamiltonian is non-Hermitian because in the subspace the norm 
of the wavefunction is decreased by the process of spontaneons emission (lead
ing to population of the wn(x, t)-states). The effect of spontaneons emission 
will be an extra term in the (pseudo) Hamiltonian describing the evolution 
of the excited state: 

in :tlw0 (x, t)) 

H 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Note that in the simplified situation of a pure, non-interacting excited 
state, this does indeed satisfy Eq. 3.12. Dum et al. [32] proposed to use this 
quasi-Hamiltonian in a Monte-Carlo type simulation of the atom-field inter
action including spontaneons emission in the following way: Starting with 
the atom in a chosen initial state, the evolution of the wavefunction under the 
quasi-Hamiltonian is evaluated. To simulate the random process underlying 
spontaneons emission we campare Jw0 (T)I 2 

toa previously generated random 
number 0 < :=: < 1. When I w0 ( T) I becomes smaller than :=: we assume spon
taneons emission has taken place. The effect of spontaneons emission itself is 
described by two effects. First a transfer of the population of excited states 
to the ground states with a distribution that is given by the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients (see [28] or fora more thorough approach see [29]). Secondly the 
emission of a photon in a random direction. Sirree the direction of emission 
will be random, the momenturn component along the direction of the mo
mentum quantization-axis will vary between -fik and fik . This can also be 
simulated by adding a random fractional momenturn with a size between the 
two extremes. Finally the norm of the total wave function needs to be reset 
to 1 and the evolution can praeeed with the 'collapsed' wavefundion until 
the next spontaneons emission or the end of the time evolution. 
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3.1.3 Total Hamiltonian 

If we combine the different relevant components of the Hamiltonian for each 
section of the system including spontaneous emission we have the following 
Hamiltonian for the system: 

l=e ,g mt 

+ p,~gj (B2
- iB3

) J(j1 - mt)(jt + m1 + l)lm1 + l) (mtl 

+ p,~g1 (B2 + iB3
) JU1 + mt)UL- mt + l)lm1- l)(m1l 

ir AtA --a a 
2 

(3.15) 

This Hamiltonian can be used to calculate the evolution of the system in 
an arbitrary base1 of the systems Hilbert-space. 

3.2 Choosing a Basis 

In order to evaluate the evolution of the system, we need to use the pseudo 
Schrödinger equation on the initial wavefunction describing the system and 
use the time evolution to calculate the final wavefunction at the desired time. 
To do this however we will first need to parametrize the Hilbert space of the 
system so that both wavefunctions can be described as a superposition of a 
set of basis functions spanning this space and forming a complete univariant 
basis for the subspace spanned by the system, i.e. , we have to choose a set 
of basis functions. 

The total Hilbert space occupied by the system is composed of three dis
tinet subspaces: the electronic state [ground,excited], the spatial orientation 
of the electronk state and the extern al (center of mass) motion. For the elec
tronic state we will simply use the ground and excited state lg) and Ie) as 

1 Although the part of the Hamiltonian describing the Zeeman interaction is expressed 
in a chosen basis for clarity, it is easily possible to transfarm these to a desired new basis 
if necessary 
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basis. For the orientation of the magnetic moment we will use the standard 
magnetic substates characterized by the z-component of the angular momen
turn lm). The external momenturn subspace still remains a possible problem 
as the momenturn can assume any vectorial value pin three dimensions. 

3.2.1 Reducing the Dimensions of the Hamiltonian 

The Hamiltonian Eq. 3.15 describes the general evolution of the system. 
However, the full three dimensional character of the Hamiltonian makes cal
culations at the least very time consuming and in most situations impossible. 
By using the symmetry inherent to the setup however it is possible to reduce 
the spatial dimensions of the problem. 

Looking at the momenturn components of the atomie beam there is a 
clear difference between the average momenturn in the propagation direction 
of the beam (typically several hundreds of meters/second) and the directions 
perpendicular to the axial direction ( typically in the order of the recoil ve
lo city, which is 0.09 m/ s for photons resonant with the 381 ---+ 

3P2 transition 
of He* at 1083nm). 

In the experiment the laser beams are collimated and ( almost) perpendic
ular to the atomie beam. Therefore the only changes in the axial momenturn 
come from spontaneous emission. As we want to minimize spontaneous emis
sion and sirree the momenturn change of the atoms from each spontaneous 
emission is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the total axial 
momentum, we can substitute the axial momenturn by a classica! axial ve
locity without significantly changing the process. To account for any spread 
in the axial velocity we can average over several veloeities according to the 
initial distribution. We can now decouple the classical and quanturn mechan
ica! parts of the momenturn and sirree we will only consider one value of the 
axial momenturn at a time, we have reduced the number of dimensions of 
the problem from three to two. Assuming that the atomie wave propagates 
in the z-direction, the Hamiltonian of the atoms changes as follows: 

Pxyz = Pyz +l!..:!:._ = Pyz +-MiJ 2 = _ _ + _·_ +-MiJ 2 (3.16) A 2 A 2 1-+ 12 A 2 1 fï2 ( EP EP ) 1 

2M 2M 2M 2M 2 x 2M oy2 oz2 2 x 

By changing to a co-moving frame we can elimin a te the classic al kinetic 
energy in the propagation direction without changing any other aspect of the 
equation (all veloeities are very low compared to c so there are no relativistic 
effects). This gives us a true 2D momentum-space: 
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(3.17) 

Since we still got complete freedom to choose our orientation in the 2-D 
space perpendicular to the atomie beam, we can use this freedom to eliminate 
yet another dimension of our problem: If we choose one of the quantization 
axes ( z) parallel to the laser beams, the other axis (y) can be disregarded as 
the entire process is invariant under a translation in the y-direction ( thus ~ = 
0). We are thus left with a 1-D momenturn space and atomie Hamiltonian: 

(3.18) 

Pz is still an operator with a continuous spectrum of eigenvectors, but 
the integration has been reduced from a 3-D volume integral to a 1-D line 
integral. 

3.2.2 Discret e Momenturn Base 

As mentioned in the previous section, the one-dimensional external momen
turn can still assume any value. In order to solve the Schrödinger-like equa
tions we must discretize this contimwus spectrum. While this saves us from 
having to calculate an infinite number of equations, we are stillleft with, de
pending on the chosen momenturn discretization step, an enormous system 
of coupled differential equations. A better way to deal with this problem 
can be found by using the fact that the coherent interactions ( absorption 
and stimulate emission) can only change the momenturn by ±fik. Hence we 
can choose nk as discretization interval without any errors provided we com
pensate for the continuous spectrum of the spontaneous emission by using a 
momenturn offset parameter. This can be done by splitting the momentum: 

Px = Pz,quant + Pz,of Jset = nnk + nko (3.19) 

The quantized part Pz,quant is composed of the integer momenturn wave
functions resulting from the coherent coupling by the light field. The offset 
part P z,of fs et is first used to store the initial moment urn. Since spontaneous 
emission, in the QMC approach, is represented by discrete random events, 
we can take its effects into account by simply changing the offset momenturn 
by a random momenturn change induced by the spontaneous emission. Since 
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this change applies to allcomponentsof the wavefunction, it can bestared as 
a single parameter. If the total momenturn is needed both parts can simply 
be added to give the total momentum: 

(3.20) 

The dimension of the momenturn space basis is thus reduced from infinite 
to denumerable infinite. It can now be reduced to a number suitable for 
numerical solving by limiting the allowed momenturn states to a number 
which is chosen in such a way that during the integration the population of 
momenturn states outside this subset is negligible. 

3.2.3 The Total Hamiltonian 

Combining the original3-D Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.15) with the new 1-D atomie 
Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.20) we get the total Hamiltonian descrihing the reduced 
1-D system: 

m 9 ,m e 

+ 11~9j (B2
- iB3

) J(j9 - m 9 )(j9 + m 9 + 1)[m + 1)(m[ 

+ 11~9j (B2 + iB3
) J(j9 + m9 )(j9 - m9 + 1)[m- 1)(m[ 

ir 
- 2[e)(e[ (3.21) 

If we finally combine the Hamiltonian Eq. 3.21 with the pseudo-Schrödinger 
equation Eq. 3.14 and evaluate the expression in our chosen basis we get a 
coefficient equation which we can use to calculate the evolution of the system: 
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i!i:tc;m
9
(t ) = [ 2~ (nk + ka) 2 + IJ. B9j9 E zm9 ] c;m

9
(t ) 

+ IJ.a; j9 (Ex - iEY) JU9 - m9 )(j9 + m9 + l)c;(mg+l)(t) 

+ IJ.a; jg (E x+ iEY) JU9 + m9 )U9 - m9 + 1)c ;(mg- l)(t ) 

+ lï~:9 (j9m9 1 - 1l)e (m9 -1)) [Erc:(~19 _ ll (t) + E1 · c~~19 _ll(t)] 
liD* 

+ 2e9 (j9m9 11lje (m9 + 1)) [E~~C~~19 + 1 )(t ) + E= ~c~~19 + 1 )(t ) J 

ilï :t C~. (t) = [ 2~ (nk + ka )
2

- !i ( ~ + ~) + IJ.B9J. E zme l C~m. (t) 
+ IJ. B;j• (E x - iEY) V Ue - me)(je + me + 1 )C~(me+ l)( t ) 

+ IJ. B; j• (E x + iEY) VUe + me)Ue - me + 1 )C~(m.- l ) (t) 

+ lï~eg (j9 (me + 1) 1- 1ljeme) [Etc;(~e+ l ) ( t ) + E!C;(~L+l)(t) J 
+ lï~eg (j9 (me - 1) llljeme) [E~ 1 C;(~.- l )( t ) + E= 1 c;(~. - l )( t ) J (3.22) 

Here C~9 ( t ) is the coefficient of the wavefunction with momenturn !i (ka + n · k) 
along the laser-axis z, in the ground state (g) and wi th magnetic substate 
m 9 at time t rnaving in x-direction. The magnetic field E has components 

E X' EY ' E Z. The laser field induces a Ra bi-frequency D equal to r ~ with 

Ia the saturation intensity for the transition. Note that the light field couples 
the wavefunction coefficients of the ground state to those of the excited state 
with a magnetic quanturn number that is either one lower ( corresponding to 
the absorption of 0' - -polarized light) or one higher ( corresponding to the ab
sorption of 0'+ -polarized light) with momenturn either increase by !ik ( when 
absorbinga photon going in the + z-direction) or decreased by !ik (when ab
sorbing a photon going in the -.Z-direction). The relative strengths of the 
individual component of the laser field are denoted by E3 with a denoting 
a beam propagating in either the positive or negative z-direction and (3 the 
circular polarization of the component ; either positive or negative. Since 
the quantization axis is parallel to the laser axis there is no 7r component 
of the light field ( this component would oscillate along the propagation di
rection, which is forbidden (see [27] for more information on polarization). 
The (j9m9 1 ± 11Jeme) terms are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients mentioned 
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before, which determine the relative strengths of the transitions. The detun
ing 6. is defined as the difference between the frequency of the light and the 
freq uency of the atomie transition ( 6. = Weg - Wfaser). 

3.2.4 Frame Transformations 

When in free space, the magnetic moments of the atomie beam tend to ar
range themselves relative to the primary axis of the magnetic field. The natu
ral and logical quantization axis would thus be along the persistent magnetic 
field. However, when evaluating the evoh1tion of the atomie wave function 
using Eq. 3.22, the quantization axis is chosen in the direction of the laser 
beams. Therefore either the initial state must be given in the same, non
logical, frame or a frame transformation must be applied to the magnetic 
substates. 

When changing the magnetic momenturn quantization axis of a system, 
the new state by which the system can be represented can be found by ap
plying an appropriate rotation operator to the old system, transforming the 
Cartesian coordinates from the initial frame to those of the rotated frame. 
When transforming the magnetic substates of our system from the initial 
state relative to the external magnetic field to the system used for the evalu
ation of the wavefunction evolution, the problem is that of finding a rotation 
operator for a three dimensional spherical harmonie system (since this is the 
the system in which the magnetic moments are expressed). A simple way 
to do this is by using the matrix- or tensor representation of the rotation 
operator in the basis of spherical harmonies: the Wigner D function. For the 
transformation of expansion coefficients c~ of the magnetic substate lm) 
with total angular momenturn J the expression is: 

(3 .23) 

This function is generally complex, but when the rotation between the 
two frames is described by it 's Euler-angles (a, (3, 1) (the effect of rotating a 
frame over the three Euler angles is show in Fig. 3.1) , the function can be 
separated into three distinct parts for each Euler-angle: 

(3.24) 

The terms for the a and 1 angles are simple and straightforward leaving 
only the f3 part which in this representation is a real function. This function 
is a bit more complicated , but can be expressed as: 
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(3.25) 

Here the summation over k is taken for all k that provide existing factori
als in Eq. 3.25 (max (0, mi + m 1) .. . min (l +mi, l + mf )). Many other equiv
alent definitions of d~;mJ (!3) exist (see [29]) and depending on the implemen
tation one can be chosen to minimize calculation time. Using the same proce
dure both with the reverse Euler angles (a,_= - Î_,, {3,_ = - {3_,, Î<- =-a_,) 
the backward transformation can be achieved as can also be seen in Fig 3.1. 

?. 

Figure 3.1: Effects of the rotations over the three Euler angles for a fram e: 
First a rotation of a around the z-axis, foliowed by a rotation of f3 around 
the new y '-axis and finally a rotation of Î around the new z'-axis. 

Since in our problem only the direction of the quantization axis matters 
and the other two are unimportant , we can choose to fix either a or Î for 
all transformations at a convenient value, this allows us to use to create a 
unique transformation without any further degrees of freedom. Physically 
this means that we will be adding a certain phase to the wave function when 
we use the transformation and an opposite phase when we use the backward 
transformation. Since the laws of quanturn mechanics are phase invariant, 
this poses no problem. 
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3.3 Numerical optimization 

The numerical implementation necessary to calculate the evolution of a given 
intial wavefunction seems straightforward: Calculate the coefficients in Eq. 3.22 
and use a numerical integration routine to calculate the wavefunction in the 
next point and repeat this procedure until the endpoint allowing for spon
taneous emission when necessary. While this is mathematically correct, a 
possible numerical inconvenience arises when the pseudo-Hamilton equation 
is integrated: The evolution of the pure states in Eq. 3.22 contains oscillating 
components due to the momentum, detuning and the Zeeman shift of these 
states. These oscillations can become quite large for high momenta, detun
ings or magnetic fields. In other words the differential equations that have to 
be solved become very stiff an require many calculation cycles even though 
no transitions to other states occur. This means extra calculation power is 
needed for areas where nothing interesting happens. 

3.3.1 Eliminating Free Space Oscillations 

The procedure for eliminating the free space oscillations and decrease other 
potential numerical problems is described in Appendix A, but will be out
lined here briefiy. 

Moment urn oscillations and D etuning 

The procedure to compensate for the oscillations in the wavefunction due to 
the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian and the detuning of the laser field 
is discussed in Sec. A.2 on page 82. It comes down to incorporating these 
oscillations into the basis functions. Expressing the wavefundions in these 
time-dependent basis functions removes the conesponding fast oscillations 
from the equation. The evolution of the wavefunction coefficients in the new 
basis therefore does not display those fast oscillations that caused the original 
equations to become stiff. In fact , without the preserree of a light field or a 
magnetic field, these coefficients are now stationary. The new coefficients are 
defined as: 

C:m
9 

(x) 

Çme (x) (3.26) 

The new equation including some rescaled parameters is shown in Eq. 3.27. 
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Note that the kinetic energy and detuning have disappeared from the diag
onal (further detailscan be found in Sec. A.2 on page 82) . 

:i Gmg (i) = -i [9j9 E z" mg] ç;mg (i) 
~---------------

9]9 ( y" · x" ) /( · )( · ) n (-) + 2 - E - zE y Jg - mg Jg + mg + 1 (g(my+l) x 

+ 9~9 
( EY"- iEx" ) jug + mg)(jg- mg + l)(;(m

9
_ 1J(i) 

- iD* (J. m 1- liJ. (m - 1) ) [E+*çn+l (i) e-i [1+ 2 (n+kb)-~']x eg g g e g 1 e(m
9
- 1) 

+ -*çn-1 (i) e-i [1-2(n+kb)-N]x] 
El e(m9 - 1) 

- iD* (J. m lliJ. (m + 1)) [E+*çn+l (i)e-i [1+2(n+kb)-~'Jx eg g g e g - 1 e(m
9
+1) 

+ -*çn-1 (i)e-i[1-2(n+kb)-~' ] x ] E_l e(m
9
+1) 

d~Ç~me (i) = [- ~
1

- i (9]eE z"me) ] (~me (i) 

9]e ( E Y" ·E x" ) . I(· )( · l)(n ( -) + 2 - - Z V Je - m e Je + me + e(me+l) X 

+ g~e ( EY"- iE x" ) }(je+ m e) (je - m e + l )Ç(me-l)(i) 

- iD' (J. (m + 1) 1- liJ. m ) [E+çn-1 (i)e-i[1-2(n+kb)+~'] x eg g e e e 1 g(me+l) 

+ cçn+l (i)e-i[l+(n+kb)+~'lx ] 
1 g(me+l) 

- iD' (J. (m - 1) lliJ. m) [E+ ç n-1 (i)e -i [1 -2(n+kb)+~'] x eg g e e e - 1 g(me-1) 

+ - çn+1 (x-)e -i [1+2(n+kb)+~'] x ] E_ l g(me- 1) (3.27) 

Zeeman shift 

Getting rid of the oscillations due to the Zeeman shift can be accomplished 
in a similar way as employed for the kinetic energy and detuning. This pro
cedure is described in Sec. A.3 on page 87. The resulting evolution equations 
are shown in Eq. 3.29 and use the following coefficient transformations: 

(;mg (i) 

(~me (i) (3.28) 

While this equation should take less calculation time than Eq. 3.27, the 
transition actually results in extra calculations in the absence of a Zeeman 
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shift as discussed in Sec. 4.2 on page 43. Because of this and initial problems 
with the implementation of this transformation Eq. 3.27 was used for the im
plementation. This transition, however, is included here and in the program 
for future implementations which do feature a Zeeman shift (see Sec. 3.4). 

3.4 Numerical lmplementation 

All the calculations have been performed by a program called "Q_Bragg" 
written in Fortran 90. It is adapted from an existing Quanturn Monte-Carlo 
program "deposit_m90" written by K.A.H. van Leeuwen at the AQT-group. 
The program uses the pseudo Schrödinger equation Eq. 3.27 with compen
sation for oscillations due to the kinetic energy and detuning. The NAG 
routine d02cjf ( [33]) is used for the integration. The details of the program 
as well as the souree code are described in Appendix B. 
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The program does have an option to use Eq. 3.29, which would eliminate 
the need to calculate the effect of the oscillations due to the Zeeman shift. 
This option is currently not used because of initial implementation problems 
and a longer calculation time in the absence of a Zeeman shift as described 
in Sec. 3.3.1 and Sec. 4.2 on page 43. The program using a scaled version 
of the original Hamiltonian (Eq. A.5 on page 82) has the same final state as 
the programs with either set of alternative basevectors, indicating that the 
program used does yield the proper results (for details on the comparison see 
Sec. 4.2 on page 43). 

The results of the simulations of the schemes proposed in Section 2.5.3 
on page 17 are presented in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1 Testing the New Program 

Before proceeding to the simulations , it is prudent to test whether the new 
program works as expected in a series of simple tests. These tests include 
a number of situations in which the result of the interaction is known and 
can thus be compared with the simulations. Among others, the following 
situations were simulated using the program and compared to the known 
results: 

• Propagation through free space without laser fields or magnetic fields 

• Propagation without a laser field but including a magnetic field parallel 
to the quantization axis of the magnetic moment (Zeeman shift) 

• Propagation without a laser field but including a magnetic field per
pendicular to the quantization-axis of the magnetic moment (Zeeman 
precession) 

• Various symmetry tests 

• Classica! Bragg Scattering 

The final results of these simulations are the same as those predicted by 
theory within the accuracy of the program. 

4.1.1 Accuracy 

The accuracy of the program is mainly limited by three factors: 

41 
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• Internal program accuracy 

• Number of states included in the basis 

• Integration accuracy 

We will discuss each of these factors briefly: 

lnternal program accuracy 

The internal program accuracy is governed by the type of variabie used to 
express the wave function. The Q_Bragg program uses a double precision 
complex number (2*8 byte) to represent each coefficient . This is the max
imum accuracy of a single number on a normal desktop system and should 
not be a limitation to the accuracy of the calculations. 

N urnher of states included in the basis 

The number of included states represents which veetors in the Hilbert space 
are calculated by the program. Since the electronic states (ground an ex
cited) and the magnetic substates (three for the ground state and five for 
the up per state) will all be populated and span only a small number of pos
sibie states, we should include all of them. The momenturn spectrum of the 
system, though discrete, is still infinitely large and should therefore be trun
cated . 
Choosing the number of momenturn states included too small results in cou
pling of population into states that are not included in the program and thus 
loss of population. This translates to both an artificial increase of sponta
neous emission (see Sec. 3.1.2 on page 27) and a decreased population of the 
higher momenturn states. 
Choosing the number of momenturn states included too large, however, re
sults in a dramatic increase in the number of coupled differential equations 
that have to be solved by the program and thus significantly increases the 
calculation time required by the program. 
For the simulations the number of momenturn states was set to 256 resulting 
in a loss of population of less than 0.2% during all the simulations, which is 
deemed acceptable. The number of momenturn states can easily be changed 
in the program if needed (when going to higher intensities for example). 

Integration accuracy 

The integration accuracy of the program is determined by the integration 
variables in the NAG integration routine used by the program. The program 
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can use either absolute or relative accuracy. 
Higher accuracy will result in langer integration times. Because of the na
ture of the numerical approach used by the integration routine every order 
of magnitude of increase in accuracy will add a similar duration to the in
tegration. The magnitude of this increase depends on the specifics of the 
differential equation ( dimensions, convergence etc.) 

A relative accuracy below 10-4 (
8gfm :::; 10-4

) will result in final states which 
pm 

clearly show discrete transitions during evolution. The used relative accuracy 

of 10-6 ( 
8gj:;: :::; 10-6 ) is chosen because the final states with this accuracy 

can not be visually distinguished from those with a higher accuracy and the 
calculations can be done within an acceptable time. 

4.2 Testing the Efficiency of the Frame Thans
formations 

While the suggested atomie frame transformations should decrease the cal
culation time necessary while still getting the same results, we will first test 
whether this is in fact true. For this purpose we campare three versions of 
the program: 

• Program 1 ( Orig) using the original equations (Eq. 3.22 on page 33) 
but in the scaled form as described by Eq. A.5 on page 82. 

• Program 2 ( BiH) using the compensation for the kinetic energy and 
the detuning (Eq. 3.27 on page 37). 

• Program 3 ( BiF) using the equations that compensate for the Zeeman 
shift as well ( Eq. 3.29 on page 38). 

The results of the three versions of the program for the same data rep
resenting part of a typical simulation (the transition from lP= 0) lm9 = +1) 
to the lP = ±10) lm9 = -1) states with a magnetic field resonant with the 
lP= ±9.93) lm9 = -1) states as shown more complete in Fig. 4.7) are pre
sented in Fig. 4.1. 

As expected all three versions of the program give the same results with 
only minor differences. The time the three programs used to complete these 
calculations (21 interactions at different laser intensities) is shown in Fig. 4.2 

Camparing the computation time 1 of the program using the original mo
mentum states (Orig) and the program with the compensation for kinetic 

1 All calculation times were evaluated on the same system (Athlon XP 1900+) at full 
processing capacity 
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rig: IPI = 10 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the results of the three versions of the program 
using the different coeffici ents in the Hamilton space . Note that all three 
versions of the program predict the same evolution for bath momenturn states. 

energy and detuning (BiH) we see that we have reduced the calculation time 
to 37% which certainly seerns worth while. The program that also cornpen
sates for the Zeeman shift (BiF) only reduces the cornputation time to 66%. 
At first this seerns strange sirree the BiF-version of the program was designed 
to further irnprove upon the BiH-version by rernoving another oscillator thus 
increasing the convergence of the equation. A rneasure of the convergence 
of the equation or how easy they are to integrate is the nurnber of tirnes 
the integration routine has to calculate the function it is integrating, for the 
three versions these are cornpared in Fig. 4.3 on page 46. 

Frorn Fig. 4.3 it is clear that both the BiH and BiF versions of the pro
gram are nurnerically easier for the program to integrate as is also shown in 
the calculation t irnes (Fig. 4.2). While the nurnber of evaluations is (exactly) 
the sarne for the BiH and BiF version of the program we see that the BiF 
version needs alrnost double the calculation time of the BiH version. The 
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the calculation time for the three versions of the 
program using the different coefficients. 

reason for this can be seen when looking at the underlying equations them
selves: When we compare the equations used by the BiF version (Eq. 3.29 on 
page 38) with the simpler BiH version (Eq. 3.27 on page 37), we see that the 
compensation for the Zeeman shift introduces several extra components to 
the exponent in the part of the equation that governs the Rabi-oscillations. 
These extra components require extra calculations even in the case were there 
is no Zeeman shift such as the situation used for testing2

. A few extra multi
plications and the adding of a few zero terms wouldn 't seem to cause such an 
increase in calculation time, but sirree the evaluation takes place more than 
250 million times for each of these 40.000 extra terms, this adds more than 
10 trillion extra calculations, which even on modern computers is quite no
ticeable. Since the BiF version was only successfully implemented after most 
of the calculations had been clone and none of the discussed methods use a 
Zeeman shift (there was no magnetic field component along the laser-axis), 
the used BiH version of the program was indeed the most optimal. Should we 
however want to do any simulations of setups that do include a component 
of the magnetic field along the laser-axis, we expect the BiF version of the 
program to still need the same amount of computation time while the BiH 

2Even if the component in the equation are multiplied by zero (no Zeeman shift-inducing 
magnetic field) they still take the same amount of t ime to calculate as is the case when 
there is a Zeeman shift 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the number of evaluations of the function during 
integration for the three versions of the program using the different coeffi
cients. 

version will need more computation time ( depending on the magnitude of 
the magnetic field component along the quantization/laser axis). 
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4.3 Testing the Different quasi-Bragg Setups 

Satisfied with the preceding tests of the program we will now praeeed to the 
simulations of the various setups discussed in Sec. 2.5 on page 14. For all 
simulations the spontaneons emission has been artificially suppressed. The 
eventual implementation will be performed in the far-detuned regime where 
spontaneons emission should be small but not necessary negligible. However 
the calculations without the spontaneons emission provide the most insight 
into the process and the results should not be far off from reality. Further
more it is always possible to increase the detuning of the lasers to further 
suppress spontaneons emission. Should it be needed, spontaneons emission 
can be included in future calculations by simply changing the input param
eters. All simulations use the following settings unless otherwise specified: 

• Atomie beam consisting of He* (3SI) 

• Atoms are spin-polarized to the m 9 

magnetic field. 

• Axial velocity = 247 m/s 

+ 1 state with respect to the 

• Two counter propagating laser beams in (}+ (} - configuration, both pos
sessing the same intensity (note that this is no langer a standing wave 
as with the classical Bragg scattering) 

• Gaussian laser beam profile with a waist of 1. 70 mm 

• Lasers are + 180 MHz detuned from the atomie transition 

• Magnetic field uniform over the entire integrated area 

• Spontaneons emission is artificially suppressed (r = 0) 

When we present the results of a Q_Bragg simulation we will use the 
following conventions: 

• We will only look at the ground state sirree the excited state population 
is negligible. 

• We will only show those states that play an important role m the 
process. 

• The lines represent the population of the momenturn states involved, 
these state represent the sum over the magnetic substates of the ground 
state. 
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• The symbols represent the population of the magnetic substates in
volved in the fram e of the magnetic field 3

, they have been summed 
over all the momenturn states. 

• The magnetic field will be orientated perpendicular to both the laser 
beams and the propagation direction of the atomie beam. 

4.3.1 Emulating Classica! Bragg Scattering with the 
quasi-Bragg Setup 

The alternative method of Bragg scattering discussed in Sec. 2.5.2 on page 15 
was tested using various initial states. In Fig. 4.4 a simulation invalving 5th 

order quasi-Bragg scattering is depicted. This process is similar to classical 
Bragg scattering, but instead of a standing wave, we use two counter propa
gating O"+ O" - laser beams and a magnetic field for precession. 

The behavior of the quasi-Bragg scattering process is similar to earlier 
simulations and experiments dorre by A. Koolen [11] using classical Bragg 
scattering (see Fig. 4.5). The differences in the amount of power used can 
be attributed to the differences in both laser profile and transition strength 
( other Clebsch-Gordan coefficients due to different transitions between the 
magnetic substates). The settings used for the quasi-Bragg scattering how
ever result in a higher defiection efficiency, mainly because it uses a wider 
laser beam. This results in better adiabatic behavior. The simulation uses a 
perfectly collimated beam ( only one perpendicular momenturn state). 

The simulations show that the process requires a certain critical magnetic 
field to produce any diffraction; if the magnetic field is too low the precession 
is insufficient to "build-up" momenturn and nothing happens. The process 
does however work with higher fields as well (magnetic field strengths up to 
1 T were tested), indicating that the magnet ie field only plays a role as an 
enabler of the process, but doesn't play any role in cantrolling the efficiency 
of the process if it is above the critical value. 

3Despite the fact that both the description of the quasi-Bragg process and the cal
culations themselves take place in the frame of the lasers, we will present the results in 
the frame of the magnetic field; The magnetic quanturn numbers will be those obtained 
when using the main magnetic field axis as the quantization axis. The reason for this 
convention is the fact that the energy balancing between the potential magnetic energy 
and the kinetic energy, which is the process we are evaluating in most of the setups, takes 
place in this frame. The transformation from laser frame to magnetic field frame has been 
discussed in 3.2.4. 
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of 5th order Bragg scattering as emulated by the quasi
Bragg scattering setup. 
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Figure 4.5: Simulation and measurement of 5th order classica[ Bragg scatter
ing as performed by A. Koolen {11} compensated for spontaneous emission. 
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4.3.2 m 9 = + 1 ---+ m 9 = - 1 Transitions 

One of the more interesting applications of the quasi-Bragg setup is the scat
tering of a single atomie beam in two coherent beams with equal but opposite 
perpendicular momentum. This would be anideal tunable 50/50 beamsplit
ter. First we willlook at the setup as discussed in Sec. 2.5.3 on page 18. 

We start with an atomie beam without any perpendicular momentum, 
spin-polarized in the I m 9 = + 1) state and a magnetic field that ind u ces a en-

ergetic degeneracy between the initial state and the lv = ±lOnk) lm9 = -1) 
states. From this we get a diffraction depending on the applied laser power 
as show in Fig. 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Quasi-Bragg scattering from the initial lv = Onk) lm9 = + 1) 

state to the lv = ±lOnk) lm9 = -1) states using a resonant magnetic field 

(7.6 * w-5 T ar 0.76G). 
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While the transition to the p = ±10/ïk-states has an efficiency of more 
than 80% in first order, the efficiency can be increased to almost 100% by 
slightly changing the magnetic field to one that is resonant with p = ±9.93/ïk 
as shown in Fig. 4. 7. At higher powers the efficiency of the defl.ection starts 

to decrease because of transitions to the lp= ±6/ïk) lm9 = 0) states that 

are also near energy resonance. They are reachable for higher laser powers 
because the interaction is less adiabatic in that regime. 
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Figure 4.7: Quasi-Bragg scattering from the initial lp= Onk) lm9 = +1) 

state to the lp = ±10/ïk) lm9 = -1) states using a slightly shifted magnetic 

field theoretically resonant with lp= ±9.93/ïk) lm9 = -1) (7.5 * 10-5 T or 

0.75G). 

It seems odd that the transition to the p = ±10/ïk states is optimal at 
at value of the magnetic field that is shifted from the theoretica! perfect en-
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ergy resonance between the initial and final states. This optimum transition 
is only allowed if the time-dependent interaction with the laser field is not 
entirely adiabatic and could indicate a dynamic non-adiabatic interaction 
mechanism. The non-adiabatic behavior is also accented by the emergence 

of the lv = ±6nk) lm9 = 0) state which are not energetically degenerate with 

either the initial or final state of the system. 

Transitions to other momenturn states show a similar picture with a max
imum efficiency of almost 100% at slightly detuned magnetic fields. 

4.3.3 m9 = + 1 ----+ m9 = 0 Transitions 

Scattering to states with m 9 = 0 as discussed in Sec. 2.5.3 on page 20 is ex
perimentally more attractive thanscattering to states with m9 = -1 because 
of their insensitivity to the effects of stray magnetic fields in the interferom
eter as discussed in Sec. 2.5.3. To test the feasibility of these transitions we 

tune the magnetic field to a resonance with the lv = ±6nk) lm9 = 0)-states. 

The resulting scattering is shown in Fig. 4.8. 

As can beseen in Fig. 4.8 almost no diffraction takes place and the atoms 
stayin the initial state independent from the applied laser power. However, 

we know from the earlier discussed scattering to the lv =±lOnk) lm9 = -1) 

states that a transition to the lv = ±6nk) lm9 = 0) states is possible, as we 

have seen them emerge at higher laser powers. Those simulations featured 
much greater populations in the state we are now trying to populate than 
those we are able to create on resonance! The applied magnetic field in those 
p = ±lOnk simulations however was chosen because it was far from any other 
existing resonance to the m 9 = O-state.4 By detuning the magnetic field from 

4 Both resonances discussed have been chosen because they are far away form a pos

sibie resonance in the other m9 system: The lp= ±lOnk) lm9 = 1)-states are resonant 

with the lp= ±7.07nk) lm9 = 0)-states but since a ground state with lp= ±7nk) is im

possible to reach from the initia! state with lp = Onk) the only alternatives would be 

the lp = ±6nk) lm9 = 0) and lp = ±8nk) lm9 = 0) states which are all relatively far from 

resonance. This is confirmed by the the fact that the only other transitions are those 

to the lp = ±6nk) lm9 = 0) states and only at high laser powers where adiabaticity is 

less strictly fulfilled. Similarly the lp = ±6nk) lm9 = 0) states were chosen since they are 

resonant with the lp= ±8.49nk) lm9 = -1) states which arealso of resonant. 
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Figure 4.8: Quasi-Bragg scattering from the initia[ lp= Onk) lmg = +1 ) 

state to the lp = ±6nk) lmg = 0) states using a resonant magnetic field 

(5.5 * 10- 5 Tor 0.55G). 

the theoretica! resonance towards the non-resonant value used in the tran
sition to the lp= ±lOnk) lmg = -1) states, we find an optimal transition 

to the lp= ±6nk) lmg = 0) states when applying a magnetic field theoret

ically resonant with the lp = ±6.5nk) lmg = 0) states. The result, shown 

in Fig. 4.9, shows an almost perfect Pendellösung oscillation between the 

lp = Onk) lmg = 1) and lp = ±6nk) lmg = 0) states. 

It is clear that the situation simulated in Fig. 4.9 can never be adiabatic. 
This energy deficiency could theoretically be compensated by a small number 
of atoms with very high kinetic energy, but there is no indication of these 
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Figure 4.9: Quasi-Bragg scattering from the initial lp= Onk) lrn9 = +1) 

state to the lp = ±6nk) lm9 = 0) states using a shifted magnetic field res

onant with p = ±6.5hk (6.4 * 10-5 T ar 0.64G). 

atoms and the creation of these highly energetic atoms is also physically very 
unlikely. The laser beams themselves also can not have exchanged any net 
energy with the atoms5 provided they exit the interaction in the ground state 
as is the case. 

Since it seems that for some reason we are no longer in the adiabatic 
regime we can try to return to the regime by adjusting the laser beams to 
a wider waist and a lower intensity. This will result in a smoother tran
sition and hopefully conditions more resembling the adiabatic regime and 

5During the interaction the laser field can cause energy shifts for the atoms either when 
they absorb or emit a photon or through a Stark shift of the states during interaction with 
the laser field 
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the associated conservation of energy for the atoms. When the waist is 
doubled, maximum deflection is achieved at a magnetic field theoretically 

resonant with the lp= ±6.4nk) lm9 = 0) states. By using a waist that is 

four times the original waist, the optimum shifts to a field resonant with the 

lp= ±6.3nk) lm9 = 0) states as shown in Fig. 4.106
. Increasing the waist 

even more will result in optimal magnetic fields which are even closer to the 
theoretica! resonance, but such waists are experimentally impractical. 

6The higher laser powers necessary are a result of the fact that the laser beams have 
the same waist in two dimensions. In this situation a large part of the laser does not have 
any interactions with the atomie beam. This can be remedied by using an elliptical beam 
profile, dramatically reducing the totallaser power needed. 
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Figure 4.10: Quasi-Bragg scattering from the initia! lp= Onk) lm9 = +1) 

state to the lp = ±6nk) lm9 = 0) states, using a shifted magnetic fi eld reso

nant with p = ±6.3!ïk (6.0 * 10- 5 T or 0.60 G) and laser beams with Jour times 
the normal waist (6.80mm). 
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Effect of the Detuning 

As the only purpose of the detuning of the laser beams is the suppression of 
spontaneous emission as discussed in Sec. 2.4.2 on page 12, the sign of the de
tuning should at first sight not make any difference to the process. However 
if we use a negative detuning of 180 MHz instead of a positive detuning as 

before, we get the evolution for the transition to the lp = ±6nk) lm9 = 0)

states on resonance shown in Fig. 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: Quasi-Bragg scattering from the initial lp= Onk) lm9 = +1) 

state to the lp = ±6nk) lm9 = 0) -states using aresonant magnetic field (5.5* 

10-5 T or0.55G) and a detuning of -180 MHz (denoted by the - D). The light 
colared states are the state with positive detuning ( denoted by the + D) 

The transit ion efficiency differs dramatically from the case were we used 
a positive detuning. Insteadof an efficiency of about 1% the efficiency on the 
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theoretica! resonance is now almost 20%. Tuning the magnetic field again in
creases this efficiency to almost 100% but instead of going to higher magnetic 
fields as with the positive detuned lasers, we now have to lower the magnetic 

field to a field that is theoretically resonant with the lp = ±5.8nk) lm9 = 0)

states as shown in Fig. 4.12. 
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Figure 4. 12: Quasi-Bragg scattering to the lp= ±6nk) lm9 = 0) states with 

a magnetic field resonant with p = ±5.8fïk (5 .1 * w-5 T ar 0.51G) and a 
detuning of -180 MHz. 

While the transition at a negative detuning seems to preserve energy 
better than t he transition at a positive detuning, the process is still far from 
adiabatic. Increasing the waist of the lasers and lowering the intensity does 
result in more adiabatic condit ions in this case as well, but again it seems like 
there is some mechanism which causes a shift of the value of the magnetic 
field for the optimal transition efficiency away from the theoretica! value. We 
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will look into possible causes for this shift in Chapter 5. 

4 .3 .4 B ending of the Beam 

The processof bending the atomie beam using the quasi-Bragg setup as dis
cussed in Sec. 2.5.3 on page 20, seems very much like the previously discussed 
techniques. There are, however, a few differences which fundamentally set it 
apart from those two techniques: 

• The initial state does have a perpendicular momentum. While this may 
seem trivial, there is a catch: Sirree the atoms now have a 'preferential' 
perpendicular direction, the symmetry present in the previous setups 
is broken, possibly enabling interaction mechanisms which previously 
'canceled out ' because both were equal but opposite. 

• The asymmetrical setup also causes an asymmetry in the mechanisms 
to reach the positive and negative momenturn states which are energet
ically degenerate sirree one can be reached in fewer steps ( absorption 
an stimulated emission of a photon) than the other. 

• Instead of making the single initial state degenerate with the two de
fiected states, the initial state is also automatically degenerate with op
posite perpendicular momenturn state with the same magnetic substate 
thus creating a four-way resonance insteadof a three-way resonance as 
discussed before. 

If we want to prevent the emulation of the classical Bragg scattering pro
cess, leading to a transition to the equal but opposite momenturn state (see 
Sec. 4.3.1) , we will either have to use a magnetic field that is weaker than 
the critical field for that process or create conditions where the bending of 
the beam to the desired momenturn state is preferred over the scattering to 
the state with momenturn opposite to that of the initial state. 

One example of a simulation invalving bending an atomie beam is shown 
in Fig. 4.13. The magnetic field is tuned to create a resonance between the 

lp= ±5nk) lm9 = +1) states and the lp= ±13nk) lm9 = -1) states. The 

initial state is a beam in the lp = -5nk) lm9 = +) state. 

The simulation clearly shows the asymmetrical character of the situation: 
At lower laser powers only the p = -5lïk and p = -13lïk are accessible, but at 

higher powers, the other energetically resonant states (P = +5lïk, p = + 13nk), 
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Figure 4.13: The 'bending ' of an atomie beam initially in the 

lp= -5lïkJ lm9 = +1) state to the lp= -13lïkJ lm9 = -1) state using the 

quasi-Bragg setup. 

which require more absorptions and emissions of photons ( thus more laser 
power) are accessible as well and will be populated as shown by the simula
tion data. However, at powers beyond 80 m W the system clearly enters the 
diabatic regime. This transition to the non-adiabatic regime is evident by 

the emergence of the lp = ±9lïkJ lm9 = 0) states that are not energetically 

degenerate with the resonant states. 

4.4 Evaluation ofthe quasi-Bragg Setup Tests 

All the previously suggested applications for the quasi-Bragg setup have been 
shown to be achievable. The necessary magnetic fields for these transitions 
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can however differ quite substantially from those theoretically predicted. 
This shifting of the optimal magnetic field and the strange effect of the de
tuning on the optimal magnetic field settings indicate a hidden layer of dy
namics crucial to the successful implementation of the quasi-Bragg schemes. 
In Chapter 5 we will try to gain a better insight into these dynamics by us
ing a technique known as adiabatic phase area calculation, which has , in the 
past , helped gain more insight into the mechanisms behind classica! Bragg 
scat tering. 



Chapter 5 

Magnetic Field Resonance 
Shifts 

In order to find an explanation for the discrepancies between the theoret
ically predicted magnetic field for quasi-Bragg scattering in Sec. 4.3.3 and 
Sec. 4.3.2 we will use an approach previously used by G.T. Jansen [4] to both 
describe and explain classica! Bragg scattering. 

5.1 Adiabatic Phase Area Calculations 

The adiabatic phase area approach to classica! Bragg scattering uses the en
ergy difference between the adiabatic eigenstates of the system. These states 
are initially (i.e. , in the absence of a light field) degenerate. They begin 
as symmetrical and antisymmetrical superpositions of positive and negative 
momenturn states. During the interaction with the laser their energies split. 
By taking the energy difference between these two states, divide it by fï and 
integrate it over the interaction time, we get a phase cjJ as is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

Besides being a mathematica! curiosity, this phase also has a physical 
meaning. Init ially the atoms are all in a given momenturn state li), which 

projects equally on the symmetrical (~[I i) + I-i)]) and antisymmetrical 

( ~ [I i) - I-i)]) eigenstates of the system. In the light field the two eigen

states evolve into a superposition of many momenturn states. However, in the 
adiabatic regime the populations of the two eigenstates remains equal. Dur
ing the interaction both eigenstates acquire a different accumulated phase. 
The phase difference between both states is exactly equal to c/J. After the in-

63 
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Figure 5.1: Splitting of the initial degenerate eigenstatesin He* as simulated 
by G.T. Jansen (taken from [4]). 

teraction the eigenstates are again equal to the initial symmetrical and anti
symmetrical superpositions of li) and I-i) still with equal population. When 
projecting these eigenst ates back to the momenturn states , the accumulated 
phase difference cjJ now determines the population of these momenturn states 
in the fin al state I\[!): 

Iw) = 1 + cos (c/J ) li) + 1- cos (c/J) I-i) 
2 2 

(5. 1) 

By increasing the laser power , it is possible to increase the energy differ
ence between the two states and thus the phase. A larger phase results in 
a larger diffracted fraction, until the entire atomie beam is fully refiected to 
I-i) at cjJ = 1r. Af ter that the diffracted fraction decreases again until there 
in no diffraction at cjJ = 27r. Further increasing the laser power will again 
increase the diffracted fraction to 100% at cjJ = 37r . This results in the pro
cess of Pendellösung oscillations previously discussed in Sec. 2.4.1 on page 12. 
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5.2 Adiabatic Phase Area for quasi-Bragg Scat
tering 

When trying to apply the adiabatic phase area method to quasi-Bragg scat
tering, we see a few differences with the analysis of the classical Bragg scat
tering, some minor, other potentially very significant. 
One of the more trivial differences is the sheer number of eigenstates of the 
system; when applying a magnetic field, the magnetic substates of the atoms 
are no longer energetically degenerate and should thus be treated separately. 
This increases the number of possible states per momenturn from two to eight 
in the case of He*. 

A more fundamental difference lies in the number of states with the same 
energy: In classical Bragg scattering only two adiabatic states are initially de
generate during the interaction: the symmetrical state ~ (I i) + I-i)) and the 

antisymmetrical state ~ (li) - I-i) ). 1 In the quasi-Bragg scattering setup 
there are three different states which are degenerate in energy. The quasi
Bragg eigenstates should therefore initially be formed from these three eigen
states and should be either symmetrical or antisymmetrical with respect to 
the pj --+ -pj transformation. \tVhen looking at the bending process of 
Sec. 4.3.4 there are four degenerates states and the eigenstates have to be 
(anti )symmetrical under the transformation pi --+ -pi as well. 

Another difficulty rises when we try to calculate the phase area; sirree 
there are now three different states, there is no longer a single energy dif
ference which can be translated into a phase, instead there are three phase 
areas involved. The simple approach used for classical Bragg scattering can 
no longer be applied. While this may complicate a quantitative analysis of 
the process, a qualitative analysis should still be possible. 

5.3 Calculating the adiabatic energy levels 

In order to look at the phase differences we first need to calculate the eigenen
ergies of the system. To calculate these an additional Fortran 90 program, 

1The Hamiltonian descrihing the interaction is invariant under the transformation p----+ 
-p. If we apply the transformation to the Schrödinger equation, we get 1!' (HiJ! = EiJ!) = 
iJ fit = Efif, since E and H are independent of the sign of the momentum, we can rewrite 
this as Hfif = Efif. If HiJ!= EiJ! and Hfif = Efif, this means that fit =±iJ!. Therefore, the 
states at the beginning of the interaction have to be either symmetrical or antisymmetrical 
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EW, was written. The program calculates the eigenenergies of a system 
by taking the Hamiltonian descrihing the system (Eq. 3.22 on page 33) and 
converting it to matrix form. The matrix representation of the Hamilto
nian can now be diagonalized to calculate the eigenvalnes and eigenveetors 
of the Hamiltonian, corresponding to the eigenstates and their eigenenergies. 
This approach is identical to the one used for the original calculations of the 
eigenenergies ( [4]). The program itself is described in detail in Appendix C. 

5.4 Adiabatic Energy Levels in the m 9 

m 9 = 0 transitions 
+1---t 

Since the effect which causes a shift in the magnetic field resonance seems to 
be strongest in the case of the mg = + 1 -----+ mg = 0 transitions, we will use 
this transition as an example to study using the adiabatic energy level and 
phase area approach. 

We will start with the first discussed example (Sec. 4.3.3) using a positive 

detuning and a resonance between the lp= Onk) lmg = +1) state and the 

lp = ±6nk) lmg = -1) states that is most efficient if one uses a magnet ie field 

corresponding toa theoretical resonance with the lp= ±6.5nk) lmg = -1) 
states. An overview of the relevant eigenenergies can be seen in Fig. 5.2. 

Since the lasers have a significant detuning, the population of the states 
that mainly consist of excited states can be neglected. In Fig. 5.2 the upper 
group of eigenenergies corresponds to those states that are mainly in the 
ground state2

. Ignoring the lower lying excited states leaves these ground
like states as shown in Fig. 5.3. 

In Fig. 5.3 a few of the higher momenturn states seem to cross with the 
other states. This however is only a numerical artifact: because we use a 
truncated momenturn basis for these calculations, those momenturn states 
at the edge of this basis are only coupled to those states whose absolute 

2The fact that the eigenenergies of the ground states are higher than those of the excited 
state, seems strange at first. This is, however, a consequence of the renormalization of 
the excited state energies by !iweg. For positive detuning, the exited state gains a smaller 
amount of energy from the photon compared to the resonant case, resulting in a lower 
eigenenergy than the ground state. 
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the adiabatic energy eigenvalues for the first 32 
momentum states and their magnetic substates with a magnetic field res-

onant with the lp = ±6.00nk) lm9 = 0) states (left) and resonant with the 

lp= ±6.50nk) lm9 = 0) states (right). The eigenenergies are calculated for 

a laser beam with a power of 23.5m Wand a positive detuning of 180 MHz 
corresponding to the peak in di.ffraction in the case of the shifted magnetic 
field. 

momenturn is lower than that of those states. In effect these momenturn 
states can only be affected by one of the two laser beams and thus see a 
lower totallaser power. The lower laser power results in a lower Stark-shift 
for the atoms, causing a lower artificial eigenenergy of those states and thus 
causing crossing with other states. By choosing a momenturn base that is 
large enough, however , it is possible to make sure that these artifacts only 
affect those momenturn state which do not play any significant part in the 
process. 

By looking at the eigenenergies and the eigenveetors of the states involved, 
it is possible to filter the eigenstates, so that we will only be left with those 
states that are energetically close to the resonant state and therefore could 
play an important role in the process. The filtered upper-state eigenenergies 
are shown in Fig. 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3: Eigenenergies of the eigenstates of the system with a positive 
detuning of 180 MHz, with a ground-state like character of the p = ±6.00/îk 
resonance (left) and the p = ±6.50/îk resonance (right). 

Since the crucial dynamics are expected to occur in the center of the in
teraction where the Stark shifts are largest , we will zoom in on that region to 
see the differences between the two situations. This magnification is shown 
in Fig. 5.5. 

While the theoretically resonant states do seem to have more than enough 
energy difference to generate the phase area necessary for Bragg scattering, 
there is another problem. Looking closely at the left part of Fig. 5.5 we can 
see that the eigenenergy of another state ( dashed line) almost touches one 
of the eigenstates involved in the adiabatic evolution. Eigenvector analy-

sis shows that this eigenstate mainly consistsof the lp= ±2nk) lmg = +1)

states. In order to test whether the system can still evolve adiabatically, we 
can use a simple condition for adiabatic evolution found in [5]: 

J_ I dEn I « I An I 
En dt lî 

(5.2) 
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Figure 5.4: Possible significant eigenenergies of the eigenstates of the p = 
±6.00nk resonance (left) and the p = ±6.50nk resonance (right) bath with a 
positive detuning of 180 MHz. (Fora more details see Fig. 5.5) 

Here En is the adiabatic eigenenergy of a state and An the energy differ
ence to its nearest neighboring adiabatic eigenstate. In this case An is very 
small requiring a very gradual increase in energy, this means bath a very long 
waist and a low intensity. This is exactly what we saw in the simulations. 

Although the simulations did not show significant non-adiabatic tran
sitions to the " interfering" eigenstate, the preserree of this state seems to 
frustrate the desired adiabatic evolution of the system. In the magnetically 
shifted case on the right of Fig. 5.5 the same state is well removed from the 
final states of the transition and even though the initial and final states are 
not fully degenerate, the conesponding adiabatic states are very close during 
the interaction. This still allows an efficient transfer of the population. 

The qualitative phase area approach does give an explanation why an 
adiabatic process is hard to achieve at the theoretica! resonance. What this 
qualitative analysis does not tellus is why e~actly the optimum is found at a 
magnetic field conesponding top= ±6.50nk. We can only conclude that at 
this field, diabatic transitions to the intedering eigenstates of the theoretica! 
magnetic field are no langer preventing an efficient transition to the desired 
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Figure 5.5: Magnified representation of the significant states near the top of 
the interaction with the two final states (solid), the initial state (dots) and 
the most significant other states ( dash) for bath resonances with a positive 

detuning of 180 MHz (p = ±6.00/lk on the left and p = ±6.50/lk on the 
right). 
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5.4.1 Negative D etuning 

Sirree the phase area approach was successful in qualitatively explaining the 
optimum magnetic field shift in the case of a positive detuning, we will now 
see whether the same applies tho the case of a negative detuning. 

Looking at an overview of the eigenenergiesof the theoretica! (lp = ±6nk)) 

and simulated (lp = ±5.8nk)) optimum of the magnetic field in Fig. 5.6 we 

immediately see a difference with the case of positive detuning; instead of 
having much lower eigenenergies, the excited states now have higher eigenen
ergies than the ground states. This of course refiects the sign of the detuning. 
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Figure 5.6: Overview of the adiabatic energy eigenvalues for the first 32 mo
mentum states and their different magnetic substates with a magnetic field 

resonant with the lp= ±6.00nk) lm9 = 0)-states (lejt) andresonant with the 

lp = ±5.8nk) lm9 = 0)-states (right). The eigenenergies are calculated fora 

laser beam with a power of 33m Wand a negative detuning of 180 MHz cor
responding to the peak in diffraction in the case of the shifted magnetic field. 

Looking at the ground-states in Fig. 5. 7 we clearly see that the Stark 
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shift also has a different sign, just as the theory predicts. The states on the 
edge of the chosen momenturn space do not interseet other states here sirree 
both the eigenenergies bend downward instead of upwards. Their value is, 
however, still not correct. 
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Figure 5. 7: Eigenenergies of the eigenstates with a ground-state like character 
of the p = ±6.00nk Tesonance (left) and the p = ±5.8nk resonance (right) 
bath with a negative detuning of 180 MHz. 

Filtering away the non relevant states we see (Fig. 5.8) that in both cases 

the three involved states (lp= ±6nk) lm9 = 0) (solid) and lp= Onk) lm9 = +1) 

140 

( dots) are reasonably separated frorn their closest neighbors ( ( dashed) lp = ±2nk) lm9 = 

above thern and lp= ±lOnk) lm9 = -1) below thern). The phase area be-

tween the adiabats in the theoretica! resonance on the left does however seem 
to very srnall. 

The magnification of the area with the highest laser intensity in Fig. 5.9 
confirrns this. It should result in only a srnall diffracted fraction at this 
intensity, which is confirrned by the sirnulations dorre previously (Fig. 4.11). 
The fact that the rnaxirnally transferred population if far frorn 100% as with 
classica! Bragg scattering only confirrns that this situation is fundarnentally 
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Figure 5.8: Filtered possible significant eigenenergies of the eigenstafes with 
a negative detuning of 180MHz the p = ±6.00nk resonance (left) and the 

p = ±5.8nk resonance (right) (Fora more details see Fig. 5.9). 

different from the classical case in that it depends on other phase areasas well. 
The situation with the shifted magnetic field doesn't have any energetically 
close neighbors and has enough phase area to switch from no diffraction to 
complete diffraction with increasing intensity, just as the simulations showed. 

5.5 Adiabatic Behavior in the quasi-Bragg Setup 

Generally we can conclude that the higher density of eigenstates, due to the 
magnetic substates, complicates the dynamics of the interaction considerably. 
Spurious anticrossings in the level scheme induce diabatic behavior and the 
relevant eigenstates may be "clamped" by other repelling eigenstates present 
in the system, thus preventing them from accuruulating enough phase dif
ference. In addition, the fact that there are now three ( or for the bending 
process, four) relevant phase areas complicates the analysis as well. 

If we wanted to calculate the exact phase relations necessary for optimum 
diffraction, we would first need an adiabatic phase area theory for the three
or four-way resonances of the quasi-Bragg interactions. This however is be-
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Figure 5.9: Magnified significant states near the top of the interaction with 
the two final states (solid), the initial state (dots) and the most significant 
other states ( dash) for bath resonances with a negative detuning of 180 MHz 

(p = ±6.00/ïk on the left and p = ±5.8/ïk on the right). 

yond the scope of this report and is left for possible further followups. The 
negative detuning case does prove that there is more involved than meets the 
eye at fi.rst sight. The qualitative analysis performed on the system however 
does provide a greater insight in the precise workings of the quasi-Bragg con
cept. 

We may gain more insight into the mechanisms behind the process if we 
track the evolution of the adiabatic eigenstate populations during the actual 
wavefunction evolution. To do this, however , would require some effort in 
modifying and combining both computer programs and falls outside the scope 
of the present report. 
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Chapter 6 

Concluding Remarks 

6.1 On quasi-Bragg Scattering 

In this report we have shown several successful implementations of the quasi
Bragg setup including the splitting, refiecting and bending of an atomie 
beam, all in a coherent way and with control over both the angles and the 
magnetic moment of the final states. In many of the situations simulated we 
found an optimal transition not at the theoretically resonant magnetic field, 
but at a field that was shifted. While the eigenstate analysis performed does 
give us more insight into the underlying dynamics of the process, there are 
still a few tasks left. 

6.2 Future Experiments 

The simulations described in this report, combined with other similar sim
ulations that have been performed, show that the quasi-Bragg technique 
suggested in this report works in theory. Using the data gained from these 
simulations we are currently trying to modify the existing experimental in
terferometer at the AQT -group to incorporate the quasi-Bragg set up that 
shows the most promise for implementation in an atomie interferometer: the 
scheme using the m9 = + 1 ---+ m9 = 0 transition. This transition is ideal 
for the interferometer, as not only it intrinsically functions as a 50/50 beam
splitter, but it also produces atoms which will be in the m9 = 0 state. These 
atoms will therefore be largely insensitive to the fiuctuations in the existing 
external fields which permeate the interferometer setup. 
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6.3 Future Theoretica! Work 

Several questions still remain, most of them eentering on the optimal mag
netic field shift (Chapter 5). While the qualitative explanation for these 
shifts does seem to explain why they occur, it is still impossible to predict 
whether they exist for a given resonance and what the deviation from the 
theoretica! value for the magnetic field for that resonance will be. Looking at 
the eigenenergies of the system and comparing them with those of systems 
with magnetic fields that are slightly shifted below and above the resonant 
value, will enable the user to predict whether the shift will probably be pos
itive or negative, but it does not allow the user to calculate the exact value 
of the shift. The shift can be determined by doing various simulations at 
different fields and determine the optimum magnetic field for the transition, 
but these calculations can take quite a lot of time. 

The eigenenergy program should however allow us to calculate the ap
proximate shift in those cases were the proximity of another eigenstate seems 
to be the limiting factor. By calculating the energy difference between the 
eigenstates involved and their ciosest neighbors, we can vary the waist of the 
lasers involved while simultaneously lowering the laser intensity to see when 
the adiabatic condition (Eq. 5.2) is met. To properly do this however we 
would need a way to calculate the optimum laser intensity or laser power for 
the transition given the waist of the lasers. If we do not know the optimal 
laser power, we will still need to run a full Q_Bragg simulation to determine 
this setting, thus creating even more calculations than before. 

Should we however be able to develop a working theory to describe the 
correspondence between the phase areas between the eigenstates involved 
and the efficiency of the transition, we would be able to combine this tech
nique with the checking for the adiabatic condition to quickly and efficiently 
calculate both the resonant magnetic field shift and the optimum laser con
figuration. The development and implementation of this theory however is 
left to future followups. 

Other possible future venues include the analysis of the evolution of the 
system expressed in its adiabatic eigenfunctions, hopefully leading to better 
insight into the process. The eigenenergy program provides the eigenvectors, 
so all that remains is to project the states during to evolution onto these 
eigenvectors. Sirree both programs have been specifically designed to be 
compatible, the projection to the eigenstates should be relatively easy to 
implement. 



Appendix A 

Hamilton Transformation 

Although the Hamilton-equation given by Eq. 3.22 on page 33 does accurately 
describe the evolution of the system, numerically this equation is less than 
ideal for integration. There are three potential oscillators in the differential 
equation that are present even in the absence of the laser beams: the Zeeman 
shift, the kinetic energy and the detuning. All three of the oscillators can be 
removed from the equation as shown in Sec. A.3 on page 87. However sirree 
we have shown in Sec. 4.2 on page 43 that using these equations does, in the 
absence of a zeeman shift, increase the calculation time when compared to 
the version that does not compensate for the Zeeman shift oscillations. This 
modified version is given in Sec. A.2 on page 82 It eliminates the oscillations 
from the kinetic energy and the detuning of the excited state, but still shows 
oscillations because of the Zeeman shift. This is the equation used for the 
calculations presented in Chapter 4. 

First however we will use some rescaling of the physical quantities to 
eliminate a number of the constants from the equation (save calculation time) 
and to get a numerically better suited dimensionless equation. 

A.l Rescaling the Hamilton Equation 

Starting with the original equation (Eq. A.l) with c;mg the coefficient of the 
atomie wavefunction in the ground state (g) with magnetic quantumnumber 
m 9 and momenturn nnk and C~e the coefficient of the atomie wavefunction 
in the excited state (e) with magnetic quantumnumber me and the same 

momentum. The Rabi frequency De9 is given by De9 = r jl; with 10 the 

saturation intensity of the m 9 = 1 ---+ me = 2 transition of He*, Ex, EY 
and Ez are the Cartesian components of the local magnetic field and the 
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78 APPENDIX A. HAMILTON TRANSFORMATION 

polarization of the light field is given by E~ 1 as the coefficient of the circularly 
polarized o-±1 component in the ± direction of the field (the z-direction). 
Effects due to the detuning (~) of the laser field relative to the resonance 
frequency of the atomie transition are found in the equations for the excited 
state coefficients. The process of spontaneous emission has been accounted 
for as described in Sec. 3.1.2 on page 27. 

in !c;m
9
(t) = [ 2~(nk +ka?+ JLB9j9 E zm9 ] c;m

9
(t) 

+ J-ts;jg (Ex- iEY) J(j9 - m9 )(j9 + m9 + 1)c;(mg+l)(t) 

+ J-ts;j9 (Ex+ iEY) J(j9 + m9 )(j9 - m9 + 1)c;(mg-l)(t) 

nO* [ • 1 • 1 ] + T (jgmg1- 1lje (mg- 1)) Et c~~g-1)(t) + E1 c~~g-l)(t) 

+ n~;g (hj9m9 lliJe (m9 + 1)) [E~~c:(;;;g+ l ) (t) + E::::~c:(~lg+l)(t)] 

in:tc~m.(t) = [2~(nk + ko)
2

- n ( ~ + ~) + JLB9jeEzme] C~.(t) 
+ JLB:je (Ex- iEY) }(je - me)(je +me + 1)C~me+1)(t) 

+ ~lB:je (Ex+ iEY) }(je+ me) (je- me+ 1)C~(me-1)(t) 

+ fï~eg (j9 (me+ 1) 1- 1ljeme) [t:tc;(-;;e+l)(t) + t:1C;(~e+l)(t)J 

+ fï~eg (j9 (me- 1) llljeme) [E~ 1 C;(-;;e_ 1 ) (t) + t::::: 1 C;(~e- 1 )(t)J (A.1) 

First we can rescale the magnetic field with the Bohr magneton: 

E' = p,aE 

By rescaling the offset momenturn moment k0 to the wavenumber k we can 
treat it similar to the momenturn state number n. 

k' _ ko 
0- k 

Finally we can change the equation from the time domain tothespace domain 
by using the fact that the axial velocity Vx is considered constant: 
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This has the advantage of enabling us to use spatial layouts for the lasers 
and magnetic field, thus enabling easier translation between simulation and 
experimental setup. 

Substituting the recoil frequency Wr = ~; and rescaling our integration 
variabie x to x = ..:E... yields: 

V x 
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d [ · E z' m l di c;mg (i)= - i Wr(n + k~) 2 + gJg n g c;mg (i) 

- ig~ (Ex' - iEY' ) jug- mg)(jg + mg + 1)c;(mg+l) (±) 

- ig~ (Ex' + iEY' ) jug + mg )(jg- mg + 1)c;(mg- l) (i ) 

'0* 
z eg ( . 1 11' ( 1)) [ +* c n+l (-·) + - *cn-1 ( - )] - -2- }gmg - Je mg - El e(m

9
- l) X El e(m

9
- l) X 

'[2* 
z eg (. 111 ' ( 1) ) [ +* c n+ l ( - ) -* cn- 1 (-)] - -2- }gmg Je mg + E_ l e(mg+ l) x + E_ l e(mg+l) x 

d n ( - ) . [ ( ')2 ( ir) 9}eE z'me] n (- ) di Ceme X = -z Wr n + ko - 6_ + 2 + n Ceme X 

- ig~ (Ex' - iEY') J(je - me)(je +me + 1)C~me+ l ) (i ) 

- ig~ (Ex'+ iEY') J(je + me)(je - me + 1)C~me- l ) (i ) 

·n 
- z 

2
eg (jg (me + 1) 1- 1ljeme) [EiC;(-;;e+ l) (i )+ EiC;(~e + l ) (±)] 

iO 
-

2
eg (jg (me - 1) llljeme) [E~ 1 c;(~L -l ) (i )+ E =: 1 c;(~e- l ) (x)] (A.3) 

With the recoil energy Er = lïwr we can rewrite Eq. A.3 as: 
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!_!!_en (x) =-i [(n + k' )2 + 9]gB z' mgl en (x) 
Wr dx gmg 0 Er gm9 

+ ~:: ( -BY'- iBx') jug- mg)(jg + mg + l)e;(mg+ll (x) 

+ ~:: ( BY'- iBx') jug + mg)(jg- mg + 1)c;(mg- l) (x) 

T2* 
z eg(. 1 11.( 1))[+*cn+l ( - ) -* en- l (-)] - 2wr Jgmg - Je mg- El e(mg- l) X +El e(mg-1 ) X 

T2* 
'l eg ( . 111 . ( 1)) [ +* en+l ( -) -*cn- l ( -)] - 2wr Jgmg Je mg + E_l e(mg+ l) x + E_l e(mg+ l) x 

.!_.!!_Cn (x)= -i [(n + k')2- (6. + lf) + 91. B z'mel en (x) 
Wr dx eme 0 Wr Er eme 

+ ~~:. ( -BY'- iBx') J(je - me)(je +me+ 1)C~(me+ l ) (x) 

+ ~~: ( BY'- iBx') J(je + me)(je - me + 1)C~m. -l ) (x ) 

iD 
- 2:: (jg (me + 1) 1- 1ljeme) [Etc;(~e + l ) (x )+ E!C;(~. +l) (x)] 

iD 
-

2
:g (jg (me - 1) llljeme) [E~ 1 c;(~. - l ) (x )+ E= 1 c;(~e- l) (x)] (A.4) 

r 

We can eliminate the various w/s andE/s using the following substitu-
tions: 

lïk2 

x WrX = 2Nfvx X 

B" B' = 2Mp,s B 
Er fï2k2 

f2 ~= 2M n 
2wr 2!ik2 

6.' 
6. 

Wr 

r' r 
Wr 

Thus we arrive at Eq. A.5 were we have eliminated most of the constants 
and rescaled the equation accordingly. 
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d~e;m9 (x)= -i [(n + k~) 2 + gj9 B z"m9 ] e;mg (x) 

9)g ( y" . x" ) /( . ) ( . ) en (-) + 2 -B - 2B V )g- m9 )g + m9 + 1 g(mg+ l ) x 

gj9 (BY" ·Ex" ) /(. )(. )en (-) + 2 - 2 V )g + m 9 )g- m 9 + 1 g(mg-l) x 

- iD:9 (j9m9 1 -11Je (m9 -1) ) [Et*e~~~-1) (i)+ (j"·e~-:n19 _ 1 ) (x)] 

- iD:9 (j9m9 11IJe (m9 + 1) ) [E~~e;(-;;g+l) (i)+ E=~e;(-:n19 + 1 ) (x)] 

den (-) . [ ( k')2 A' .f' B z" l en (-) 
d

- em x = -1, n + 0 -u -1,- + 9)e me em x 
X e 2 e 

+ g~e ( - BY"- iB x" ) J(je - me)(je +me + 1)e~(me+l) (i) 

+ g~e ( BY"- iBx" ) J(je +me) (je - me + 1)e~me-1) (i) 

- iDeg (j9 (me+ 1) 1 - 11Jeme) [Ete;(~e +l) (i)+ (j"e;(~L+ l ) (x)] 

- iDeg (j9 (me- 1) ll iJeme) [E~ 1 e;(~e- 1 ) (i) + E=1e;(-;;e-l) (x)] (A.5) 

Examining the subst itutions used in Eq. A.5, we notice that all frequen
cies ( ~ , r , D) have been scaled with the recoil frequency Wr and the energies 

( ( n(n~~~ko) )
2

, /1 B9j
9
B zm 9) are scaled with the recoil energy lïwr. This sealing 

seems natural sirree these are characteristic measures for the process of ab
sorbing and emitting a photon which is the driving force for scattering; it 
seems physics and rnathematics agree that this sealing is preferential. 

A.2 Accounting for Oscillation d ue to Kinetic 
Energy and Detuning 

Even in the absence of a magnetic and a laser field, the scaled equations 
(Eq. A.5 still describe a harmonie oscillator driven by both the kinetic energy 
of the atomie wave and the de tuning of the laser field ( excited state only). 
We can however transform our basis set of coeffi.cients to a new set of t ime 
dependent ( or, d ue to the transformation to the spatial domain, x dependent) 
basis functions without changing the physics of the problem as long as we 
rewrite the corresponding Hamiltonian. Specifically we will chose a set of 
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new coefficients ( that remain unchanged in the absence of both light and 
magnetic field: 

(;ng (x) 

(:m. (x) 

e;mg (x) 

c:m. (x) 

!:::.' 

en (x) ei [(n+kbl 2]x gmg 
en (x) ei [(n+kb) 2 -~']x 

eme 

Çm
9 

(x) e-i [(n+kb) 2]x 

(:m. (x) e-i[(n+kb) 2 - ~'] x 

!:::. 
(A.6) 

This transformation basically comes down to looking at the system in 
a 'co-oscillating' frame in which the system itself doesn't seem to oscillate 
due to the kinetic energy or the detuning. Substituting these definitions into 
Eq. A.5 we get: 
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.!!_çn (x) e-i [(n+kbl2]x = (.!!_çn (x)) e-i [(n+kbl2]x 
dx gmg dx gmg 

+ (-i [(n + k~)2] Çmg (x)) e-i[(n+kbl2]x = 

-i [ (n + k~) 2 + gj
9
B z" mg J ç;m

9 
(x) e-i[(n+kbl

2
]x 

+ 9~9 ( -BY"- iBx") J(jg- mg)(jg + (mg + l))(;m
9
+1 (x) e-i [(n+kbl

2
]x 

+ 9~9 
( BY"- iBx") J(jg + mg)(jg- mg + l)Ç(m

9
_ 1) (x) e-i[(n+kbl

2
]x 

- i{'l* (J. m 1- liJ. (m - 1)) [E+*çn+ l (x) e-i[(n+l+kb)2- ~']x eg g g e g 1 e(m
9

- 1) 

+ E-*çn-1 (x) e-i[(n-l+kb) 2 - ~']x] 
1 e(m9 -1) 

- iO* (J. m lliJ. (m + 1)) [E+*çn+1 (x) e-i [(n+l+kb)2-~' ] x eg g g e g - 1 e(m
9
+1) 

+ E-*çn-1 (x) e-i[(n- 1+kb)2- ~'] x ] 
-1 e(m9 +1) 

.!!.._ (çn (x) e-i [(n+kb) 2 - ~'J x ) = (.!!_çn ( -)) -i [(n+kb)2 -~' ] x 
dx eme dx eme x e 

+ (-i [(n + k~) 2 - 6'] ç:me (x)) e-i [(n+kb)2 -~'] x = 

-i [(n + k~)2- 6'- i~'+ 9]eB z" me] ç:me (x) e-i [(n+kb)2-~'] x 

+ g~e ( -BY" - iBx" ) J(je - me)()e +me + l)(:(me+1) (x) e-i[(n+kb) 2 -~'] x 

+ g~e ( BY"- iBx" ) J(je +me) (je- me + l)(~me- 1 ) (x) e-i [(n+kb) 2 -~' ] x 

- iO (J. (m + 1) 1 - liJ. m ) [E+çn-1 (x) e-i [(n+1+kbl2]x eg g e e e 1 g(me+1) 

+ E-çn-1 (x) e-i [(n-1+kbl2]x] 
1 g(me+1) 

- iO (J. (m - 1) lliJ. m ) [E+ çn+1 (x) e-i [(n+l+kblz]x eg g e e e -1 g(me-1) 

+ E- çn-1 (x) e-i [(n-1+kbl 2]x] (A.?) - 1 g(me- 1) 

If we multiply Eq. A.7 by ei[(n+kbl
2
]x we can eliminate some of the expo

nents in the equation. 
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d 
dx ç;n

9 
(x) - iÇm

9 
(x) [ (n + k~) 2] = 

- i [(n + k~) 2 + 9]
9
Ez"m9 ] ç;n

9 
(x) 

,-----------
gj9 ( EY" ·Ex" ) /( · )( · 1)(n (-) + 2 - - z V Jg - mg Jg + mg + g(m9+l) x 

9]g (EY" ·Ex" ) /(. )(. 1)(n ( -) + 2 - 't V Jg + mg Jg- mg + g(m9-l) x 
h 2 2 i 

_ "0* ( · 1 _ 11· ( _ 1)) [ +*çn+l (-) -i (n+l+kb) -(n+kb) -t::.' x 't eg Jgmg Je m 9 El e(m -l) X e 
h 

9 
i 

+ -*çn-1 (-) -i (n-l+kb)
2
-(n+kb)

2
- b.' i;] 

El e(m
9
-l) X e 

h i 

_ ·n* ( · 111· ( + 1)) [ +*. çn+l (-) -i (n+l+kb)
2

- (n+kb)
2 
- b.' x 'tHeg Jgmg Je m 9 E_ L e(m +l) X e 

h 
9 i 

+ -* çn-1 (-) -i (n-l+kb)
2 
-(n+kb)

2 
-b.' i; ] 
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9
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!!_çn (x)- i(n (x) [(n + k') 2
- !:l'- ir'] = dx eme eme 0 2 

-i [(n + k~?- !:l' + 9]eE z"me ] Çme (x) 

9]e ( EY" ·Ex" ) . I(· )( · , 1)Çn (-) + 2 - - 't V Je - me Je + me + e(me+l) x 

+ g~e ( EY"- iEx") }(je+ m e)(je- m e + 1)Ç~m_-l) (x) 
h i 

- ·n (. ( + 1) 1- 11 . ) [ +çn-1 ('-) -i (n-l+kb)2 -(n+kb)2 +b.' x 'tHeg Jg me Jem e El g(me+l) X e 
h i 
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El g(me+l) X e . 
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+ - çn+l (-·) -i (n+l+kb)
2
-(n+kb)

2
+b.' i; ] 

E_l g(me-1) X e (A.8) 

After some final simplification we arrive at: 
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d~ Çm
9 

(x) = -i [gj9 E z" mg J ç;m
9 

(x) 
~--------------

9}9 ( y" · x" ) /( · ) ( · ) n (-) + 2 - E -zE V Jg- mg Jg + mg + 1 (g(m
9
+1) x 

gj9 (EY" ·E x" ) /(. )(. l)(n (-) + 2 - 'l V Jg + mg Jg- mg + g(my-1) x 

- iD* (J. m 1- liJ. (m - 1)) [E+*çn+I (x) e-i [1+2 (n+kb)- ~'] x eg g g e g 1 e(m
9

- 1) 

+ E-*çn-1 (x) e-i [1-2(n+kb)-~']x] 
1 e(m9 - 1) 

- iD* (J. m lliJ. (m + 1)) [E+* çn+1 (x) e-i [1+2(n+kb) -~'] x eg g g e g - 1 e(mg+1) 

+ E-*çn-1 (x) e-i [I-2(n+kb) -~'] x] 
-1 e(m9 +1) 

d~ Çme (x) = [- ~
1 

-i ( 9}eE z" me)] (:me (x) 

+ g~e ( -EY" - iEx" ) J(je - m e)( j e +me + l)(~me+ 1 ) (x) 

+ g~e ( EY" - iE x" ) J(je + m e) (je - m e + l)(:(me-1) (x) 

- iD (J. (m + 1) 1- liJ. m ) [E+çn- 1 (x) e-i [1 -2 (n+kb)+~'] x eg g e e e 1 g(me+l) 

+ E-çn+1 (x) e-i [l+(n+kb)+~']x ] 
1 g(me+l) 

- iD (J. (m - 1) lliJ. m ) [E+ çn-1 (x) e-i [1-2(n+kb) +~'] x eg g e e e - 1 g(me- 1) 

+ E- çn+1 (x) e-i [1+2(n+kb)+~']x ] (A.g) -1 g(me-1) 

This equation results in coeffi.cients that are unchanged in areas without 
rnagnetic fields or a light field and with the variables scaled "naturally" . It 
rneets the dernands forrnulated in Sec. 3.3.1 on page 36. 

We can now use the equations Eq. A.9 for numerical sirnulation with
out having to calculate oscillations due to the kinetic energy of the atomie 
wave. If we want to evaluate the salution of these equations in the normal 
momenturn space, all we need to do is use the backward transforrnations for 
the coefficients (Eq. A.6) to get the momenturn-base coeffi.cients back. These 
equations have been used for the diffraction calculations. 
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A.3 Accounting for the Zeeman shift Oscilla
tions 

The same trick used in Sec. A.2 to eliminate the oscillations due to the ki
netic energy can also simultaneously be applied to remove the Zeeman shift 
oscillations. The following approach is identical to that in Sec. A.2 but also 
removes the Zeeman shift. 

We start with equation A.5 where we have eliminated most of the con
stauts and rescaled the equation accordingly. The equation is reprinted here 
for easier reference: 

d~ic;m9 (x)= -i [(n + kb) 2 + 919 E z"m9 ] c;m9 (x) 

919 ( EY" ·Ex") j(. )( . 1)Cn (-) + 2 - - 'l ]g - mg ]g + mg + g(mg+1) x 

919 (EY" ·Ex") j(. )(. )Cn ( -) + 2 - 'l ] g + m9 )g- m9 + 1 g(m
9

_ 1) x 

- in:g (j9m9 1-11Je (m9 - 1) ) [Erc;(~19 _ 1 l (x) + E-;-·c~-::n~- 1 ) (x)] 

- in:9 (j9m9 11l1e (m9 + 1) ) [E~~c;(~19 + 1 l (x) + E=~c~-:n19 + 1 l (x)] 

den (-) . [( k')2 "' .r' E z" l en (-) di eme x = -'[ n + 0 - L...l - '[2 + 9]e me eme x 

+ 9~• ( -EY"- iEx") }(je- me) (je + me + 1)C~(me+ 1 ) (i) 

+ 
9~· ( EY"- iEx") } (je + me) (je - me + l)C:Cm.-1) (i) 

- in eg (j9 (me+ 1) 1- 11Jeme) [Etc;(~.+ 1 ) (i)+ E1 C;(~.+ 1 ) (x)] 

- ineg (j9 (me- 1) lliJeme) [E~ 1 c;(~. - 1 ) (i)+ E=1c;(-t;,;._1) (x)] (A.10) 
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x 

B" 

!::1' 

r' 

In the absence of a laser field and/ or a perpendicular magnetic field com
ponent with respect to the magnetic moment quantization axis (both possibly 
leading to transitions to other states) this equation does still exhibit oscilla
tory behavior due to kinetic energy and/ or a Zeeman shift. Similar to the 
treatment in Sec. A.2 we now use the following coefficient transformation: 

Çm
9 

(x) 

(~me (x) 

c;mg (x) 

c~me (x) 

!::1' (A.ll) 

This coefficient transformation basically comes down to looking at the 
system in a 'co-oscillating' frame in which the system itself doesn't seem to 
oscillate due to the kinetic energy, detuning or the Zeeman shift. Substituting 
these definitions into Eq. A.lO we get: 
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h i 
d ( k' )2 11 - (n (-) -i n+ 0 +g19 Bz m 9 i: = 

di gmg x e 

(A.12) 

h i 

If we multiply Eq.A.l2 by ei (n+k~) 2+9i9 sz" m g x we can eliminate some of 

the exponents in the equation. 
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If we then simplify the remairring exponent terms, we are left with: 
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This equation results in coefficients, which are unchanged in areas with
out perpendicular magnetic fields (parallel magnetic field are allowed with 
these coefficients) or a light field and all the variables are scaled "naturally". 
It meets the demands formulated in Sec. 3.3.1 on page 37. 

We can now use the equations A.14 for numerical simulation without hav
ing to calculate oscillations due to the kinetic energy of the atomie wave or 
the Zeeman shift. If we want to evaluate the solution of these equations in the 
normal momenturn space, all we need to do is use the backward transforma
tions for the base veetors (Eq. A.ll) to get the momenturn-base coefficients 
back. When we use these equations for situations without a Zeeman shift, 
however, the calculations take almost twice as long as was shown in 4.2 on 
page 43, but they are expected to be faster than the differential equations 
without compensation for the Zeeman shift (Eq. A.9) when a parallel mag
netic field is present. The equations with Zeeman shift compensation are 
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included in the Q_Bragg program (Appendix B) and can be "activated" if a 
simulation would benefit from them. 



Appendix B 

Program code Q _Bragg 

This appendix contains the souree code for the Q_Bragg program; the pro
gram used to calculate the diffraction of the atomie beam. The program 
is written in fortran 90 and utilizes the CERN kernlib- and mathlib- li
braries [34] and the NAG fortran libraries mark 20 [33]. The program is 
based on an existing Quanturn Monte-Carlo program named deposit_m90 
written by K.A.H. van Leeuwen at the AQT-group. The program con
sistsof one main file (Q_Bragg.f90) and several specific modules (Anglib.f90, 
Atom_constants.f90, GlobaLfuncs.f90 and GlobaLpars.f90). The details of 
the several modules will be discussed in the rest of this appendix. 

B.l Q_Bragg 

The Q_Bragg.f90 file contains the actual program used for the simulations. 
The process is divided in several steps: 

• Initialize the program and read the input files to determine the neces
sary calculations. 

• Generate the initial atomie wave function based on user data from input 
files. 

• Evolve the wave function over the desired interval while saving inter
mediate evolution information if desired. 

• Save information concerning the final wave function to files. 

• Recalculate the evolution using a different power setting for the laser 
field if desired until all required laser powers have been simulated. 
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• Save gathered information for different settings of the laser power for 
easier interpretation of data. 

• Calculate the evolution with different magnetic fields using the same 
laser fields as with the initial magnetic field. 

The program uses the Hamiltonian Eq. 3.27 on page 37 discussed in 
Sec. 3.3.1 on page 36 and Sec. A.2 on page 82 that eliminates the freespace 
oscillations due to the kinetic energy of the atomie beam. The program is 
also capable of using the alternative Hamiltonian Eq. 3.29 on page 38 dis
cussed in Sec. 3.3.1 on page 37 and Sec. A.3 on page 87 which eliminates the 
freespace oscillations due to both the kinetic energy and the Zeeman shift of 
the atomie beam, but sirree the atoms in the simulations performed have no 
Zeeman shift and in that case the calculations using this Hamiltonian take 
almost twice as long it is currently disabled. The alternative Hamiltonian is 
still included for future simulations. 

The integration itself is executed by the NAG routine d02cjf ( [33]) which 
will automatically choose the optimal solving routine based on the behavior 
of the differential equation during integration. By changing the input file the 
user is able to change options to include spontaneous emission, change the 
characteristics of the laser field, atomie beam and magnetic field and specify 
the amount of information on the evolution that is saved to files. 
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Q_bragg.f90 

external fcn , omega , d02cjx,d02cjw , g05caf 
external decnorm,gOSddf 
complex ( 8) poltemp(-6 : 6) , apols(-6:6) 
real (8) d02cjw,g05caf , g05ddf , decnorm , recoil , ome ga 
real (8) colsum, diagsum1,diagsum2 , diagsum3 , diagsum4 , diagsumg , diagsume 
real (8) dum , poldump (-6:6) 
real (8) po , hi , lo 
integer ib,i,j , k,l , m, n,p 
integer (4) Tbegin,Tend 
character Fname1*12,Fname3*12 , Fname4*12 , Fname5*12 , Fname6*12 , Fname7*12 
character Fname10*12 , Fnamell*12 , Fname1 2*12 , Fnamel3*12,Fnamel4*12,Fnamel5*12 , Fnr*3 

real (8) , DIMENSION ( : ) , ALLOCATABLE :: 
real (8) , DIMENSION ( :, :), ALLOCATABLE :: 
real (8) , dimension (:, : , :) , allocatable .. 
real (8) , dimension (: , : , : , : ) , allocatable : : 
complex (8) , dimension ( : , :) , allocatable : : 
complex (8) , dimension ( :, :, : ) , allocatable . . 

w, endpo1 , endpoll 
B, Bbegin , Bend 
phitotst , Mlintst , Mbintst 
phiintst 
phig , phie 
chir i ,ph iri , phirisig 

Tbegin=TIME () ! used for measuring time used by program 
! reset arrays 

CG=O . O 

WRITE ( *, *) "slart " 

OPEN (17 , FILE=' diag.dal ') 

! Read input parameters 

call 
call 
call 

allocate (w (28+84* (2*jmax+1)*npoint)) 
allocate (endpo l (-jg : jg)) 
allocate (endpoll (-jg:jg)) 
ALLOCATE (B(O:nstep-1 , 1:3)) 
ALLOCATE (Bbeg in (O:nstep-1 , 1:3)) 
ALLOCATE (Bend(O : nstep-1 , 1:3)) 
allocate (phig( -npoint /2 :npoint /2-1 , -jg:jg)) 
allocate (phie( -npo int /2 : npoint/2 - 1 , - je : je)) 
allocate (ch iri (-npoin t /2 : npoint/2-1 , -jmax : j max , 0 : 1)) 
allocate (phiri (- npoint/2:npoint/2-1,-jmax : jmax , 0 : 1)) 
allocate (phirisig( -npoint/2 : npoint /2-1 , -jmax:jmax , 0 : 1)) 
allocate (phitotst( - npoint/2 : npoint/2-1 , 0 : numi-1 , 0 : 1)) 
allocate (Mlintst(-jmax : jmax , O: nstep-1 , 0 : 1)) 
allocate (Mbintst( - jmax:jmax , O: nstep-1 , 0 : 1)) 
allocate (phiintst( -npoint/2 : npoint/2- 1 , -jmax:jmax , O:nstep-1 , 0:1)) 

1001 FORMAT ( i 4 , 1025 ( f10 . 6, x) ) 
1002 FORMAT (i4 , i4 , 1025(f10 . 6 , x)) 

phig=O . O 
phie=O . O 

call 

! output formats 
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: Q_bragg.f90 , _, , 
OPEN (38 , File= ' Mgtrans.dat') 
OPEN (39 , File= ' mgBfinal.dat ' ) 
WRITE (39 , *), "#B #I population" 

"Element zero" means direct input in scaled parameters, 
otherwise input is in SI units. In the latter case, 

if (element == 0) then 
lengthunit=l . O 

endif 

(iseed) 

OPEN (15 , FILE= ' spem.dat ' ) 

initialize random array 

WRITE < 15 , *) ' Int zpos diagsumg diagsume ' 

OPEN (16 , FILE= ' norm.dat ' ) 

! base for variable file narnes 
Fnamel= ' phiXX_XX.dat' 

! final impulse states for one magnetic field and one value of total laser power 
! averaged over magnetic substates 

Fname3= ' phisigXX.dat ' 
! diffracted fraction for different laser powers with fixed magnetic field 

Fname4= ' phihiXX.dat ' 
! highest order of diffraction for different laser powers with fixed magnetic field 

Fname5= ' mgXX_XX.dat ' 
! magnetic ground state population for one magnetic field and one value of total 
! laser power averaged over impulse substates 

Fname6=' mX_XX_XX.dat ' 
1 final impulse states for specific negative magnetic substate for fixed laser power 
! and magnetic field 

Fname7= ' pX_XX_XX.dat ' 
! final impulse states for specific positive magnetic substate for fixed laser power 
! and magnetic field 

FnamelO= ' phitotXX.dat ' 
! final impulse states for one magnetic field for all laserpowers avaraged over 
!magnetic sub states 

Fnamel1= ' TPXXXXpX.dat ' 
! evolution of impulse states for one magnetic field and one value of total laser 
! power for single positeve magnetic sub state in laser frame 

Fname12= ' IPXXXXmX.dat ' 
! evolution of impuls e states for one magnetic field and one value of total laser 
! power for single negative magnetic sub state in laser frame 

Fnamel3= ' lntPXXXX.dat ' 
! evolution of impulse states for one magnetic field and one value of total laser 
! power 

Fnamel4= ' lntMXXXX.dat ' 
! evolution of magnetic sub states for one magnetic field and one value of total 
! laser power in laser frame 

Fname15= ' lntBXXXX.dat ' 
evolution of magnetic sub states for one magnetic field and one value of total 

! laser power in magnetic far field frame 

do ib=O , numB-1 Magnetic field loop 
if (numB > 1) then ! linear scan over multiple magnetic fields if necessary 

do i=1 , 3 
do j=O , nstep-1 

B ( j , i ) =Bbegin ( j , i )+( float (ib)/ float (numB-1) )*(Bend(j , i ) -Bbegin(j , i )) 
enddo 

enddo 
else ! fixed magnetic field 

do j=1 , 3 
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: · Q_bragg.f90 
do i=O , nsteo-1 

B (i , j ) =Bbegin (i , j ) 
enddo 

enddo 
endif~~~---~~ 
call ' nt to cha (Fnr , ib , 2) ! Magnetic field identifier for output files 

do i-7 , 8 
Fname1( i - 3 : i -3)=Fnr( i -6 : i - 6) 
Fname3( i : i)=Fnr(i-6 : i - 6) 
Fname4 (i -1 : i -1)=Fnr( i -6:i-6) 
Fname5( i -4: i-4 )=Fnr( i-6 :i-6) 
Fname6(i-3 : i -3)=Fnr( i-6 : i -6) 
Fname7(i-3 : i-3 )=Fnr( i-6 : i-6 ) 
Fname10(i:i)=Fnr(i-6 : i - 6 ) 
Fname11( i-4 : i -4)=Fnr( i -6 : i-6 ) 
Fname12(i - 4 : i - 4)=Fnr(i - 6:i-6 ) 
Fname13(i-2 : i -2)=Fnr (i-6 : i-6 ) 
Fname14(i-2: i - 2 )=Fnr( i - 6 : i - 6) 
Fname15 (i - 2 : i-2 )=Fnr( i-6 : i - 6) 

enddo 
OPEN (3 2 , Fil e=Fname3) 
OPEN (34 , File=Fname4) 

Write (3 2 , •) "n 
Write (34,•) "n 

sum(inp(n NE 0)) " 
p inp(p) " 

in file texts 

do l =O,numi - 1 l aser power l oop 
apol=apols 
WRITE <38 , •) , " lnputmagl•eticsubstales " 
WRITE (38 , ' (3(f6.3.2x)) ' ) (CDABS (a pol (i) ) ** 2, i=- 1, 1) 
quantax: select case (mqax) !Check wether frame transformation is nescessary 
case (1) 

do i= 1, 3 
magquant (i )=B(O , i ) 

enddo 
call ~~~~ ( jg , apol , apol , ma gquant , ' F' l 

case (2) 
call 

case defau l t 
mqax=O 

( jg , apo l , apol , magquan t ,' F'l 

end select quantax 

WRITE <38 , •) , " Rotaled magnetic substates " 
WRITE (38, ' (3(f6.3,2x)) ') (CDABS (apo l ( i )) **2 , i=-1, 1) 

if (numi>1) then 
omegacent =SQRT ((omegamin)*•2+ l * ((omegamax )** 2-(omegamin)**2)/(numi - 1)) 

el se 
omegacent=omegamax 

endif 
call ""' = t --;-t-:o-_-=c"'"'a'"' <Fnr , l , 2 ) ! Laser power identifier for output files 
do i=7 , 8 

Fname1( i : i )=Fnr( i - 6 : i -6) 
Fname5(i - 1 : i-1 )=Fnr(i - 6 : i - 6) 
Fname6(i : i )=Fnr( i - 6 : i - 6 ) 
Fname7(i: i )=Fnr(i-6 : i -6) 
Fname11 (i - 2 : i - 2 )=Fnr( i - 6 : i - 6) 
Fname12 (i-2 : i-2 )=Fnr(i-6 : i -6) 
Fname13( i : i l =Fn r( i -6 : i -6) 
Fname14 (i : i ) =Fnr (i -6 : i -6) 
Fname15 (i:i)=Fnr(i-6 : i - 6 ) 

enddo 
randec=g05caf(duml 
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Q_bragg.f90 

WRITE ( *, *) , "Omega. po, BO = ", omegacen t , po , B (0, : l 
WRITE (17 , *) , "Omega,po= ", omegacent , po 

zbegina=zbe gin 
zcoast a= zcoast 
zeinda=zeind 
waista=waist 

Prepare plane wave 

chiri=O 
phiri=O 
if (dowaveread /= 0 ) then 

el se 

call eadwav (chiri (:, :, 0 ), B(0 , 1 ) , apol) 
chiri (:, :, 1)=0 

do i=- jg , jg 
phiri (O, i , 0 )= (DCMPLX (SQRT (1/ (2*jg+1 . 0 )) )) 

end do 
call h i_momentum to chi momentum( phiri ( :, :, O) , chiri( :, :, O) , npoint , zO , poffa , & 
delta , O, B (0, 1 ) , jmax , jmax , g ) 
chiri( :, :, 1)=0 

endif 

step= (zeinda-zcoasta ) / (nstep-1) 
zO=zbegina 
z1=zcoasta 

clear temporary interna l integration diagnostic stores 
phiintst=O . O 
Mlintst=O . 0 
~tbintst=O . 0 

do k=O , nstep-1 ! main integrat i on l oop steps 
if (k .NE. 0 ) then 

z0 =z1 
z1=z1+step 

endif 

do i=1 , 3 
Bl ( i ) =B (k , i ) 

enddo 
loca l magnetic fie l d 

100 
( z0 , z1 , 4*(2* jmax +l)*npo int , chiri , fcn , to l ,' D ' , d02cjx , decnorm , w,& 

if (ifail == 0 ) then 

Determine norm of upper state component befare decay 

d iagsume =SUM (ABS (phiri (:, :, 1 ) )** 2) 

"Col l apse": project upper to lower state , norma li ze , set upper state to zero 
colsum=O . O 
do i=-npoint/2 , npoint/2-1 

do m= - jg , jg 
do p=- j e , je 

if (ABS (p-m ) >1 ) then 
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' Q_bragg.f90 
n=O 

el se 
n=p-m 

endif 
colsum=colsum+CG(m , n , p)*phiri(i , p, 1) 

enddo 

enddo 
enddo 

phiri(i , m,O)=colsum 
colsum=O . O 

phiri( :, : , 1)=0 . 0 
phiri=phiri/ (SUM (CDABS (phiri)**2)) 

Add random recoil offset 

poffa=poffa+recoil() 

Next, transfarm t i me-dependent "ph i " momenturn representat i on back to 
t i me- i ndependent "ch i " momenturn representat i on 

call hi momentum_to cni momentu (phiri(:, : , O) , chiri( :, : , 0) , npoint , zO , & 
poffa , delta , O, Bl(l),jmax,jmax , g) 

Choose new random number 

randec=gOScaf(dum) 

Diagnostic check only: determine upper - and lower state norm 
(shou l d be 1 and 0 resp.) 

diagsumg=SUM (ABS (chiri( :, : ,0) )**2 ) 
diagsume=SUM (ABS (chiri(: , :, 1) )**2) 
WRITE ( • , *) ' Shot: decay al z= ' , omegacent , zO , diagsumg, diagsume 
WRITE (15 , *) , omegacent , zO, diagsumg,diagsume 

Cont i nue wi th i ntegrat i on step 
GOTO 100 

endif 
end of spontaneous decay handling 

NOTE: i f no l aser field present, i ntegrat i on i s not carri ed out. 
This is NOT correct if upper state is l ong- lived or interaction time 
is short , so that decay outs i de of l aser field has tobetaken i nto account. 

Transferm "chi " momenturn representation (time-i ndependent without light) to 
norma l time-dependent "phi" momenturn representation. 
Store i n extra array, as or i ginal has to be retained to continue integration. 

Norma lization checks : determine l ower state norm , upper state norm, 
total norm , plus ha l f - , quarter- and eighth- basis tota l norm 

diagsumg=SUM (CDABS(phig)**2) 
diagsume=SUM (CDABS(ph ie )**2) 
diagsuml=diagsumg+diagsume 
diagsum2=SUM (CDABS (phig (-npoint/4:npoint/4-l , : ) )**2) 

+SUM (CDABS (phie (-npoint/4 : npoint/4-l , : ))**2) 
diagsum3=SUM (CDABS (phig(-npoint/8:npoint/8-l , : ) ) **2 ) & 

+SUM (CDABS (phie(-npoint/8 :npoint/8-l , :) )**2 ) 
d i agsum4=SUM (CDABS(phig(-npoint/16 : npoint/ 16-l, :) ) **2) 

+SUM (CDABS(phie(-npoint/16 : npoint/16 - l , : ) )**2) 

Wr i te norma l ization data to "norm.dat " file 
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1:· Q_bragg.f90 
WRITE (16,*) diagsumg,diagsume , diagsum1,diagsum2 , & 

diagsum3 , diagsum4 , omega(z1) 
if (diagsum1>1e10) then 

WRITE (16 , *) " Nol Nonnalized " 
WRITE (16,*) "phig ", phig , "phie ", phie , "phiri", phiri 
stop 

endif 

if (intinf >= 1) then ! information of wave function during evo1ution 
do i=-npoint/2 , npoint/2-1 !impulse 

do m=-jg , jg 
phiin tst( i ,m,k,0)=(CDABS(phig(i,m)))** 2 

enddo 
do m=-je , je 

ph i Intst ( i , m, k, 1) = (CDABS (phie ( i , m) ) ) * * 2 
enddo 

enddo 

do m= - jg , jg 
Mlintst(m, k , O)=Sum ( (CDABS(phig(: , m) ) )**2) 
!ground-state magnetic substate composition in laser frame 

enddo 
do m=-je , je 

Mlintst(m, k , l)=Sum ( (CDABS(phie(:,m)) )**2) 
! excited-state magnetic substate composition in laser frame 

enddo 

if (int inf >= 2 ) then ! evaluate magnetic substates in original frame 
poldump =O . O 
do i=-npoin t/2 , npoint/2 -l 

poltemp=O.O 
do n=-jg , jg 

poltemp(n)=phig(i , n) 
enddo 
call ~a~t~r~a-n~ ( jg , poltemp,poltemp , magquant ,' B ') 
do n--jg , jg 

po1dump(n)=poldump(n)+(CDAaS(poltemp(n) ))**2 
enddo 

enddo 
do m=-jg , jg 

Mbintst(m, k , O)=poldump(m) 
!ground- state magnetic substate composition in B-field frame 

enddo 

poldump=O. 0 
do i=-npoin t/ 2 , npoint/2-1 

poltemp=O . 0 
do n=-je , je 

poltemp(n)=phie (i , n) 
enddo 
call a tran ( je , poltemp , poltemp , magquant ,' B ' ) 
do n--je , je 

poldump(n)=poldump (n) + (C DABS(poltemp(n) ))**2 
enddo 

enddo 
do m=-je , je 

Mbintst(m, k , l)=po ldump (m) 
!excited-state magnetic substate composition in B-field frame 

enddo 

endif 
endif 

enddo ! end of single-trajectory integration loop 

do n =-npoint/2 , npoint/2-1 ! gather fina1 impu1se states 
phitotst(n , l , O)=Sum (( CDABS (phig (n, :) ) )** 2 ) 
phitotst (n , 1 , 1) =Sum ( (CDABS (ph ie (n , :) ) ) **2) 
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enddo 

if ( intinf >~ 1) then ! output evo1ution intermat i on to fi l es 
Open (43 , fi l e~Fname13) 

do n~ -npoint/2 , npoint/2 - 1 
Write (4 3 , 1001) , n , (Sum (phiintst(n , :, k , O)) , k 

enddo 
do n~-npoint/2 , npoint/2 - 1 

Write (43,1001) , n , (Sum (phiintst (n, :, k , 1 )), k 
enddo 
Close (43) 

do 

Open (41,fi le~Fname11) 

if (m < jg+1 ) then 
Write (*, *), "ground " 
do n~-npoint/2 , npoint/2 - 1 

Write (41 , 1001) , n , phiintst(n , m, :,0) 
enddo 

endif 

if (m < je+1 ) then 
do n~-npo int/2 , npoint/2 - 1 

Write (41 , 1001) , n , phiintst(n,m, :,1) 
enddo 

endif 
Close (41) 

if (m .GT . 0) then 
Open (4 2 , file~Fname12) 

i=-m 
if (m < jg+1) then 

Wri te ( *, *) , "intgr" 
do n~-npoint/2 , npoint/2-1 

Write (4 2 , 1001 ), n , phiintst(n , i , :, 0) 
enddo 

endif 
if (m < je+1) then 

Write (*,*), "intex" 
do n~-npoint/2 , npoint/2-1 

Write (4 2 , 1001) , n , phiintst (n , i ,:, 1) 
enddo 

endif 
Close (4 2 ) 

endif 
enddo 

Open ( 44 , file~Fname14) 

do m~- jg , jg 

Write (44 , 1001) , m,M l intst(m, :, 0) 
enddo 
do m~-je , je 

Write (44,1001) , m, Mlintst(m , :, 1 ) 
enddo 
Close (44) 

if ( in t inf >~ 2) then 
Open (45 , file~Fname15) 
do m=-jg , jg 

Write (45, 1001 ), m, Mbintst (m,:, 0) 
enddo 
do m~-je , j e 

Write (45,1001) , m, Mbin t st (m, :, 1) 

0 , nstep-1) 

0 , nstep-1) 
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t Q_bragg.f90 
enddo 
Close (45) 

endif 

endif 

endpol~ O . O 

endpoll ~O . 0 
do i~ -npoint/2 , npoint/2 - 1 

poltemp~O . 0 
do n~- j g , jg 

po l temp ( n)~phig ( i , n) 

endpoll ( n)~endpo ll (n)+CDABS ( po l temp ( n) )**2 
enddo 
call ~~t~a~ ( j g , po l temp , pol temp , magquant , 'B' ) 
do n- jg, jg 

endpol ( n ) ~endpo l ( n)+CDABS ( poltemp ( n ) )* *2 
enddo 

enddo 

WRITE ( 38 , *) , "Final magnet ie suhstates (B-frame) " 
WRITE ( 38 , *) , "#B #I population " 

WRITE (38 , 1002 ) , i b , l , endpo l 
WRITE (39 , 1002 ) , ib , l , endpol 

WRITE ( 38 , * ) , "Final magnetic suhstates (L-frame) " 
WRITE (38 , *) , "#B #I population " 

WRITE (38 , 1002 ) , ib , l , endpoll 

diagnostic information about final wavetunetion 

OPEN ( 29 , FILE~Fname1) 
do i~-npoint /2 , npoint/2 - 1 

WRITE (29 , *), i , (SUM ( (CDABS (ph ig ( i , : ) ) ) ** 2 ) +SUM ( (CDABS (phi e ( i , : ))) ** 2 )) 
enddo 
CLOSE (29 ) 

OPEN ( 35 , FILE~Fname5 ) !magnetic substates 
do i ~ - jg , jg 

WRITE (35 , *) , i , SUM ( (CDABS (ph i g (:, i ) ) )** 2 ) 
enddo 
CLOSE (35 ) 

do i~- j g , 0 
call ~· ~n~t~t~o~c~h~a~ ( Fn r , - i , 1 ) 
Fname6 (2 : 2) - Fnr (l: 1 ) 
OPEN ( 36 , FILE~Fname6 ) 

do m~-npoi n t /2 , npoi nt /2 - 1 
WRITE (36 , *), m, CDAES (ph i g (m, i ) )** 2 
enddo 

CLOSE (36 ) 
enddo 

do i~l , jg 
call "· ~n""t....,..t~o.....,.c'"'h~a ..., ( Fn r , i , 1 ) 
Fname7( 2 : 2 ) - Fnr (1: 1 ) 
OPEN ( 37 , FILE~Fname7 ) 

do m~-npoint/2 , npoint/2-1 

WRITE (37 , * ) , m, CDABS (phig (m , i ) ) **2 
enddo 

CLOSE (37 ) 
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enddo 

do i=-npoint/2 , npoint/2-l 
do j=- je , je 

phirisig(i , j , l)=phie(i , j) 
enddo 

enddo 

do i=-npoint/2 , npoint/2 - l 
do j =- jg , jg 

phirisig (i , j , O)=phig (i , j) 
enddo 

enddo 

phirisig(O , :, :)=(0,0) 
Write (32 , *) , l , SUM ((CDABS(ph irisig ) )**2) 

j=O 
do i=- npoint/2 , npoint/2-l 

l o=SUM (phirisig ( i , :, : )) 
hi=SUM (phirisig ( j , :,:)) 
if (lo>hi) then 

j=i 
endif 

enddo 
Write (34,*) l , j , hi 

enddo 

OPEN (40 , File=Fnamel0) 
Wri te ( 4 0 , *) , "Ground-slate " 
do i=-npoint/2 , npoint/2-l 

Write (40 , 1001) , i , phitotst( i , : , 0) 
enddo 
Write (40 , *) , "Exciled-state " 
do i=-npoint/2,npoint/2 -l 

Write (4 0, 1001) , i , phitots t ( i , : , 1 ) 
enddo 
Close (40) 
phitotst=O.O 

CLOSE (32) 
CLOSE (34) 

enddo 
! Close all remaining open diagnostic files 

CLOSE (15) 
CLOSE (16) 
CLOSE (17) 
CLOSE (38) 
CLOSE (39) 

Tend=TI ME ( ) 
OPEN (20 , FILE= ' time.dat ' ) 
WRITE (20 ,* ) , Tend-Tbegin 
CLOSE (20) 

stop 
end !end of main program 

subroutine r eadwave (ph , Biz , mgz ) 

Construction of initia l wave. Norma l ization of position 
representation (coeff i c i ents ps) i s to sum(abs(ps)** 2)=npoint 
(as fora pl ane wave wi th value one everywhere), 
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~· Q_bragg.f90 , 
normalization of momenturn represen t ation (coefficients ph) 
is to sum(abs (ph)**2 ) =1 (as fora singl e - momenturn state with 
coefficient one) . 

real (8) Biz 
complex (8) mgz(-6 : 6 ), mgz_ int( - 6 : 6 ) 
integer i , j 
real ( 8) , dimeneion (-npoint/2 : npoint/2-1) :: ph temp 
complex (8), dimension (-n?oint/2 : npoint/2-1 , -jmax:jmax) .. ph 
logical direct 

OPEN ( 31 , FILE= ' impcwavpak.dal ' ) 
OPEN (33 , FILE= ' imprwavpak.dal ') 

! norma li ze mgz 

mgz _ int=mgz/ SQRT (SUM ((CDABS(mgz) )**2)) 

! empty array 

ph=O 
d i rect=.FALSE. 

select case (dowaveREAD) 

case (-3) 

direct input of wave in impuls space 
direct= . TRUE. 
phtemp=O 
Open ( 1 0, FILE= ' slartwave. inp ' ) 
Read (10,*) , phtemp 
Close (10) 
Do i=-npoint/2 , npoint/2 -1 

do j=-jg , jg 
ph(i , j)=DCMPLX (phtemp ( i ) )*mgz_int(j) 
if (ISNAN( REAL (ph (i , j))) . EQ . . TRUE . ) then 

ph (i,j)=O 
endif 

end do 
enddo 

case default 

If any other va l ue , assume plane incoming wave 
ph=O 

do j=-jg , jg 
ph(O , j)=(l*mgz_int ( j )) 

enddo 

end select 

do i=-npoint/2 ,npoint/2-1 
do j=-jg , jg 

WRITE (31 , *) i , j , ph ( i , j) 
enddo 
WRITE ( 33 , *) i , (CDABS (SUM (ph ( i ,:))))** 2 

enddo 
close (31) 
close <33) 
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call 

return 
end 

subroutine raadpars 

!laad parameters from input file ' depositm.inp ' 

real (8) zb_m, zc_m, ze_m , po·wer_~o~ , powermin , dump 
real (8) waisty_m, waistz_m , delta_rads 
real (8) vax_ms, vtrans_ms , vtransspread_ms 
integer i 

OPEN (1 2 , FILE= ' deposilm.inp ' ) 
READ (12,*) e l ement , iseed, seswitch 
i f (e lement .EQ. 0) then 

el se 

READ {12,*) zbegin , zcoast , ze i nd , nstep , omegamax , waist , to l , ifail , & 
dowaveread,eta , spmax , poff , phix , delta , gamma , numv , speedratio, & 
nump , pspread , numshots , apol , lpol , lprof , numi , omegamin , intinf , mqax,magquant 

READ (12 , *) nstep , tol , ifail , dowaveread , eta , spmax , phix 
READ (12, *) numv , speedratio , nump , numshots 
READ (12,*) zb_ m, zc_ m, ze_m , power_w , waisty_m, waistz_ m 
READ (1 2,*) delta_ rads , vax_ms , vtrans_ms , vtransspread_ms 
READ (1 2,*) apol 
READ (12, •) l ool 
READ (1 2 , *) l prof , numi , powermin , i ntinf , spontdec , mqax , magquant 
1engthun i t=a_l engthunit(e l ement)*vax_ms 
eta=eta/a_wave l ength (e l ement) 
spmax=spmax/a_wavelength(element) 
waist=waistz_ m/lengthunit 
zbegin=zb_m/l engthunit 
zcoast =zc_m/lengthunit 
ze ind=ze_m/lengthunit 
omegamax=SQRT (power_w/(a_reco ilpar(el ement)**2*pi*waist y_m•wa is tz_m* & 

a_s atint(element) )) 
omegamin=SQRT (powermin / (a_ recoi lpar(e l ement)**2*pi*waisty_m*waistz_m* & 

a_satint( e l ement ) )) 
if (omegamin>omegamax) then 

dump=omegamin 
omegamin=omegamax 
omegamax=omegamin 

endif 
delta=delta_rads/a_ recoilpar(element)/a_deca yrate(e l ement) 
if (spontdec . eq. 1) then 

gamma=1 . 0/a_recoilpar(element) 
el se 

gamma=O.O 
endif 
poff=vtrans_ms/a_recoi l veloc i ty(element ) 
pspread=vtransspread_ms/a_ recoilvelocity (e l ement) 
s=a_s(element ) 
jg=a_jg (e l ement) 
je=a_ je (element ) 
jmax=MAX ( jg , je ) 

endif 

! check input values and renorma l ize when necessary 
if (SUM ((CDABS(apol ) )** 2 )>1e-10 ) then 

apol=apol/ SQRT (SUM ((CDABS(apol ))** 2 )) 
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I Q_bragg.f90 , 
el se 

aool=O.O 
endif-
if (SUM (CDABS(lpol))>1e-10) then 

lpol=lpol/SQRT (SOM ((CDABS (lpol) )**2)) 
el se 

lpol=O . O 
endif 

if (SUM (lpol(O , :) ) .NE . O) then 
WRITE ( *, *) " invallid laser field " 

endif 

i f (numi<1) then 
numi=1 

el se 
WRITE ( *, *) , " lntensity spread negative; reseuing to 0 " 

if (numi>999) then 
numi=999 
WRITE ( *, *) , " lnlensily spread to great: reseuing 10 999 " 
endif 

endif 

if (mqax . eq . 2) then 
dump=O 
do i=1 , 3 
dump=dump + (magquant(i) )**2 
enddo 

If (dump>1e - 10) then 
magquant=magquant/SQRT (sum ( (magquant)**2)) 

el se 
Write ( * , *) , "lnvalîd magnetic quantisation axis" 
magquant=O 
mqax=O 

endif 
dump=O 

endif 

output data to screen for feedback 
WRITE ( *, *) " la~erfield x= ", lpol ( 1 , : ) 
WRITE ( *, *) "laserfield -x= ", lpol ( -1 , :) 

WRITE ( *, *) ' zh. zc,ze,nstep,omax.waisl,lol.ifl,dwv,eta,spmax ' 
WRITE ( *, *) ' poff,phix,della,gamma.numv,speedr,nump,psp,numshols ' 
WRITE {*,*)zbegin , zcoast , zeind , nstep,omegamax,waist,tol , ifail , 

dowaveread , eta , spmax , poff , phix , delta , gamma,numv, & 
speedratio , nump,pspread,numshots 

CLOSE (12) 

end subroutine readpars 

subroutine fcn (zt , c , dc) 

This evaluates the derivatives of the wavetunetion coefficients in 
"chi " momenturn representa t ion. Called by NAG ODE solving routine . 

real ( 8) zt 
complex (8) , dimension (-npoint/2 : npoint/2-1 , -jmax:jmax,0:1) :: c , dc 
complex (8) , dimension (-(npoint/2+1) :npoint/2 ,-( jmax+1) : jmax+1 , 0:1) .. bb 
real (8) omega 
real (8) fpm , fmm , fpp , fmp , ho 
integer n , m, l 
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! Q_bragg.f90 

dc=(0,0) 
bb=(0 , 0) 

do 1=0 , 1 
do m=-jmax , jmax 

do n=-npointl2 , npoint12-1 
bb (n , m, l ) =c (n , m, l ) 

enddo 
enddo 

enddo 

ho=omega( zt ) l2 . 0 

do n= - npoint12 , npoint12-1 
fpm= 1 . 0 +2.0 *(n+poffa) -de l ta !dummy variab l es to save canculation time 
fmm=1.0- 2 .0*(n+poffa)-delta 
fpp=1.0+2.0* (n+poffa )+de l ta 
fmp=1 . 0-2.0 *( n+poffa)+delta 

do m=-jmax , jmax 

!Hamil ton equat i on. 
! l asers parallel to 81(1) beam moves parallel to Bl(2) 

Hamiltonian with explici t Zeeman shift. 
! ! !use right transformation in Global_funcs.f90 
de ( n , m, 0 ) =- ( 0 , l) * (g ( 0) I 2 ) * ( Bl ( 2 )- ( 0 , 1) *81 ( 3 ) ) * fenroot (1 , m) *bb ( n , m+ 1 , 0 ) & 

- ( 0 , 1 ) * (g ( 0 ) I 2 ) * (El ( 2 ) + ( 0 , 1) *E l ( 3 ) ) * fenroot ( 2 , m) *bb ( n , m-1 , 0) & 
- ( 0 , 1 )* g ( 0 )*B l ( 1)*FLOAT (m)*bb(n , m, 0 ) & 
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- ( 0 , 1 ) *ho*CG (m, - 1 , m- 1) * (DCONJG ( lpo l ( 1 , 1) ) *EXP ( - ( 0 , 1) * fpm * zt ) *bb (n+ 1 , m-1 , 1 ) & 
+DCONJG( lpol(-1 , 1)) *EXP ( - ( 0 , 1) *fmm*zt) *bb(n-1 , m-1 , 1 )) & 

- ( 0 , 1) *ho*CG (m, +1 , m+1) * (DCONJG ( lpol (1 , -l)) *EXP (- (0, 1 ) * fpm*zt) *bb (n+1 , m+1 , 1 ) & 
+DCONJG ( lpo l ( - 1 , - 1) ) *EXP ( - ( 0 , 1) * fmm* zt) *bb ( n-1 , m+1 , 1 l ) 

de (n , m, 1) = - (0 , 1) * (g ( 1) I 2) * ( Bl ( 2)- ( 0 , 1) *El ( 3) ) * fenroot ( 3 , m) *bb (n , m+ 1 , 1) & 
- ( 0 , 1 ) * (g ( 1 ) 12) *(El ( 2) + ( 0 , 1) *E l (3) ) * fenroot ( 4 , m) *bb (n , m- 1 , 1) & 
- (0 , 1)*g(1)*B1(1)*FLOAT (m) *bb(n , m, 1) & 
-(0 , 1) *ho *CG( m+1 ,- 1 , m) * ( lpol (1 , 1) *EXP (-(0 , 1) *fmp*zt) *bb (n-1 , m+l , 0) & 

+lpo1 (- 1 , 1 )*EXP (-( 0 , 1)*fpp*zt)*bb (n +1 , m+1 , 0)) & 
- ( 0 , 1) *ho*CG (m- 1 , +1 , m) * ( lpo l (1 , - 1) *EXP (- ( 0 , 1) *fmp*zt) *bb (n-1 , m- 1 , 0) & 

+lpo l (- 1 , -1 )*EXP (-( 0 , 1)*fpp*zt)*bb(n+1 , m-1 , 0) ) & 

-gammal2*bb(n , m, 1 ) 

Hamiltonian without exp lici t zeeman shift. 
! ! !use right transformation in Global_funcs.f90 
dc(n , m,0)=-(0,1)*(g(0)12)*(Bl(2)-(0,1)*Bl(3)l*fcnroot(1,m)*bb(n,m+1 , 0) 

- (0, 1) * (g (0) 12 ) *(El ( 2 ) + (0, 1) *Bl (3)) * fenroot (2 ,m) *bb (n , m-1 , 0) & 
-(0,1)*ho*CG(m,-1,m-1)*(DCONJG(lpol(1, 1)) *EXP (-(0,1)*(fpm+( g (0)*m & 

-g (1) * (m-1) ) *El ( 1) ) * zt) *bb ( n+ 1, m-1, 1) & 
+DCONJG(lpol( - 1,1) )*EXP( - (0,1)*(fmm+( g ( 0)*m & 
-g (1) * (m-1 ) ) *El ( 1) ) * zt) *bb ( n-1, m-1, 1) ) & 

- (0, 1) *ho*CG (m , +1 , m+1) * (DCONJG ( lpol (1 , -1)) *EXP (- (0 , 1) * (fpm+ (g ( 0 ) *m & 
-g(1)*(m+l))*Bl(l))*zt)*bb(n+1 , m+l,ll & 
+DCONJG(lpol( - 1 , - l) )*EXP( - (0 , l)*(fmm+(g(0)*m & 
- g ( 1 ) * (m+ 1 ) ) *El (1) ) * zt) *bb ( n-1, m+ l, 1) ) 

de (n , m, l) =- (0, 1) * (g (1) 12 ) *(El (2 )- (0, 1) *B1 (3)) * fenroot (3,m) *bb (n , m+1 , 1) & 
- ( 0, 1) * (g (1) I 2 ) *(E l ( 2 ) + ( 0 , 1) *El (3) ) * fenroot ( 4, m) *bb (n, m-1, 1) & 
-(0,1)*g(1)*B 1 (1)*F LOAT(m) *bb(n,m,1) & 
- (0, 1) *ho*CG (m+1 , -1, m) * ( lpol (1 , 1) *EXP (- (0, 1) * (fmp+ (g (1) *m & 

- g ( 0) * (m+ 1) ) *El (1) ) * zt) *bb ( n -1 , m+ 1, 0) & 
+lpol(-1,1)*EXP(-(0,1)*(fpp+(g(1)*m & 
-g (0) * (m+1)) *El (1)) *zt) *bb (n+1,m+1, 0)) & 

-(0,1)* ho*CG(m-1,+1 ,m)*( lpol (1,-1)*EXP(-(0,1)*(fmp+ (g (1)*m & 
-g (O) * (m-1 )) *Bl(1 )) *zt) *bb(n-1,m-1,0) & 
+lpol(-1,-1)*EXP(-(0,1)*(fpp+(g(1)*m & 
-g ( 0) * (m- 1 ) ) *El (1) ) * zt ) *bb ( n+ 1, m-1 , 0) ) & 
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; Q_bragg.f90 

enddo 
enddo 

return 

-gamma/2*bb(n , m, 1) 

end subroutine fen 

subroutine Bfield init (Bgin , Bnd) 

! Calculate the magnetic field based on the chosen form 

use c 
implicit none 

complex (8) apol_int(-6:6) 
real (8) Bgin(1 : nstep, 1 : 3) , Bnd(1 : nstep , 1:3) , IBvec(1 : 3) , IBstrength , EBvec(1 : 3) , EBstrength 
real (8) avm 
integer mode , i , j 

OPEN ( 1 9 , FILE= ' bfield.inp ' ) 
READ (19,*) mode , IBvec , IBstrength , EBvec , EBstrength,numB 

if (numB<1 ) then 
numB=1 

endif 

IBvec=IBvec/ SQRT (SUM (IBvec**2)) 
IBvec=EBvec/ SQRT (SUM (EBvec**2) ) 

if (mode . NE. 0) then 
IBstrength=mub*IBstrength/(hbar*a_ recoilpar(e l ement)*a_ decayrate(e l ement)) 
EBstrength=mub*EBstrength/(hbar*a_recoi l par(e l ement)*a_decayrate(e l ement)) 

endif 

Bgin=O 
Bnd=O 

field : select case (mode) 

case ( O) !fiel d in impuls units assume incomming withno impu l s 
!and m=1 to m=-1 transition 

apol_ int=apol/SUM ((CDABS(apol ) )** 2) 
do j=-6 , 6 

avm=avm+ ((CDABS(apo l _int(j)) **2)* FLOAT (j)) 
enddo 
do j=l , 3 

do i =1 , nstep 
Bgin(i , j) =( (IBstrength)**2)*IBvec(j)/(avm*4) 
9nd(i , j)=( (EBstrength)**2)*EBvec(j)/(avm*4) 

enddo 
enddo 

case (1) !un i form magnetic fie l d 
do j=1 , 3 

do i=1 , nstep 
Bgin(i , j)=IBstrength*IBvec(j) 
Bnd ( i , j ) =EBstrength*EBvec(j) 

enddo 
enddo 

case ( 2) !Custom magnetic field 
Open (21 , File= ' bformdat.inp ') 
do i=l , nstep 

READ ( 21 , *) Bgin (i , 1),Bgin(i , 2) , Bgin(i , 3) 
do j =1 , 3 
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. Q_bragg.f90 
Bgin(i , j )=Bg in (i , j )*I Bstrength 

enddo 
enddo 

do i =1, nstep 
READ ( 21 , *) Bnd (i , 1) , Bnd (i , 2) , Bnd (i , 3) 
do j =1,3 

Bnd (i , j )=Bnd( i , j)*EBstrength 
enddo 

enddo 
Close (21 ) 

case default 
Bgin=O . O 
Bnd=O . O 

end select field 

CLOSE (19) 

return 

!no magnetic fie l d 

end subroutine Bfield_ init 

real (8) function omega (z t) 

!ca l cul ate speed of Rab i oscill at i ons 

use Glob 
implicit 

real (8) zt 

mode : select case ( lprof ) 

case (0 ) !square beam 
if (ABS (zt) <= waista/2 . 0) then 

omega=omegacent 
el se 

omega=O.O 
endif 

case default ! Gaussian beam 
omega=omegacent*EXP (-zt** 2/ (wa i sta**2)) 

end select mode 

return 
end function omega 

real (8) function decnorm (zt,p) 

! function to c heck wether spontaneous emi ssion has accured 

use Global ars 
implicit none 

real (8) zt 
complex (8 ) p (- npoint/2 : npoint/2-l , -jmax : j max , 0 : 1) 
real (8) norm 

if (s eswi tch . eq . 1) then 
norm=SUM (CDABS (p)** 2 ) 
decnorm=norm-randec 

el se 
decnorm= 

endif 
return 
end function decnorm 
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I Q_bragg.f90 

real (8) function recoil () 

! ca l cu l ate random reco il 

real (8) dum,gOScaf 
external gO Sca f 

recoil=2 . 0'(g05caf(dum)-0 . 5) 
return 
end function recoil 

subroutine buildcg (protoCG) 

! ca l culate Cl ebsch-Gorden coefficients for use in program 

use ars 
implicit none 

real (8) protoCG(-6:6 ,-1:1 , -6:6) 
integer i , j , k 

do i=-6 , 6 
do j=-1 , 1 

do k=-6,6 
protoCG(i , j , k )=cleb(2*jg , 2*i , 2 , 2*j , 2*je,2*k ) 

enddo 
enddo 

enddo 

return 
endsubroutine buildcg 

subroutine gj (g jv ) 

! ca l cu l ate the lande- factor for a specific l evel 

real (8) gjv(0:1) 
integer l 

l =jg-s 
gjv (0) =1. 0+ (jg* (jg+1. 0) -1 * ( l+l. 0 ) +s* (s+l. 0)) I (2* jg* ( jg+l . 0)) 

l=je-s 
gjv(l)=l . O+(je'(je+l . 0)-l* ( l +l . O)+ s* (s+l . 0))/(2*je*(je+l . 0)) 

end subroutine gj 

subroutine fcnroots ( fcnrin ) 

! pre - ca l c ul ate the squareroots in the schrodinger equat i on to safe ca l cu l ation time 

u se 

real (8) fcnrin (1:4 , -6 : 6 ) 
integer j 

fcnrin=O 

do j=-jg , jg 
fcnrin ( l , j )=SQRT (( jg-j ) *(jg+j+1.0 )) 
fcnrin (2 , j)=SQRT (( jg+j)*(jg-j+l. 0)) 

enddo 
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t Q_bragg.f90 ,. : 
do j~-je , je 

fcnrin(3 , j )~SQRT (( je-j)*(je+j+1 . 0)) 

fcnrin(4 , j )~SQRT ((je+j)*(je-j+1.0)) 

enddo 

end subroutine fenroots 

subroutine intdiag (idiagn) 

! diagnost i c trans l ation program for integration routine 

integer idiagn 

diag : select case ( idiagn) 

case (0) 

case (1) 
WRITE(* , *) , " Integration finished " 
WRITE ( 17, * ), " Integrat i on f i n i shed " 

case (2) 
WRITE ( * , *) , " Inlegration unstahle ahove given tollerance" 
WRITE < 17, * ) , " Inlegration unstahle ahove given tollerance" 

case (3) 
WRITE ( * , *) , "Tollerance In small for inlegral ion " 
WRITE ( 17 , *) , "Tollerance losmal I for itllegralion" 

case (4) 
WRITE ( * , * ) , " XSOL nol reset or wrong " 
WRITE ( 17 , *) , " XSOL notreset or wrong " 

case (5) 
WRITE ( * , *) , " XSOL nol reset or wrong " 
WRITE ( 17 , *), " XSOL nol reset or wrong " 

case (6) 

case (7) 
WRITE ( * , *) , " Fatal interna I inlegralion error" 
WRITE ( 17 , *) , "Fata) intemal inlegralion error" 

case default !unknown error 
WRITE < * , *) , " An unkown error has occured during the integration: please dehug " 
WRITE ( 17, *) , " An unkown error has occured during lhe inlegralion; ifail= " , idiagn 

end select diag 

end subroutine intdiag 

subroutine int_ to_ char (char , cint , en) 

! transfarm number to character form 

implicit none 

integer , intent ( in ) :: en, cint 
character*cn, intent (out ) :: char 
integer : : ci,ci1,ci2 

cil~cint 

if (c il>lO**cn) then 
do ci~l , cn 

char ( ci :c i ) ~ "# " 
enddo 
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I Q_bragg.f90 
el se 
do ci~l,cn 
ci2~cil/10**(cn-ci) 
char (c i : ci)~achar(48+ci2) 

c i l~cil-ci2*10**(cn-ci) 

enddo 
endif 
return 
end subroutine int_ to_ char 

subroutine qa_ trans (m j , Pol_in , Pol_out , atrax , Oir) 

!transform magnetic substates to used frame 

complex (8) Pol_in(-6 : 6) , Po l _out(-6 : 6) , Pol_out_int (-6:6) 
external DDJMNB 
real (8) qtrax(1:3) , atrax(1 : 3),Ra l pha , Obeta , Rgamma , OOJMNB 
real (8) dumJ , dumM,dumN , temp 
integer mj, m, n 
character Oir 

qtrax~atrax 

!if (Sum(COABS(Pol_in)**2) < le - 12) then 
Pol_in~o.o 

Pol_out~o.o 

return 
!endif 

temp~O 
do n~1 , 3 

temp~temp+qtrax(n)**2 

enddo 
if (temp < le - 10 . OR. (mj < - 6) . OR . (mj > 6)) then 

WRITE ( * , *) , ' lnvalid quanlisalion lmnsfonnalion ' 
Read (*,*),D ir 
stop 

endif 

qtrax~qtrax/ SQRT ( Sum ((qtrax)**2)) 

! ca l cu l ate Eu l er angles for transformation 
Rgamma~o 

Obeta~OACOSO(qtrax(l)) 

if (ABS (Dbeta) < le-5 . OR. ABS (Obeta-180) < le-5) then 
Ralpha ~ 0.0 

el se 
temp~qtrax(2)/0SIND(Obeta) 

if (temp > 1.0) then 
temp~l. 0 

endif 
Ralpha~DACOS (temp) 

endif 

if (Obeta < 0 . 0) then 
Dbeta~Obeta+360 . 0 

endif 

Po l out int~O.O 

! transformation using Wi gner-D funct i ons 
dumJ~jg 

if (Oir .EQ. ' F') then ! Forward transformation 
do n~-jg , jg 

dumN~n 
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: Q_bragg.f90 

el se 

do m= - jg , jg 
dumM=m 
Pol_out_int(n)=Pol_out_int(n)+exp ( (0 ,l)*n*Ralpha )*DDJMNB (dumJ , d umM , dumN , & 
(360 . 0-l . O*Dbeta) )* Pol_in (m) 

enddo 
enddo 

if (Oir . EQ. ' B ' ) then Backward transformation 
do n=-jg , jg 

el se 

dumN=n 
do m=-jg , jg 

dumM=m 
Pol_ out_int(n)=Pol _out_int(n)+exp ( (0 , -l)*m*Ralpha)*DDJMNB(dumJ, dumM , & 
dumN, Dbeta)*Pol_in (m) 

enddo 
enddo 

WRITE ( * , *) , " lnvalid requanlisalion direclion " 
Raad (* , *) , Oir 
stop 

endif 
endif 

!Po l _out=Po l _out_int/SQRT(S UM((CDABS(Po l _ out_i nt) )** 2 )) 
Pol_out=Pol_out lnt 
return 
end subroutine qa_ trans 
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B.2 G lo bal_pars 

The GlobaLpars.f90 file is used as an auxiliary file cantairring the global vari
ables used in various different (sub- )programs. 

Global_pars.f90 

module Global_pars 

Deelaratien file for 'Globals' 

Dimensions , basic constants 

INTEGER npoint ,maxnstep , maxnp , maxnv 
REAL (8 ) zscale,eps, tiny 
PARAMETER (npoint=256) if bigger than 1024 adjust output-formats 
PARAMETER (maxnstep-1024) 
PARAMETER (maxnp=200) 
PARAMETER (maxnv=200) 
PARAMETER (zscale=1 . 0) 
PARAMETER (eps=O. 05) 
PARAMETER (tiny=1.0e-12 ) 

Input parameter block 

INTEGER e l ement , nstep , ifail , dowaveread , numv,nump,iseed, seswitch 
INTEGER numshots , jg , je , jmax , s , lprof ,numi,numB , spontdec , mqax,intinf 
REAL (8) zbegin ,zcoast , zeind , omegamax,omegamin , omegacent ,waist , tol , eta 
REAL (8) spmax,poff , phix , delta,garnma ,speedratio , pspread, lengthunit 
REAL (8) z , zO,zl , step, zbegina , zcoasta ,zeinda , Lint 
REAL (8) Bl(1 : 3) , CG( - 6 : 6 , -1:1 , -6:6 ), g(0 :1),magquant(1 : 3) 
REAL (8) fcnroot (1: 4 , - 6 : 6) 
COHPLEX (8) apol(-6 : 6) , lpol(-1 : 1 ,-1 : 1) 

Globalized versions of waist, momenturn offset, last random guess 

REAL (8 ) waista , poffa, randec 

end module Global_pars 
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B.3 G lobal_funcs 

The GlobaLfuncs.f90 file contains the two transformation routines to go from 
the normal momenturn representation to the new 'co-oscillating' basis and 
back. The transformations for both discussed bases are present, but only one 
is activated. 
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! Global_funcs.f90 

module Global funcs 

! often used transformations 

contains 

subroutine chi_momentum_to_phi_momentum (chim, phim , np , z , pof , delta , s t ate , Bx , j e, jp , g) 

implicit none 

Transferm time-independent "chi " momenturn representation to 
normal time-dependent "phi " mome nturn representation . 
Requires knowledge of z , momentum, detuning , state (lower/upper) , 
magnetic field, spin and the angular momenta j. 

integer 
real (8) 
complex ( 8 ) 
complex (8 ) 
real ( 8) 
integer 

do m=-jp , jp 

np , state , jc , jp 
g (0 : 1 ) 
chim (-np/2 : np/2-1 , -jc : jc) 
phim (-np/Z : np/2 - 1, -jp : jp) 
Bx , z , pof , delta , tl , t2 
i , m 

do i=-np/2 , np/2-l 
t1=( (FLOAT ( i)+pof)**2+g(0)*Bx*FLOAT(m))*z 

! lower state using Hamiltonian without explici t Zeeman-shift 
t2= ( (FLOAT(i ) +pof ) * ' 2+g (1)*Bx*FLOAT (m) -delta ) *z 

! upper state using Hamiltonian without explicit Zeeman-shift 
tl= ( (FLOAT (i)+pof )* *2 )* z 

! lower state using Hamiltonian with explicit Zeeman-shift 
t2= ( (FLOAT ( i ) +pof )* *2-delta)*z 

! upper state using Hamiltonian with explicit Zeeman-shift 
if (state==O) then 
phim(i , m)=EXP (-(0 , 1)*tl)*chim(i , m) 
el se 
ohim(i , m) =EXP (- (0 , 1 ) *t2 ) *chim (i , m) 
endif 

enddo 
enddo 

return 
end subroutine chi_momentum_ to_phi_momentum 

subroutine phi momentum_ to_chi_momentum (phim, chim , np , z , po f , de lta , st a te , Bx , jp , j c , g ) 

implicit none 

Transferm time-dependent "phi " momenturn representation back to 
time-independent "chi " momenturn representation. 
Requires knowledge of z , momentum, detuning , state (lower/upper) , 
magnetic field , spin and the angular momenta j . 

~take sure sa me trans formation is used as in chi_momentum_ to_phi_momentum 
and use appropriate Hamiltonian in Q_Bragg.f90 

integer 
real ( 8 ) 
complex (8 ) 
complex ( 8 ) 
real ( 8) 
real ( 8 ) 
integer 

do m=-jp , jp 

np , state , jp , je 
g ( 0 : 1 ) 
chim( - np/2 : np/2-1 , -jc : j c) 
ph i m( -np/2 : np/2 - 1, -jp : jp ) 
Bx , z , pof. delta 
tl , t2 
i , m 

do i=-np/2 , np/2-1 
tl=( (FLOAT(i)+pof)**2+g(0)*Bx*m)*z 
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; Global_funcs.f90 
! lower state using Hamiltonian without explicit Zeeman-shift 

t2=( (FLOAT(i)+pof)**2+g(l)*Bx*m- delta)*z 
! upper state using Hamiltonian without explicit Zeeman-shift 

tl=((FLOAT (i )+pof) ** 2 )*z 
! lower state using Hamiltonian with explicit Zeeman-shift 

t2=( (FLOAT (i)+pof)**2 - delta ) *z 
1 upper state us i ng Hami l tonian with explicit Zeeman-sh i ft 

if (state==Ol then 
chim (i , m)=EXP (( Ü, l)*tl)*phim(i , m) 
el se 
chim ( i , m)=EXP (( O,l) *t2)*phim (i , m) 

endif 
enddo 

enddo 

return 
end subroutine phi_ momentum_ to_ chi_ momentum 

end module Global funcs 
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B.4 Anglib 

The anglib.f90 file is a publicly available Fortran file by Paul Stevenson from 
Oxford University/ Oak Ridge National Laboratory which contains a rout ine 
for calculating Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
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anglib.f90 

module anglib 

! Library of angular momenturn coupling coefficient routines in fortran 90 
! Paul Stevenson, Oxford UniversityiOak Ridge National Laboratory . 
! spaul@mail.phy . ornl . gov 
contains 

function cleb (jl,ml,j2,m2,j , m) 
implicit none 
! calculate a clebsch- gordan coefficient < jll2 ml/2 j212 m212 I jl2 ml2 > 
! arguments are integer and twice the true value. 

real (8) :: cleb , factor , sum 
integer :: jl , ml , j2 ,m2,j,m,par,z,zmin, zmax 

! some checks for validity (let's just return zero for bogus arguments) 

if (2*(jll2)-int (2*(jll2.0)) 1~ 2*( abs (ml) l2)-int (2*(abs (ml)l 2 . 0)) .or. & 
2* (j212) - int (2*(j212.0)) 1~ 2*( abs (m2)12 ) - int (2*( abs (m2)12.0)) . ar . & 
2* ( jl2)-int (2*(jl2.0)) 1~ 2*(abs (m) l2 )- int (2*( abs (m) l2 . 0 )) . or . & 
jl<O . or . j2<0 . or . j<O . or. abs (ml) >jl . or . abs (m2) >j2 . ar . & 
abs (m)>j .ar. jl+j2<j . ar . abs (jl - j2)>j .or . ml+m2/~m) then 
cleb~ 0 . 0 

else 

0.0 factor 
factor 
factor 
factor 
factor 
zmin 
zmax = 

binom(jl, ( jl+j2-j) 12) I binom( (jl+j2+j+2) 12 , (jl+j2-j) 12) 
factor* binom(j2, ( jl+j2-j )l2l I binom(jl , (j l-ml)l2l 
factor I binom(j2 , ( j2-m2 ) 12) I binom(j , (j - m) 12) 
sqrt (factor) 

sum~o . o 

max (O,j 2+(jl-ml)l2- ( jl+j2+j ) l2 , jl+(j2+m2 l l2- (jl+j2+j)l 2) 
min ( (jl+ j2-j ) /2 , (jl-ml) 12 , (j2+m2)12) 

do z = zmin , zmax 
par~l 

if (2*(zi2J-int (2*(zl2.0)) 1~ 0) par~-1 
sum~sum+par*binom((jl+j2-jll2,z)*& 

binom( ( jl - j2+j ) 12 , (jl-ml) 12 - z) *& 
binom( (-jl+j2+j ) 12 , (j2+m2) 12-z ) 

end do 

cleb factor* sum 
end if 

end function cleb 

function sixj (a,b,c,d,e,f) 

implicit none 
integer , intent (in ) .. a,b , c , d,e,f 
real (8) :: sixj 
integer :: phase, nlo , nhi , n 
real (8) :: out factors , sum, sumterm 

calculates a Wigner 6-j syrnbol. Argument a-f are integer and are 
twice the true value of the 6-j's arguments , in the farm 
{ a b c l 
{ d e f l 

First check for consistency of arguments: 
sixj~O.O 

if (mod (a+b, 2 l l~od (c, 2 )) return 
if (mod (c+d, 2ll~od (e, 2 ) l return 
if (mod (a+e, 2)/ ~od (f , 2) ) return 
if (mod (b+d , 2)1 ~od (f,2)) return 
if (abs (a-b)>c . ar . a+b<c) return 
if (abs (c-d)>e . or. c+d<e ) return 
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I anglib.f90 , 
if (abs (a-e) >f . or. a+e<f) return 
if (abs (b-d ) >f . or. b+d<f) return 

phas e=(- l )**((a+c+d+f)l 2 ) 

angdelta(a , b , c)langdelta(a , e , f) outfactors 
outfactors outfactors * angdelta(b , d,f)langdelta(c ,d,e) 

nlo 0 
nhi min ( (a-b+d+e) 12 , (c+e+f- b) 12 , (a+c+d+f) 12 +1, (a-b+c) 12 , & 

& (d+ f-b ) 12 , (a+e+f) 12+1, (c +d+e) 12+1) 

sum=O.O 
do n=nlo , nhi 

sumterm = (- 1 )**n 
sumterm = sumt erm * f actoria l ((a - b+d+e)l2 -n ) I factoria l (n) I & 

f actor ial ((a-b+c) l2-n ) 
sumt erm sumterm * factorial((-b+c+e+f)l2-n) I fac tor ial ((d-b+f)l 2-n) 
sumterm = sumterm * factorial((a+c+d+f)l2+1 - n ) lfactoria l ((a+e+f)l2+1-n) 
sumterm = sumterm factorial( (c+d+e) l2+1-n ) 
sum=sum+sumterm 

end do 

sixj = phas e * sum * outfactors 

end function six j 

function angdelta (a , b , c) 

implicit none 
integer .. a,b,c 
real (8) :: angde lta , scr1 

calculate the function delta as defined in varshalovich et al. for 
use in 6-j symbol: 

scr1= factorial((a+b - c)l2 ) 
sc r1=scr1 1factoria l < (a+b+c) l2+1) 
scr1=scr1*factorial ( (a-b+c)l2l 
scr1=scr1*factorial( (-a+b+c)l2) 
angde l ta=sqrt (scr1) 

end function a ngdelta 

tunetion ninej (a , b , c , d , e , f , g , h , i) 

implicit none 
integer .. a , b , c , d , e,f,g , h , i 
real (8) : : ninej , sum 
integer . . xlo , xhi 
integer .. x 

ca l cu l ate a 9-j symbol. The arguments are given as i ntegers twice the 
va l ue of the true arguments in the form 
{ a b c l 
{ d e f ) 
{ g h i ) 

ninej =O . O 
! first check for bogus arguments (and return zero i f so) 
if (abs (a-b)>c . or. a+b<c) return 
if (abs (d-e ) >f .or. d+e<f ) return 
if (abs (g-hl >i .or. g +h <i ) return 
if (abs (a-d) >g .or. a+d <g ) return 
if (abs (b-el >h .or. b+e <h ) return 
if (abs (c - f ) >i .or. c+f <i) return 

xlo = max (abs (b-f), abs (a- i ), abs (h-d)) 
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! anglib.f90 , 
xhi = min (b+f , a+i , h+d) 

sum=O . O 
do x=xlo , xhi , 2 

sum=sum+(-l)**x*(x+l)*sixj(a , b , c , f , i , x)*s i xj(d , e , f , b , x , h )•& 
sixj(g , h , i , x , a , d) 

end do 

ninej=sum 

end function ninej 

recursive function factorial (n ) result (res) 

implicit none 
integer : : n 
real ( 8) : : res 

if (n==O . or . n==l) then 
res= l . O 

el se 
res=n*factorial (n- 1 ) 

end if 

end function factorial 

recursive function binom (n , r ) result (res ) 

implicit none 
integer . . n , r 
real ( 8) . . res 
real (8) .. tmp 

if (n==r .or . r==O ) then 
res = 1.0 

else if (r== l) then 
res real (n) 

el se 
res 

end if 
real (n) / real (n-r)' binom (n- l , r ) 

end function binom 
end module anglib 
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B.5 Atom_constants 

The Atom_constants.f90 file contains several basic properties of the atoms 
available for the atomie beam. The specific atom can be selected in the in
put files. 

f' atom_constants.f90 

module tom_ constants 

! Fundamental/mathematical constants and atom data in SI units 

REAL (kind=8) clight , hbar , amu , pi ,mub 
PARAMETER (clight=299792458.0) 
PARAMETER (hbar=1 . 0545716e- 34 ) 
PARAMETER (amu=1 . 66053873e-27) 
PARAMETER (pi=3 .1 4159265359 ) 
PARAMETER (mub=9.27408e-2 4 ) 

! Atoms : 1 : 4He* , 2 : ZONe*, 3: 40Ar* , 4: 84Kr*, 5: 56Fe , 6: 52Cr 

REAL (kind=8 ) a _ decayrate (1 :6), a_ wavelength(1:6), a _ recoilpar(1:6) 
REAL (kind=8) a_satint (1 : 6) , a_recoilvelocity ( l:6 ), a _ lengthun it (l: 6) 
INTEGER a_massnumber(1:6), a_ s ( 1 : 6) , a_jg(l : 6 ), a_je(l:6) 
DATA a_decayrate /1 . 022e7 , 5.15e7 , 3 .66e7 , 3 . 49e7 ,1. 62e7 , 3 .15e7/ 
DATA a_massnumber / 4 , 20 , 40 , 84 , 56 , 52/ 
DATA a_wavelength /1.083e-6 , 6.402e-7 , 8 . 11e-7 ,8. 11e-7 , 3.7209e- 7 , 4.2555e-7/ 
DATA a_recoilpar /2 .6145e-2,2.9695e-3,1.3019e-3,6.5013e-4,9.9804e-3,4.226e-3 / 
DATA a _ satint /1 . 674 , 40 . 829 , 14 . 273, 13 .610,65.415,85.028 / 
DATA a_recoilvelocity /9 . 211e-2 ,3.1 16e-2 , 1 . 230e-2 , 5 . 857e-3 , 1 .915e-2,1.803e- 2/ 
DATA a_lengthunit /3 . 7426e-6 , 6.5390e-6 , 2.0987e-5 , 4 . 4073e-5 , 6.1849e-6,7.5120e- 6/ 
DATA a_s /1,1 , 1 ,1, 2 , 3/ 
DATA a _ jg /1 , 2 , 2 , 2 ,4,3 / 
DATA a_je /2 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 5,4/ 

end module Atom_ constants 



Appendix C 

Program code Energy 
Eigenstate Program 

This appendix contains the souree code for the EW program; the program 
used to calculate the eigenenergies and eigenveetors of the atomie beam. 
The program is written in Fortran 90 and utilizes the the NAG Fortran 
libraries mark 20 [33]. The program is based on the Q_Bragg program and is 
specifically designed to be compatible with the diffraction program for future 
expansions requiring both eigenenergy values, eigenveetors and evolution of 
the wavefunction. The program consistsof one main file (EW.f90) and several 
specific modules (Anglib.f90, Atom_constants.f90, and GlobaLpars.f90) , the 
details of the several modules will be discussed in the rest of this appendix. 

C.l EW 

The EW.f90 file contains the actual program used for the calculations. The 
process is divided in several steps: 

• Initialize the program and read the input files to determine the neces
sary calculations. 

• Generate the Hamiltonian in matrix notation. 

• Calculate the eigenenergies ( and eigenvector if desired) at the desired 
different times. 

• Save information concerning the eigenenergies and -vectors to files. 

• Reealenlate the eigenenergies and -vectors using a different power set
ting for the laser field if desired until all required laser powers have 
been simulated. 
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• Calculate the eigenenergies and -vectors with a different magnetic field 
using the same laser fields as with the initial magnetic field. 

Sirree the eigenvalnes and eigenenergies are independent of the chosen ba
sis of the Hamilton space, it is not necessary to use a different basis than the 
standard momenturn representation. 

The calculation of the eigenvalnes and eigenenergies is clone by the NAG
routine f02haf but an alternative version using the f02hcf-routine is also pro
vided. By changing the input file the user is able to change options to 
include spontaneons emission, change the characteristics of the laser field, 
atomie beam and magnetic field and specify the amount of information on 
the eigenenergies and eigenveetors saved to files. 



C.l. EW 

. EW.f90 

program Q_bragg_ EW !v2 

u se 
u se 
USE 
i.mplicit none 

external f02haf 
!externa l f02hcf ! alternative Eigenvector routine 
complex ( 8 ) poltemp(-6:6) , apols(-6 : 6 ) 
rea1 (8) omega , po , om 
integer ib , i , j , k , l ,m , n,p,st , v 
integer (4) Tbegin , Tend , NoEVmax , Istop , Ns top 
character Fname20 *1 2 , Fname21*12 , Fname22*12 , Fnr*3 

integer (4), DIMENSION (:) , ALLOCATABLE :: 
rea1 (8) , DIMENSION ( : ) , ALLOCATABLE : : 
rea1 (8) , DIMENSION ( :, : ) , ALLOCATABLE :: 
complex (8), dimension (:) , allocatable : : 
complex (8) , dimension (: , : ) , allocatable .. 
! 
Tbeg in=TIME ( ) 
! reset arrays 

CG=O . O 

WRITE ( * , *) '' start " 

! Read input parameters 

allocate ( i w(5*npoint* (2 * je+l ))) 
allocate (w( 28+84 *( 2*jmax+l )*npoin t)) 
allocate (rw(7*npoint*( 2*je+l ))) 
allocate (Evalu (O: npoint*(je+jg+l)-1)) 
allocate (cw(64*(npoint/2 )*( 2 *( je+j g +1 ) ) ) ) 
ALLOCATE (B( O:nstep- 1 , 1:3)) 
ALLOCATE (Bbeg i n(O : nstep-1 , 1 : 3)) 
ALLOCATE (Bend( O: nstep-1 , 1 : 3 )) 

i w 
w, rw , Evalu , Esort 
B, Bbegin , Bend, Estor ,Evecf il t 
cw 
Ham , Evec 

allocate (Evec(O : npoint*(je+jg+1)-1 , 0 : npoint* ( je+jg+l ) -1)) 
allocate (Evecf i1 t(O:npoint*( j e+ jg+1) -1 , 0 : 12)) 
allocate (Esort( O:npoint*( je+ jg+1)-1)) 
allocate (Estor(O:npo int* ( je+ jg+1)-1 , 0 : nstep-1)) 
allocate (Ham( - ( (npoint /4 ) • ( 2 * ( j e+jg+l))) : ( (npoint /4 ) * (2* (je+ jg+1)) - 1) , 

- ( ( npoint/ 4) * (2 * (je+ jg+ 1) ) ) : ( (npoin t / 4) * ( 2 • ( j e+jg+1) ) - 1) ) ) 

1000 FORMAT (1 02 5(f20 . 6 , x)) !output formats 
1001 FORMAT ( i 4 , 1025(e14.6 , x)) 
100 2 FORMAT ( i 4 , i 4 , 1025(e14 . 6)) 

call 

! "E lement zero " means direct input in scaled parameters, 
! otherwise input is in SI units. In the latter case , 

if (e l ement == 0) then 
l engthunit=1.0 

endif 
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~ EW.f90 
po=poff 
poffa=po 
NoEvrnax=O 

!Fnarne20='HMXXXXXX . dat ' 
F name 21 =' lntEXXXX.dat ' 
Fnarne22=' VXXXXXXX.dat ' 

Harniltonian output (can be disabled) 
Eigen Energy evolution 
Eigen Veetors 

if (nEV > 1) then 
Istop=nstep/(nEV-1) 
Nstop=Istop 

el se 
Nstop=ns tep 
Istop=Nstop 

endif 

do ib=O , nurnB-1 ! Magnetic field loop 
if (numB > 1) then 

do i=l , 3 
do j=O , nstep-1 

B(j , i)=Bbegin(j , i)+ (float ( ib ) / float (nurnB-l))*(Bend ( j , i)-Bbegin(j , i)) 
end do 

enddo 
el se 

do 

! Magnetic field identifier for output files 

!Fnarne20(i-4 : i-4)=Fnr(i-6:i-6) 
Fnarne2l( i -2 : i -2)=Fnr( i-6 : i-6 ) 
Fnarne22(i-5 : i-5)=Fnr(i - 6 : i - 6) 

enddo 

do l =O , numi-1 ! Laser power loop 

if (numi>l) then 
ornegacent=SQRT ( (ornegarnin ) **2+ l *((omegamax)** 2-(ornegarnin) ** 2 ) / (numi - l)) 

el se 
ornegacent=ornegarnax 

endif 

call "nt te c na (Fnr , l , 2) ! Laser power identifier for output files 
do i-7 , 8 

!Fnarne20(i-2:i-2)=Fnr(i-6 : i-6) 
Fnarne2l (i : i )=Fnr(i - 6 : i - 6) 
Fnarne22 (i -3 : i - 3)=Fnr (i-6 :i -6 ) 

enddo 

zbegina=zbegin 
zcoasta=zcoast 
zeinda=zeind 
waista=waist 
step=(zeinda-zcoasta)/(nstep-1) 
zO=zbegina 
zl =zcoasta 

do k=O , nstep-1 
if (k .NE. 0) then 

zO=zl 
zl=zl+step 
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endif 

Ham~o.o 

om~omega(z 0+ ( z1-z0)12 ) 12 

Fi ll Hami l ton Matrix 
do i~-npo intl4,npoint14-1 

! Kinatic energy and Zeeman shift ground state 
do m~-jg , jg 

Ham((m+jg)+( i *( 2 *(je+jg+l))) , (m+jg)+(i*(2*( j e+ jg+1))))~ & 
((2* i +poffa)** 2 +g(0)*B(k,1)* float (m)) 

enddo 

! Zeeman precession ground state 
do m~- jg , (jg -1) 

Ham( (m+ jg )+(i* (2 * (je+ jg+l))), (m+jg)+ (i* (2* ( je+jg+1 ) )+1) )~ & 
(g ( 0) I 2) * (B ( k , 2 )- ( 0 , 1 ) *B ( k , 3) ) * fenroot ( 1 , m) 

enddo 

! Rabi osci l1ations 
do m~ - jg , jg 

Ham ( (m+ jg ) + ( i* ( 2 * ( je+jg+l) ) ) , (m+ jg ) + ( i * ( 2 * ( je+ jg+ 1) ) +je+ jg ) ) ~ & 

om*CG(m, -1 , m- 1)*DCONJG(lpol(1 , 1)) 
enddo 

! Rabi osci llations 
do m~-jg , jg 

Ham( (m+ jg )+( i* ( 2 * ( je+ jg+l))) , (m+jg)+ ( i * ( 2 * ( je+jg+1 ) )+ je+jg+2 ) )~ & 
om*CG(m , +1 , m+1 ) *DCONJG ( lpol (1, -1) ) 

enddo 

! Ki natic energy and Zeeman shift excited state 
do m= - je , je 

Ham((2*jg+1)+(m+je)+(i*(2*(je+jg+1))) , (2 *jg+1 )+(m+ je )+ & 
( i *( 2* (je+jg+1)) )) ~ ( ( i+1+poffa) ** 2+g ( 0 )*B (k, 1 )* float (m)-de lta) 

enddo 

! Zeeman precession ground state 
do m~-je , je-1 

Ham((2*jg+1)+(m+je)+(i*(2*(je+jg+1))) , (2 *jg +1)+(m+ je )+ & 
(i* (2 * ( j e+ jg+ 1) ) + 1) ) ~ (g (0) I 2) * (B ( k, 2)- ( 0 , 1) *B ( k , 3) ) * fenroot ( 3 , m) 

enddo 
if (i < npoint14-1) then 

! Rabi osci l lations 
do m~-(jg+(je-jg )), jg- (je- jg) 

Ham( (2* jg+1) +(m+je)+(i* (2* (je+ jg+l))) , (2* jg+1) + & 
(m+ j e)+(i*(2*(je+jg+1)) )+je+jg+2)~om*CG(m+ 1 , -1 , m)*lpol(-1 , 1) 

enddo 

! Rabi osci 11ations 
do m~- ( jg-1 ), jg+1 

Ham( ( 2*jg+1 )+(m+ je ) +( i * (2 * ( je+jg+1))) , ( 2 * jg+l) + & 
(m+ j e)+( i *( 2 *(je+ jg+1)) )+ j e+ jg ) ~om*CG(m- 1 , 1 , m) *lpol (-1,-1) 

enddo 
endif 

enddo 

call i nt_to_char(Fnr, k , 2 ) 
do i~7,8 

Fname20(i:i)~Fnr(i - 6:i - 6) 
enddo 

Open (60 , F ile~Fname20) 

do i~-npointl4,npointl4 - 1 

do m~O , (2* ( j e+ j g+l) -1) 

used for output i ng Hamil tonian 

Wr i te (60 , 100 2 ) , (2* i ) ,m, REAL(Ham(m+ i * (2 * (je+ j g+ 1 )), :) ) 
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t EW.f90 
enddo 

enddo 
Close(60) 

if (k . EQ . Nstop-1 ) then 
Evec=O . O 
ifail=-1 ! Calculate Eigenveetors and Eigen Energy 
call f02hcf('V' ,'V' ,'U ' ,INT((npoint/2)*(2*(je+jg+1))),Ham, & 

INT((npoint/2)*(2*(je+jg+1))),DBLE(-12000),DBLE(12000), & 
INT (1) , INT ( (npoint/2) * ( 2* (je+ jg+l) ) ) , INT ( (npoint/ 2) * ( 2 * ( je+jg+ 1) ) ) , & 
nEv,Evalu,Evec,INT((npoint/2)*(2*(je+jg+1))),cw, & 
INT((64*(npoint/2)*(2*(je+jg+1))) ),rw,iw,ifail) 

call na ( ' V',' U' , INT ( (npoint/2)*(2*(je+jg+1))) , Ham , & 
INT ((npoint/2 )*( 2 * ( je+jg+1) )) , Evalu , rw ,cw , 
INT ( 64*(npoin t/2)*(2*( je+j g +1)) ),ifail) 

if (ifai l /= 0 ) then 
write ( * , *) , "eigenvalue routine ex i led with error: ", i fa i 1 
read ( * , * ) , i 
stop 

endif 

do i=O , npoint*(je+jg+l)-1 
do j=O , npoint* ( j e+j g +1) - 1 

Evec ( i , j ) =Ham( i- (npoint/2* ( je+ jg +1 )) , j- (npoint/2 * ( je+jg+1 ))) 
enddo 

end do 

Evec=TRANSPOSE (Evec ) 
Evec filt=O . 0 
st= 99 
do i=O , npoint *( j e+jg+1)-1 ! determine state associated with vector 

do j=O , npoint* ( je+jg+1)-1 
if (CDABS (Evec ( i , j) )**2 > Evecfilt(i,11)) then 

n=S 
if (CDABS (Evec ( i , j) )** 2 > Evecfilt(i , 7)) then 

n=4 
Evecfi l t ( i , ll)=Evecfilt(i , 7) 
Evecfilt ( i , 10)=Evecf ilt(i , 6 ) 
Evecfilt ( i , 9)=Evecfil t(i , 5) 
Evecf i lt ( i , 8)=Evecfi l t(i , 4) 
if (CDABS (Eve c ( i , j) )**2 > Evecfi l t(i , 3)) then 

n=O 
Evecfilt ( i , 7)=Evecfil t( i ,3) 
Evecfilt ( i , 6)=Evecfilt(i , 2) 
Evecfilt ( i , 5)=Evecfil t( i , 1) 
Evecf il t ( i , 4)=Evecfil t( i , 0) 

endif 
endif 

p=INT4 ( j/ (2*(je+jg+1))-npoint/4) 

m= j- (p+npoint/4 ) * (2*(je+jg+1)) 
if (m<2 * jg+1) then 

el se 

if (m > - 1) then 
st=O 
m=m-jg 
p=2*p 

el se 
GOTO 200 

endif 

if (m< (2 *( jg+je+1))) then 
st=1 

determine impu1se state 

determine magnetic sub state 
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200 
el se 

m=m-(2*jg+1)-je 
p=2*p+1 

Write ( *, *), "lnvalid state identification" 
Re ad ( * , *) , m 
stop 

endif 
endif 

Evecfilt(i , n)=st 
Evecfi1t(i , n+1)=p 
Evecfi1t(i , n+2)=m 
Evecfi1t(i , n+3)=CDABS (Evec( i , j) )**2 

endif 
enddo 
Evecfi1t(i,12)=0 
do j=O , npoint/2-1 

do v=O , (2*je) 
Evecfi1t(i,12)=Evecfi1t(i,12)+CDABS(Evec(i, (j*2*(jg+je+1) 
+(2*jg+1)+v)) )**2 

enddo 
end do 

enddo 

call ' nt (Fnr, k , 3 ) 
do i-6 , 8 

Fname22(i : i)=Fnr(i-5 : i-5) 
enddo 

Open (62,Fi1e=Fname22) 
do i=O , npoint*(je+jg+1 ) -1 

Write (62 , 1000) , Evecfi1t (i ,: ) 
enddo 
Close (62) 

if (Nstop+Istop < nstep) then 
Nstop=Nstop+Istop 

el se 
Nstop=nstep 

endif 

el se 
ifail=-1 

Calcu1ate just the Eigen Energies 

ca11 f02hcf( ' N', 'V',' U', INT((npoint/2)*(2*(je+jg+1)) ),Ham , & 
INT((npoint/2)*(2*(je+jg+1) )),DBLE(-12000) , DBLE(12000) , & 
INT ( 1) , INT ( (npoint /2) * (2 * (je+ jg+ 1) ) ) , INT ( (npoint /2) * ( 2 * ( je+jg+ 1) ) ) , & 
nEv , Eva1u,Evec,INT( (npoint/2)*(2*(je+jg+1))),cw, & 
INT ( ( 64* (npoint/2) * (2* ( je+jg+1)))) , rw , iw, ifai1) 

call 02ha ( ' V',' U', INT ((npo int/2 )*(2*( je+jg+1))) , Ham, & 
INT ((npoint/2)*(2* (je+j g+1))) , Eva1u , rw , cw , & 
INT (64* (npoint/2) * (2* ( je+jg+1))) , ifai1) 

if (ifai1 /= 0) then 
wr i te ( * , * ) , • eigenvalue routine ex ited with error: " , i fa i 1 
re ad ( * , * ) , i 
stop 

endif 
endif 

do m=O , (npoint* ( jg+je+1)-1) 
if (ABS (Eva1u(m)) > 1e-50) then 

Esort(m)=Eva1u (m) 
el se 

Esort (m)=O . O 
endif 
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: EW.f90 

Es t or (m, k ) =Esort (m) 
enddo 

!if (nEV > NoEVmax) then 
NoEVmax=nEV 

!endif 

! end Energy calculations 

enddo ! end of single-trajectory integration loop 

!do k=O , nstep-1 
do m=NoEVmax , (npoint* (jg+je+1)-1) 

Estor (m, k)=O . O 
enddo 

!enddo 

Open (51 , file=Fname21) 
do k=O , nstep-1 

enddo 

Write (51 , 1000 ), Estor( : , k) 
enddo 

enddo 

Tend=TIME ( ) 
OPEN (20 , FILE= ' lime.da! ' ) 
WRlTE (20 ,* ) , Tend-Ibegin 
CLOSE (20 ) 

stop 
end !end of main program 

subroutine raadpars 

! read input parame ters 

real (8) zb_m , zc_ m, ze_m , power_ w, powermin , dump 
real (8) waisty_m, wais t z_ m, del t a_rads 
real (8 ) vax_ms , vtrans_ms , vtransspread_ms 
integer i 

OPEN (1 2 , FILE= ' deposilm.inp ' ) 
READ (12 , * ) element , iseed , seswitch 
if (element . EQ. 0 ) then 

el se 

READ (12 , *) zbegin , zcoa s t , z e ind , ns t ep , omegamax , waist , tol , ifa il , 
dowaveread , eta , spmax , poff , phix , delta , gamma , numv , speedr a t io , 
nump , pspread , numshots , apol , lpol , lprof , numi , omegamin , intinf , mqax , magquant , nEV 

READ (12 , *) nst ep , to l , ifa il , dowaveread , et a , spmax , phi x 
READ (12 ,*) numv, speedratio , nump , numshots 
REAO ( 12 , * ) zb_m , zc _ m, ze_ m, power_w , waisty_ m, waistz_ m 
READ (12 , * ) delta_rads , vax_ ms, vtrans_ms , vtransspread_ms 
READ (12 , * ) apol 
READ (12 , *) lpol 
READ (12 , * ) lprof , numi , powermin , intinf , spont dec , mqax , magquant 
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READ (12 , *) nEV 
1engthunit=a_1 engthunit(e l ement)*vax_ ms 
eta=eta/a_ wave l ength(el ement) 
spmax=spmax/a_wave l ength (e l ement ) 
wa i st=waistz_m/ l engthun i t 
zbegin=zb_m/ l engt huni t 
zcoast=zc_m/ l engthun i t 
ze i nd=ze_m/ l engthunit 
omegamax=SQRT (power_ w/ (a_ recoilpar( element)** 2 *p i *waisty_m*waistz_m* 

a_satint (element ) )) 
omegami n=SQRT (powermin/ (a_ recoilpar (element)** 2*pi *wa i sty_ m*waistz_m * & 

a_ s a t i nt( e l ement) )) 
if (omegamin>omegama x ) then 

dump=omegamin 
omegamin=omegama x 
omegamax=omegamin 

endif 
de l ta=de l ta_rads/a_ recoilpar (e l ement ) / a_decayrate (e l ement) 
i f (spontdec . eq. 1 ) then 

gamma=1 . 0/ a_ recoi l par (e l ement ) 
el se 

gamma=O . 0 
endif 
poff=vtrans_ms/a_ recoi l ve l oc i ty (e l ement ) 
pspread=vtransspread_ms / a_recoilve l ocity (element ) 
s=a_s (eleme nt) 
jg=a_ jg (e l ement) 
je=a_ j e (element ) 
jmax=MAX ( jg , j e) 

endif 

! check parameters and resca l e i f nescessary 

if (SUM ( (CDABS(apol ) ) **2) >le - 10 ) then 
apo l =apo l / SQRT (SUM ( (CDABS (apol ) )** 2 ) ) 

else 
apo l =O . O 

endif 

if (SUM (CD ABS (l pol ) ) >1e- 10 ) then 
l pol=lpo l / SQRT (SUM (( CDABS (lpo l ) )** 2) ) 

el se 
l po l =O . O 

endif 

if (SUM (lpol (O, :)) . NE. O) then 
WRITE ( *, * ) " invallid laser field " 

endif 

if (numi<l) then 
numi =l 

el se 
WRITE ( * , * ), " lntensity spread negative; resetting to 0 " 

i f (numi >999) then 
numi=999 
WRITE ( *, * ), " lntensity spread to great: resetting to 999 " 
endif 

endif 

if (nEV > ns tep ) then 
Write (*, *) , " Moreslepsrequired " 
ns t ep=nEV 

endif 

if (mqax . eq. 2 ) then 
dump=O 
do i=l , 3 
dump=dump + (magquant(i) )* *2 
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! EW.f90 · 
enddo 

If (dump>1e-10) then 
magquant=magquant/SQRT (sum ( (magquant)**2)) 

el se 
Write ( * , *) , "lnvalid magnetic quantisation axis " 
magquant=O 
mqax=O 

endif 
dump=O 

endif 

WRITE (*,*) "laserfieldx= ", lpol(1 , : ) 
WRITE (*,*) " laserfield-x= ", lpol(-1 , :) 

WRITE ( * , *) ' zh, zc,ze,nslep,omax,waisl,lol,ifl.dwv.eta,spmax ' 
WRITE ( *, *) ' poff.phix,deha.gamma,numv,speedr,nump,psp,numshot~ · 
WRITE (*,*) zbegin , zcoast , zeind, nstep , omegamax , waist , tol , ifail , 

dowaveread , eta , spmax , poff , phix ,de l ta,gamma,n umv , & 
speedratio , nump , pspread , numshots 

CLOSE (12) 

end subroutine raadpars 

subroutine Bfield_init (Bgin , Bnd) 

! Calculate the magnetic field based on the chosen farm 

complex (8 ) apol_int( - 6 : 6) 
real (8) Bgin (1:nstep, 1 : 3) ,Bnd(1:nstep, 1 :3), IBvec(1 : 3) , IBstrength , EBvec(1 : 3) , EBstrength 
real (8) avm 
integer mode , i , j 

OPEN (19 , FILE= ' bfield.inp ' ) 
READ (19 , *) mode , IBvec , IBstrength , EBvec , EBstrength , numB 

if (numB<1) then 
numB=1 

endif 

IBvec=IBvec/ SQRT (SUM (I Bvec**2)) 
IBvec=EBvec/ SQRT (SUM (EBvec**2)) 

if (mode . NE . 0 ) then 
IBstrength=mub*IBstrength/(hbar*a_ recoilpar (element)*a_decayrate(element)) 
EBstrength=mub*EBstrength/ (hbar*a_r ecoilpar(element)*a_decayrate(element)) 

endif 

Bgin=O 
Bnd=O 

f i eld: select case (mode) 

case (O) !field in impuls units assume incomming withno impuls and positive m 
apol_int=apol/SUM ((CDAES(apol))**2) 

do j=-6 , 6 
avm=avm+ (( CDABS (apol_int(j))**2)* FLOAT (j)) 

enddo 
do j=1 , 3 
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do i=1 , nstep 

Bgin(i , j)=((IBstrength ) **2)*IBvec(j) / (avm*4) 
Bnd(i , j)=((EBstrength ) **2 ) *EBvec(j) / (avm*4) 

enddo 
enddo 

case (1) !uniform magnetic field 
do j=1 , 3 

do i = 1 , nstep 
Bgin(i , j)=IBstrength*IBvec ( j) 
Bnd(i , j)=EBstrength*EBvec ( j ) 

end do 
enddo 

case ( 2 ) !Custom magnetic field 
Open ( 2 1 , Fil e= ' hfonndat. inp ' ) 
do i=1 , nstep 

READ (21 , *) Bgin(i,1) , Bgin(i , 2) , Bgin(i,3) 
do j=1 , 3 

Bgin(i , j) =Bgin(i , j ) *IBstrength 
enddo 

enddo 

do i=1 , nstep 
READ ( 21 , *) Bnd ( i , 1) , Bnd ( i , 2) , Bnd (i , 3) 
do j=1 , 3 

Bnd(i , j )=Bnd(i , j ) *EBstrength 
enddo 

enddo 
Close (21) 

case defau lt 
Bgin=O . O 
Bnd=O . 0 

end select field 

!no magnet i c fie l d 

CLOSE (19) 

return 
end subroutine Bfield_ init 

real (8) function omega (zt) 

real (8) zt 

mode: select case ( lprof ) 

case (0) square l aser beam 
if (ABS (zt) <= waista/2 . 0) then 

omega=omegacent 
el se 

omega=O.O 
endif 

case default Gaussian l aser beam 
omega=omegacent*EXP (-zt**2/(wa is ta** 2 )) 

end sel ect mode 

return 
end function omega 

subroutine buildcg (p rotoCG ) 
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f EW.f90 

! Calcu l ate Cl ebsch - Gordon Coefficients 

real (8) protoCG( - 6 : 6,-1 : 1 ,- 6 : 6) 
integer i , j , k 

do i =- 6,6 
do j=-1 , 1 

do k=-6 , 6 
protoCG(i , j ,k)=cleb( 2* jg , 2*i , 2 , 2* j , 2*je , 2*k) 

enddo 
enddo 

enddo 

return 
endsubroutine buildcg 

subroutine gj (gjv ) 

! ca l cul ate the l ande-factor for a spec i fic l eve l 

use g r 
implicit none 

real (8) gjv (0 : 1 ) 
integer l 

l=jg- s 
gjv (0 ) =1 o0+ (j g* ( jg+1 o0)- l *( l +1o0)+s*(s+1o0) ) / (2*jg* ( jg+1o0)) 

l=je- s 
g jv (1) = 1 0 0 + ( j e • ( je+ 1 0 0) - 1 * ( l+ 1 0 0 ) +s * ( s + 1 0 0) ) I ( 2 *je* ( je+ 1 0 0 ) ) 

end subroutine gj 

subroutine fcnroots (fcnr i n) 

! pre-ca l cu l ate the squareroots in the schrodi nger equat i on to safe ca l cu l ation t i me 

use global ~r 

real (8) fcnrin (1:4 , -6 : 6) 
integer j 

fcnrin=O 

do j=-jg , jg 
fcnrin(l , j ) =SQRT ( (jg- j) * (jg+j+ 1 o0)) 
fcnrin (2 , j ) =SQRT (( jg+j)* ( jg- j +1o0)) 

enddo 

do j=-je , je 
fcnrin (3, j ) =SQRT (( j e-j)*(je+ j +1o0)) 
fcnrin (4, j ) =SQRT (( je+j)* ( je-j+1 o0) ) 

enddo 

end subroutine cnroots 

subroutine int_to_ char (char , cint , en ) 

! transferm numbers to chars 
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implicit none 

i nteger , i ntent ( i n ) :: en, e i nt 
character*en , intent (out ) :: char 
integer : : ei , eil , ei2 

eil=eint 
if (eil>lO**en) then 
do c i= l , cn 
char (e i :ei)="#" 
enddo 
el se 
do c i= l , cn 
e i2=e i l/10** (en-e i ) 
char (ei:ei)=aehar(48+ei2) 
e i l =e i l-e i 2*10**(en-e i ) 
enddo 
endif 
return 
end subroutine int_ to_ char 
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C.2 Global_pars 

The GlobaLpars.f90 file is used as an auxiliary file containing the global 
variables used in various different (sub-)programs. It is an expansion of the 
file used by the Q_Bragg-program and can be used by the original program 
without any problems. The number of momenturn states used is limited to 
32 in this case to increase clarity and to save time. Sirree al the interesting 
processes take place in the lower momenturn states, these are the ones which 
are most interesting to study, the higher momenta only cause a distraction 
while studying the data. Limiting the amount of momenturn state also de
creases the calculation time needed for the algorithm which scale roughly 
as (8N) 3 with N the number of momenturn states. Also a large number of 
momenturn states combined with a large number of evaluation points causes 
memory problems when trying to process the data on a normal computer. 

: Global_pars.f90 

module Global_pars 

Dimensions , basic constants 

INTEGER npoint , maxnstep , maxnp , maxnv 
REAL (8) zscale , eps , tiny 
PARAMETER (npoint=32 ) ! multitude of 4 
PARAMETER (maxnstep~l024 ) 

PARAMETER (maxnp~200 ) 

PARAMETER (maxnv-2 00) 
PARAMETER (zsca le=l .O) 
PARAMETER (eps=0.05) 
PARAMETER (tiny=l.Oe-12) 

Input parameter block 

INTEGER element, nstep,ifail,dowaveread,numv ,nump, iseed , seswitch 
INTEGER numshots, jg , je , jmax ,s,lprof ,numi ,numB,spontdec ,mqax,intinf,nEV 
REAL (8) zbegin , zcoast , zeind , omegamax , omegamin , omegacent ,wa ist , tol , eta , spmax 
real (8) poff,phix,delta ,gamma,speedratio,pspread,lengthunit 
real (8) z,zO ,z l,step,zbegina,zcoasta , zeinda ,Lint 
real (8) Bl(l:3) , CG(-6 : 6 , -l:l,-6:6),g(O :l ) , magquant(l : 3) 
real (8) fcnroot(1:4 ,-6:6) 
complex (8) apol(-6:6) , lpol(-1:1 , -l:l) 

Globalized vers i o ns of waist , momenturn offset , last random guess 

REAL (kind=8 ) waista , poffa , randec 

end module Global_pars 
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C.3 Anglib 

The anglib.f90 file is a publicly available Fortran file by Paul Stevenson from 
Oxford University /Oak Ridge ational Laboratory which contains a routine 
for calculating Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. This is the same file used by the 
Q_Bragg-program. 
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: anglib.f90 

module anglib 

! Library of angular momenturn coupling coefficient routines i n fortran 90 
! Pau l Stevenson , Oxford UniversityiOak Ri dge Nationa l Laboratory . 
! spaul@mail . phy.ornl .gov 
contains 

function cleb ( jl , ml ,j 2 , m2 , j , m) 
imPlicit none 
! calculate a c l ebsch-gordan coefficient < jll2 mll2 j212 m212 I jl2 ml 2 > 
! arguments are integer and twice the true value. 

real (8) :: cleb , factor , swn 
integer :: jl , ml , j2 , m2 , j , m, par , z , zmin , zmax 

! some checks for vali d i ty ( l et ' s just return zero for bogus arguments) 

if (2*( jll2 ) - i nt ( 2* (j ll2 . 0 )) 1~ 2* (abs (ml) l2 ) - int (2*( abs (ml) l2 . 0 )) .or. & 
2*(j21 2 ) - int ( 2* (j 212.0 )) 1~ 2*( abs (m2)12) - int (2* (abs (m2 ) 12 . 0 )) .or . & 
2 *( jl2)-int (2* ( jl2 . 0)) 1~ 2 *(abs (m) l2 )- int (2*( abs (m)l2 . 0 )) . or . & 
jl<O . or. j2<0 . or . j<O . or . abs (ml) >jl .or . abs (m2)>j2 . or . & 
abs (m) >j . or. jl+j2<j . or . abs ( jl-j2 ) >j .or . ml+m2 1~m) then 

el se 
cleb~ 0 . 0 

0. 0 
binom ( jl , ( jl+j2-j) 12) I binom( ( jl+j2 + j +2 ) 12 , (jl+j2-j) 12 ) 
factor * binom ( j2 , ( jl+j2-j ) l2 ) I binom(jl , ( jl-ml ) l2) 
factor I binom ( j2 , ( j2 - m2) 12 ) I binom(j , ( j-m ) /2 ) 
sqrt (factor) 

factor 
factor 
factor 
factor 
factor 
zmin 
zmax = 

max (O , j2 +( jl - ml) 12- ( jl+j2+j ) 12 , jl+ ( j2+m2) 12- ( jl+j2+ j) 12) 
min ( ( j l+ j2 - j ) 12 , ( jl-ml ) 12 , ( j2+m2 ) 12 ) 

sum~o . 0 
do z = zmin , zmax 

par~l 

if (2*( zl2 ) - int (2*( zl2 .0)) 1~ 0 ) par~-1 
sum~sum+par*binom (( jl + j2 -j) l2 , z)*& 

binom( (jl- j2 +j) 12 , (jl-ml) 12 - z) *& 
binom( (- jl+j2+j) 12 , ( j2+m2) 12-z ) 

end do 

cl eb 
end if 

factor* sum 

end function cleb 

function sixj (a,b,c , d , e , f) 

imPlicit none 
integer , intent (in ) . . a , b , c , d, e, f 
real ( 8) : : si x j 
integer :: phase , nlo , nhi , n 
real (8) :: outfacto rs , sum, sumterm 

calculates a Wigner 6-j symbo l . Argument a - f are integer and are 
twice the true value of the 6-j's arguments , in the farm 
{ a b c l 
{ d e f l 

First check for consistency of arguments: 
sixj ~O.O 
if (mod (a+b , 2 ) 1~mod (c, 2 )) return 
if ( mod (c+d , 2 )1~d ( e , 2 )) return 
if ( mod (a+e , 2)1~od (f , 2)) return 
if (mod (b+d , 2)1~od (f,2)) return 
if (abs (a-b)>c . or . a+b<c) return 
if (abs (c-d ) >e . or. c+d<e) return 
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i anglib.f90 
if (abs (a - e ) >f . or. a+e<f) return 
if (abs (b-d)>f . or. b+d<f) return 

phase= (-1)** (( a+c+d+f)l2 ) 

outfactors angdelta (a, b , c)langdelta(a , e , f) 
outfactors = outfactors * angdelta (b , d , f ) langde lta (c,d,e) 

nlo 
nhi min ( (a-b+d+e) 12 , (c+e+ f - b) 12 , (a +c+d+f ) 12+1 , (a-b+c) 12 , & 

& (d+f-b) 12 , (a+e+f) 12 +1 , (c+d+e) 12 +1) 

sum=O . O 
do n=nlo , nhi 

sumterm = (-1)**n 
sumterm = sumterm * factorial( (a-b+d+e) l2-n) I factorial(n) I & 

factorial((a-b+c)l2-n) 
sumterm sumterm * factorial ( (-b+c+e+f)l2-n) I factorial ( (d-b+f ) l2 -n) 
sumterm = sumterm * factorial ( (a+c+d+f)l2+1 - n)lfactorial (( a+e+f)l2+1-n ) 
sumterm = sumterm I factorial( (c+d+e) l2+1-n) 
sum=sum+sumte rm 

end do 

sixj = phase * sum * outfactors 

end function sixj 

function angdelta (a,b,c) 

implicit none 
integer :: a , b , c 
real (8) :: angdelta , scr1 

calculate the function delta as defined in varshalovich et al. for 
use in 6-j symbol: 

scr1= factorial((a+b-c)l2l 
scr1=scr11factorial((a+b+c)l2+1) 
scr1=scr1*factorial( (a-b+c ) l2 ) 
scr1=scr1*factorial( (-a+b+c ) l2) 
angdelta=sqrt (scr1 ) 

end function angdelta 

function ninej (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i) 

implicit none 
integer .. a , b,c,d,e,f,g , h , i 
real ( 8 ) :: ninej , sum 
integer . . xlo , xhi 
integer .. x 

calculate a 9-j symbol. The arguments are given as integers twice the 
value of the true arguments in the farm 
{ a b c l 
{ d e f ) 
{ g h i ) 

ninej=O . O 
! first check for bogus arguments (and return zero if so) 
if (abs (a-b) >c .or. a+b <c ) return 
if (abs (d - e)>f . or . d+e<f) return 
if (abs (g - h ) >i . or . g+h<i) return 
if (abs (a-d) >g . or . a+d <g ) return 
if (abs (b-e) >h . or. b+e<h ) return 
if (abs (c- f)>i . or . c+f <i ) return 

xlo = max (abs (b-f) , abs (a- i ) , abs (h - d )) 
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' anglib.f90 
xhi = min (b+f , a+i , h+d i 

sum=O.O 
do x=x1o,xhi , 2 

smn=sum+ ( -1) **x* (x+ 1) *si x j (a , b , c , f , i , x) * s i xj ( d , e, E, b , x , h ) * & 
sixj(g,h , i,x,a , d) 

end do 

ninej=sum 

end function ninej 

recursive function factorial (n) result (res) 

implicit none 
integer :: n 
real ( 8) : : res 

if ( n==O . or. n==11 then 
res =1 . 0 

el se 
res=n*factorial (n-1) 

end if 

end function factorial 

recursive function binom (n , r ) result (res) 

implicit none 
integer . . n , r 
real (8) . . res 
real (8) :: tmp 

if (n==r . or . r==Oi then 
res = 1 . 0 

else if (r==11 then 
res real (nl 

el se 
res = real (n) / real (n-r)*binom(n-1 , r) 

end if 

end function bino 
end module an lib 
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C.4 Atom_constants 

The Atom_constants.f90 file contains several basic properties of the atoms 
available for the atomie beam. The specific atom can be selected in the m
put files. T his file is identical to the one used by the Q_Bragg-program. 

at om_ constants. f90 

module ~tom_constants 

! Fundarnental / mathematical constants and atom data in SI units 

REAL (kind=8) clight,hbar , amu , pi , mub 
PARAMETER (clight=299792458.0 ) 
PARAMETER (hbar=1.0545716e-34) 
PARAMETER (amu=1 . 66053873e-27) 
PARAMETER (pi- 3.14159265359) 
PARAMETER (mub-9 . 27408e-24) 

! Atoms: 1: 4He* , 2: 20Ne* , 3: 40Ar*, 4: 84Kr* , 5: 56Fe , 6 : 52Cr 

REAL (kind=8) a_ decayrate(1:6) , a_ wavelength(1:6) , a_recoilpar(1 : 6) 
REAL (kind=8) a_satint(1 : 6) , a_recoilvelocity(1:6 ), a_lengthunit(1 : 6) 
INTEGER a _ massnumber(1 : 6) , a_s(1:6) , a_jg(1:6), a_je(1:6) 
DATA a_decayrate /1.022e7 , 5.15e7 , 3.66e7 , 3 . 49e7 , 1.62e7,3.15e7/ 
DATA a_massnumber /4 , 20 , 40,84 , 56,52/ 
DATA a_wavelength /1 . 083e-6 , 6 . 402e-7 , 8.11e-7 , 8.11e-7 , 3.7209e-7,4.2555e-7/ 
DATA a_recoilpar /2.6145e-2 , 2 . 9695e-3 , 1 . 3019e-3,6.5013e-4 , 9 . 9804e-3 , 4.226e-3/ 
DATA a_satint /1.674 , 40.829 , 14.273 , 13.610 , 65.415 , 85.028/ 
DATA a _ recoilvelocity /9.211e-2 , 3.116e-2,1 . 230e-2 , 5.857e-3 , 1.915e-2 , 1 . 803e-2/ 
DATA a_lengthunit /3.7426e-6,6 . 5390e-6 , 2 . 0987e-5,4 . 4073e-5 , 6 . 1849e-6,7.5120e-6/ 
DATA a_s /1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 3/ 
DATA a_jg /1,2,2 , 2 , 4 , 3/ 
DATA a_je /2,3,3,3 , 5,4/ 

end module Atom_ constants 
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Appendix D 

Technology assessment 

In this report novel ways of coherent manipulation (splitting, reflecting and 
bending) of an atomie beam are proposed 

These techniques can be used in a variety of contemporary and future 
experiments in the field of atom opties. The beam splitting setup is interest
ing sirree it is essentially a self-stabilizing symmetrical beam splitter that can 
be used in various quanturn and quanturn information experiments requiring 
two or more identical sourees of coherent atoms. 

The proposed technique for bending an atomie beam offers new degrees 
of freedom for experimentalists when working with coherent atoms, possibly 
leading to new experiments that were previously impossible or impractieal. 
The technique could also be implemented in a setup to function as a coherent 
atom switch, cantrolling the coherent flow of atoms from a single souree or 
preparation line to various setups or experiments. 

Finally, the discussed applications also have potential impact on tech
nological applications in the field of atom opties in general and atom in
terferometry in particular. Of the devices created within this field, atomie 
interferometers are used as extremely sensitive detectors for processes such 
as rotation ("atomie gyroscopes") and local gravitational fluctuations (ge
ology and the oil industry) . All of these could potentially benefit from the 
incorporation of the quasi-Bragg scheme. 
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